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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes an investigatîon into the effectiveness of

Canada Standard Sizes for Homen's Apparel for women aged 65 to 85, The

study was conducted because the clothing literature reports that

garment fìt is a serious clothing problem for older women. Their

difficulty in finding welì fÌt clothes has been attributed ro the

failure of standard sizes to provide garments which accomÍìodate age

related changes in body form.

Canada Standard Sizes for l,lomen's Apparel is a part of the Canada

Standard Sizes program to standardìze the sizing of garments in Canada.

It has been approved as a National Standard of Canada. Utiìization of

the program is voluntary. No research relating to the effectiveness of

the standard has been reported. The study was designed to determine if
the standard sizes accurateìy represent the body form of older Canadian

women, and hence have the potentíal to provide them with adequately fìt
garments,

Twenty-nine dimensions were measured on 92 women aged 6! to 85.

Ind iv ídua ì s were ass igned to stàndard s izes based on the i r

measurements. D imens ions were cons idered to be '¡f i t" i f measurements

were within acceptable limìts of the sîze specifications, as defined by

a multipìe of the dimensions¡ grade interval, The results indicate the

standard sizes would be adequate in dimensions which are gross



indicators of body size, but that a substantiaì proportion of older

women may have fitting probìems ¡n the shoulder/upper torso area, and

vrith proportions among vertical dimensions, This suggests many older

women would have problems w¡th cìosely fit tailored garments, but not

with ìoosely fit garments. Research into the practical effect of

weaknesses in standard sìzes, and comparisons wÌth other age groups is

suggested.

The sample kas excluded from the whole body system Trade sizes in
the same proport ion as expected for the genera I popu lat ion, However,

because the lower body system Trade sizes are biased in favour of smaìl

kaists, significantìy fewer than expected of the sample were included,

0lder women would be better served by the selection of different ranges

or the addition of a range to the lower body Trade sizes,
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Chapter I

I NTR(]DUCT If]N

The purpose of this study was to determine the accuracy with which

sizes in thê Canada Standard System of Sizes for llomenrs Apparel

represents the body form of Canadian women aged 65 to 85. The clothing

literature suggests that older women have difficulty finding well fit
garments because of age related changes ìn body form. proposed

solutions include a separate sizÌng system for the eìderìy, an approach

wh¡ch wouìd be unnecessary if the Canada Standard system of sizes,

which was designed to include sizes for almost aì I Canadian women, is

effect ive for older women,

1.1 CANADA STANDARD SYSTEII (]F SIZES Ft]R llIOl'tEN'S APPAREL

Canada Standard System of Sizes for Women's Apparei is a part of the

Canada Standard Sizes program to standardize the sizing of garments in

Canada. The impetus for the program came from consumer complaints

about their inabiì ity to find cìothes that fit, The Consumers

Assoc¡ation of Canada brought this concern to the government and in

llll a Committee on the Standardization of Garment Sizes was

establ ished by the Canadian Government Specifications Boardr

¡ Now caì ìed Canadian General Standard Board (CGSB). (,'One Systemr',
197Ð. Sízing systems, based on body measurements, were developed
for infantrs, children's, and womenrs clothing.

-t-
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The sizing systems have been approved by the Standards Council of

Canada as National Standards of Canada. They are voluntary standards,

developed by consensus among representat¡ves of reìevant interest

groups, i nc I ud ing manufacturers assoc iat ions, consumer groups,

reta ì ì ers, and government.

Three National Standards deal with the sizing of women's appareì.

The basÌc system, Canada Standard System for Sizing llomen's Appareì is

described in standard CAN/CGSB-49.201-f1/8 (Canadìan Generaì Standards

Board (CGSB) , 1978a; for ease of reference it wiìì be identìfied as

CSS-20ì.) From this system, two additional standards h,ere developed to

serve commercial purposes. Appì ication of the Canada Standard System

for the Sizing of Womenrs l,learing Apparel, CAN/CGSB-l+9.202-11780, (CcSB,

1978b; referred to as CSS-202) modifies the basic system so that ¡r

conforms more cìosely to present trade practise, Canada Standard Sizes

for Womenr s Apparel--Trade Sizes, CAN/CcSB-49.203-t478, (CcSB, t978c;

referred to as CSS-203) abridges CSS-202 by identìfying sizes of

greatest commercîal interest. The ìatter has recently been revised as

cAN/ccsB-49.203-t187, (ccSB, t987r referred to as csS-203-t487) ttl.

1.1.1

The change in clothing production methods, from indivÌduaììy made

custom fÌtted garments, to mass produced ready to wear garments meant

that individuals were faced with the task of finding clothes which

would fit them from among aì ì those produced. The sartorial traditions

from which the womenrs apparei industry developed, however, made



finding v¡el I fit ready to wear clothes difficult for women. Consumers

compla¡ned, and the need for a systematic rscientificr approach to

garment sizes was advocated (Lonie, 1948; 0'Brien, ì929; 0'Brien,

t 93o) .

The reasons for consumersr difficulties in fìnding ready-to-wear

clothes that fit trere ¡dentified as improper proportíoning of garments

and/or confus ing ident i f icat ion Õf s izes that ex i sted (DeLury &

Staples, 1956). Accordingly, the goaì of the standard sÌz¡ng program

was to reduce or el iminate these probìems through standardization of

sizing and size ìabe¡ing. This wouìd allow consumers to find the best

f¡tting (that is, properìy proportioned) garments, without unnecessary

t r y-ons .

The deveìopment of a system for CSS was carried out by ¡i.1. Staples

and D,B. ÐeLury at the ontario Research Foundation and is well

documented in the originaì CcSB standards, 49-Gp-l, 49-Gp-l supptement,

and 49-GP-2 (respectively, DeLury E Staples, l!!6; Staples, l!60;

DeLury ê Staples, ll!l) . other research articles support this work

(Staples & DeLury, I!4!; Staples, l!64) , and together provide for a

good understanding of the rationaìe and classification system used for

al I CSS standards.3

2 Now cance I ì ed .

3 Although the system wãs first developed for chiìdren's apparel the
women's standards t¿ere deveìoped using the same methodology. The
information in 49-GP-l is therefore relevant to understanding the
womenrs s iz íng system.



The sizing system Ìs a standard to definê a common conception of

body form (size and proportion) for a given size designation. llhen

developing the CSS system the minimum requirements of a good sizing

system were identified as follows:

2.

3.

L It must assign virtually avery individual of the
population to a size class that specifies an
acceptable fÌt for any given kind of garment;

It must provide a direct and simpìe means, based on a
few measurements, of assigning each individual to his
appropriate size class, without rrtrial and error"
f ittingt and

It must employ size designations that are closely
related to the measurêments used to assign individuals
to s ize c ì asses, rather than arb i trary and ìnherent ì y
meaningless size labeìs. (DeLury I Staples, 1956, pp
t-2.)

It is evÌdent that the sizing system uras intended to be both

comprehensive and practical. Not only would the standard provide a

common conception of fit for a size cìass, but thè size cìasses would

be defined so as to give an acceptable fit and include nearly everyone.

As well, it shouìd be simple to determine oners size and identify the

best fitting garments. These goals address directìy the problems of

improperly proportioned garments and confusing size identification

bel ieved to be the cause of consumer complaints.

Consumer and Corporate Affairs Canada, v,/hich administers the Canada

Standard Sizing program, has outl ined the advantages of such a sìzing

system (Consumer and Corporate Affaìrs Canada, 1984). For the consumer

they are cìear. Having identÌfied her size, a woman should be abie to

find the best f¡tting garments without unnecessary trial and error,
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Shopping by maiì or for another person shouìd also be faciìitated, For

retailers, the sizing system shouìd increase merchandising efficiency,

lf the best fitting garments are easily identified, returns due to poor.

fit, and damage caused by try-ons shouìd be reduced. There are also

advantages for manufacturersi they are provided with a method for

providing consistentìy fit garments to the majority of Canadians; and

they might more effectively target market segments (as data on the

actual proportions of different sizes is documented). Adoption of the

system would also heìp conversion to metric sizing and facilitate
exPo r ts .

Not expl icitìy mentioned by Consumer and Corporate AffaÌrs, but

clearly a basic goaì of the system, is to make possible the production

of proper ìy proportioned garments.

1.1.2 The CSS-201 Classification System

A sìzing system, al though ultimateìy used as a means of identifying

garment size, ¡s based on the classification of bodies into ìike shaped

groups. Bodies are put into groups (that is, sizes) based on one or

several classificatîon criteria, which DeLury E Staples (ì956) refer to
as control dimensions. To achìeve a good fit for everyone, aìl of the

dÌmensions in whích a good fit was needed could be used as controls.

Since this vtould result in an excessive number of sizes, in practice

some compromíses must be introduced, These compromîses either restrict
the proportion of the populatîon covered, or sacrifice some degree of

fit (Stapies, 'l964, Þ,208).
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To lîmit the compromises necessary to achieve a workable system,

Staples and Delury first classified garments into two types: those

which fit the whole or uppèr body, and those which fit the lower body.

For each type of garment, a classification system was developed which

used as controls the dimensions felt to be most crÌticaì to fit, For

the whole body (WB) system the controls are busr g¡rth, hîp girth,

trunk length, and crotch he ight (a ì so ca ì I ed leg length) . For the

lower body (LB) system the controìs are waist girth, hip girth, and

crotch height.

ln each system sizes are determined by the combination of control

dimensions. ln the WB systèm there are lJ bust size categories, l3 hip

size categories, 2 trunk length size categories, and 2leg length size

categories. They combine to form 320 completely defÌned l,JB sizes. In

the LB system there are l3 waist size categorìes, l4 hip size

categories, and 2leg length size categories, They combine to form ì84

completely defíned LB sizes.

Controì dimensions group together bodies of similar size and shape,

0imensions which are not controls are dependent dimensions; they

complete the description of body form. lf the control dimensions are

effective then $/ithin each size the varîability of dependent dimensions

will be within l¡mits considered acceptâble for adequâte fit. For each

size, the vaìues of dependent dimensions are specified by the standard.

The sizing system specifications, detailed in Tables I to l4 of

CSS-20.l, give measurements which def¡ne the body form represented by

each s ize,
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Canada Standard Sizes for women has recently been introduced to

consumers (Consumer and Corporate Affairs Canada, no date) . The

practicality of the system wÌll be tested in the marketplace. There

has been, however, no research reporting the effectiveness of the

classification system. Staples (1964) feels a sizing system should be

assessed by the nature of the compromises, and its effìciency measured

by the extent of its departure from perfection. Some of the effects of

limiting the number of control dimensions and the number of cìasses

withîn each control dimens¡on are estimated by the 'degrees of fitl
given in CSS-20'l , However, no independent research investigatíng the

degrees of fit or proportion of the population covered is currently

available. lt ¡s of interest to know how weì I the classification

system can perform: Does it realìy have a size for almost everyone?

Do the sizes provide for adequate fit? Does it perform equally welì

for all segments of the popuìation? Are there strengths or

shortcomìngs related to characteristics of women (such as age) which

were not foreseen? These questions nèed investigation if the potentiaì

of the system is to be known.

1.2 NEED FOR THE STUDY

This study was des igned to investigate the effectiveness of CSS-20l

sizes for older women. lt appears that older women are not being weìl

served by the ready-to-wear market: difficuìties with fit, and

dissatisfactÌon with selection and service are thought to be common.

lf the CSS-201 sÌzes are âppropriate, the CSS program couìd be of

spec ia I benef i t for o ìder women.



Clothing special¡sts have identified garment fit as a sìgnificant,

age related cìothing problem for older women (Hoffman, ì970i

Kernaleguen, l!/8¡ Ryan, 1966¡ Tate E Glisson, ì96ì). Anecdotal

evidence ís consistent yJith this v¡ew. The researcher found that on

ment¡oning her research area - the fit of oìder womenrs clothing - to

friends and acquaintances, a description of an older relativers

difficulty finding cìothes that fit usually fol towed. The impression

was confirmed when recruiting subjects for the study. l,lost of the

women expressed frustration with ready-to-wear clothing, with poor fit
and limited seìection repeatedly ment¡oned, ln the marketplace, two

new smal I businesses, Camrose Fashions of Victoria, 8,C., and Comfort

Clothing of Kingston, 0ntario, bjere started by women frustrated by

theìr older relatives' inability to find srylish, welì fit clothing

(Aisenberg, 1987). Their strategy of producing stylish ctothing,

proportioned and designed for women 65 years and over, has been the

' basis of their remarkable success and further suggests that the

established ready to wear market does not meet the fit and style needs

of oìder v¿omen.

There is a consensus in the I iterature that the fitting problems of

older women are caused by the faîlure of rstandard sizesr to

accommodate age related changes in body shape (Bader, ì963; Blair,
'1953; Hoffman, 1970; Karrhoìm, Dahlman, Ê Rosenblad-t.lalì in, 'l977;

Kernaleguen, 1978; Patterson, 1978; Richards, 198ì; Rosenblad-l,laì lin 6

Karìsson, 1986; Ryan, ì966) . Research studies have found that the

seìf-reported fitting probìems experienced by oìder women âre related

to changes ín body size (Bartley ê Warden, 1962i Bìair, 1953i Karrhôlm
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et al , 1977i l'latrhews, 1979; Pieper, ì!68; Richards, l97ji

Rosenb I ad-1.¡a I ì in ¿ Karlsson, .l986; Smathers ¿ Horridge, t978-1979) , and

that the U.S. standard (PS42-70) size specificatìons do not accurately

reflect the measurements of women over 65 (Felkner, 1978; Frazier,

197Ð.

The view that fitting problems of older women are caused by age

related changes Ìn body shape led Blair ('l953) to concludei [îf women

maintained their ideal body þ,eight for age 35 they wouìd have ì itrle
troubìe finding ready-to-wear clothes,., of satisfactory fit." This

rblame the victim¡ approach is becoming Ìncreasingly less popular among

researchers. Rather there is a growing alJareness that the adult body

is not stat ¡c. Fa i r ìy pred ictab le changes occur; they cannot be

denied, and shouìd instead be accommodated.

Acknowìedging the reality of aging, a recurring solution offered in
the ì iterature has been the suggestion of a system of eìderly sizing:

that is, a separate sizing system for oìder women (Frazier, 1975i

Karrhoìm et al, .l977; Patterson & Ì.larden, ì983-ì984; Richards, ì98ì) ,

as has been adopted in Sweden (Rosenblad-Wall in E Karlsson, ì986). The

assumption, either implicit or expìicit, behind this suggestion is that

current rstandard sizing' ¡s adequate for younger þ¿omen, but

ineffective for older women: that is, current sizing is not

comprehensive and discriminates on the basis of age. lf older women

are excluded, then an elderly sizing system, it is assumed, $rouid be

more effective. Although there is no supporting research, there is an

impl icit assumptÌon in much of the ì iterature that fit is more of a

problem for older women than for younger women.
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The ¡dea of an elderìy sizing system is a more sympathetic strategy,

consistent with traditional age related concepts of body form

c I ass i f ¡cat ion. ¡ t Ìs an extens ion of ex îst ing conceptua I izat ions and

methodology: added to Junior, llisses, and |/Jomens s¡zes would be an

¡elderly womens' catêgory. The fact that the practicaì considerations

of elderly sizing have received only I imited consideration and that the

theoret ica I impl icat ions have not been d i scussed i s further ev idence of

an uncriticai acceptance of present standard sizing. Noteh,orthy by

the i r absence are two a I ternat ìve interpretat ions of thê s i tuat ion i

that the fitt¡ng problems of oìder women are due to I imíted selection

of age appropriate garments; and that sizing is inadequate because the

methodology with which ¡t was developed is inadequate,

It is possible that older women have a poor selection of age

appropriate cìothes from which to choose. lf their sizes or suitable

styìes are not manufactured or readily availabìe, it may be difficult
to find weì I fitting garments. The ampìe selection o.f styles and

brands among which young women search for garments to suit their needs

(including fit) may be the main reason fit ¡s not perceived as a

problem for younger women. There is enough variety that one can,

through triaì and error, find something that fits. perhaps older women

have probìems with fit because manufacturers simpìy are not providing a

sufficientìy large selection of appropriate sizes and styles.

Aìternatively, ìt ìs poss¡ble that oìder women (and perhaps aìso al ì

women) are poorly fit because the methodology usêd to determine garment

sizes is inadequate and hence garments are incorrectly proportioned,
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That methodoìogy might be a tradÌtional cutting system used by a

manufacturer, or that used to develop the U.S, standard sîzes (with or

yrithout manufacturerrs modificatÌons). The U.S. standard was developed

because of dissatisfact¡on w¡th the results of tradìtional cutting

methods (0'Brien, 1929; 0'Brien ¿ Sheìton, ì94ì), but its merhodology

has, until recently, remained unchalìenged: Salusso-Deonier (ì985) has

questioned the classification methodoìogy, and cazzoulo (1985) has

guestioned the measurement methodology. However, their perspectives

have yet to be applied to the analysis of older women's fitting
problems.

Ciearìy, older þromen are a market segment in need of attention from

researchers, manufacturers, and retailers. ln research, there are many

areas în need of conceptua I c lar if icat ion and invest igat ion, one of

the most basic reìates to the potential of a standard sizing program as

a strategy for providing effective sizes for older womên.

1.3 RATI t]NALE

The basic Canadian siz¡ng system, CSS-20 1, represents, by virtue of

its classif¡cation methodology, a technicaì innovation in sizingi it is

a significant break wÌth traditional classification methods. lf the

classification system is effect¡ve, the CSS program w¡ll have the

potentiaì to facilitate the suppìy of weìì fit clothing to all Canadian

women; an indivÌduaì's body form would be adequately dêscribed by the

specifications of her size, and a size would be availabìe for aìmost

aìl Canadian women.l lt is not known, however, how far the system goes

4 Al though ali sizes are unlíkely to be manufactured, they are defined,
and couìd be.
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toward meeting its objective of providing adequate sizes for virtually
alì, incìuding alì ages of, Canadian women,

It is poss¡bìe thãt older women þrl li not be adequately fit by

CSS-201 sizes. This would be the case if, as a group, thèy have

characteristic, age related, body form that does not occur, or occurs

infrequentìy, in the rest of the popuìation; theîr measurements might

then tend to be the extremes w¡thÌn each size and may not be

sufficientìy near the sÌze specificatíons to aì lour for good fit. lf
this is the case, then CSS-201 may not define sizes representative of

the oìder body form: the classifÌcation system, although designed to

reduce the variability of dependent dímensions with¡n sizes, Ìs
unl ikeìy to be 100å effective.

An example of this type of inadvertent age associated discriminatory

effect, related to body size, is given by Koncet ik (1982, p.137) , Cars

are designed to accommodate 85U of the popuìation, an approach

consistent with good human factors engineering principles which

considers that design should be based on knowìedge of relevant

characteristics of users, and that products should accommodate

approximately the middle l0 percentiìes. (Extreme characteristics,

both ìargê and smaì1, are very difficult to accommodate,) ln car

design, however, those excluded are not evenly distributed across age

groups: the extreme rsmaì lr portion includes approximately 50? of

$romen over age 65. Therefore, whiìe 85U of the generaì population is

weìl served, only half of women over age 6! are because, as a group,

they are smal i,
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ln the case of garment fit and body form, we know there are age

related changes in form which will affect fit for indivìduals; but we

do not know if the resul tant body forms (of the s.Jb popuiation of women

over age 65) are characteristic of the age group - that is, unique in

the population - in such a way as trould make CSS-20ì sizes ìneffective.

An individual may change shape as she ages, but if her roìdr shape is

found often enough in the population, CSS-2Ol sizes are I ikely to fit
adequately. The important distÌnction is between the effect of age

related changes for an indivìdual ahd for an age group.

lf age related body form characteristics do have an effect on the

efficiency of CSS-201 sizes, it may not have been apparent when the

system was developed; the data5base used contained measurements from

very few women aged 6! or more (ì75 of lo,O42, or 1.7"4 of the sample);

however, even if more older women had been incìuded, any relationship

between age and classification effîcìency uras unl ikeìy to be evident

without having specifically addressed the question.

The fit a CSS-201 size w¡ll prov¡de any individuaì depends on how

close the individuals measurements are to the specifications of her

size. lf an older !¡omanrs measurements are near enough to her size

specifications, she should be adequateìy fit. Group averages are

irreìevant to fitting individuaìs; it is possible for a subgroup to

have different average measurements from the whole group, but for

individual members of the subgroup to be fit within individual sizes.

The approach to thÌs study was therefore based on the individual as the

5 The data col ìected by 0rBrien ê Shelton (1941) was used to construct
the CSS sys tem.
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unit of analysis; women yJêre measured, assigned a size, and the

d ì fferences between her measurements and her s ¡ze spec if icat ions

determÌned. These data were then used to express how weìì older women,

as a group, might be represented (and eventual ly be fit) by CSS-2Ol

s izes.

1 .4 SCoPE

ïhe primary purpose of this research was to investigate, from the

perspective of older women, the effèctiveness of the CSS-2Ol

classificat¡on system, Specifical ly the objectives were: l) to

determine if CSS-201 was likely to have sizes for aìmost all older

women; and 2) to determ ¡ne if the s ize spec if icat ions represented the

body forms of older women suffìciently wel I that adequately fit
garments could be provided. As no approprìate data were available, a

sample of older women (aged 65 to 85) was measured. Therefore, some

anthropometric data, much needed for this age group, t^ril I aìso be

prov ided by the study,

A further purpose relates to the commercial appìicatîon of the

s¡zing systemi are the appropriate CSS-20ì sizes, even if not pêrfect,

I ikely to be produced? The third objective ¡s, therefore, to determÌne

the proportion of elderìy women ìikely to be covered by the trade

s izes.
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1 .5 ENDNI]TES

[]] There are âdditionar documents dearing with dimensionar standards
for gärments, for example CAN/CGSB-À9.210-t484, Bìouses, Junior,
¡lisses and l,Jomenrs Sizes--Dimcns¡ons (CCSB, l9B4). They are I istedin the catalogue of CGSB standards (CcSB, lg8g) . These standards
are not relevant to the present study.



Chapter II
LITERÀTURE REVIET¡J: C0NCEPTS

2.1 I NTRODUCT I t]N

Garment sizes are familiar, but the princìples of garment sizing

systems are not, Literature on sizìng ¡s sparse, and has orig¡nated

more with the miìitary than w¡th home economics. Siz¡ng systems are

concerned with fitting popuìatiÕns wÌth mass produced, ready-to-wear

garments; home economÌcs interest in garment fit has focused mainly on

customized fit for individuals. Hhile a few landmark studies by home

economists exit (notabìy, those by 0'Brien E Girshìck, ì939; 0'Brien ê

Shelton, l94l; 0'Brien, Girsshick, ê Hunt, l94l) the concepts,

principles and issues of sizîng are poorly articulated in the home

economics literature. This chapter wil I therefore discuss some of the

concepts underiying sizing and the approach taken to evaluating CSS-20ì

by this research. These concepts are important for understanding

sizing systems, interpreting research methodoiogy and results, and

evaluating proposãls for alternative sizing schemes.

A sizing system îs a strategy for fittìng ìarge numbers of

d¡fferentìy shaped people wíth ready-to-weãr cìothes. The basic

chaì ìenge Ìs achieving good fit. The elements of the problem are body

form (complex and variabie) and garment form (determined by many

requirements in addition to f it). Four design strateg¡es for achíeving

r6
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garment fit have been identified, of which a sizing system, that is,

the systematic classification of body form into sizes, is beì ieved to

be the most efficient method to fit the ìargest number of people.

Ergonomic principìes underlie the idea and development of a sizing

system. Data on body form are used to structure a classification

system which br¡ ll group together I ike shaped bodies, The

classification system is successful if the bodies in any size are

suffic¡ently simiìar that a garment made to that size wiìl fit aì1, or

almost all, indìviduals ín that size. Appì ication of the body

cìassif¡cation system as a garment sizing system requires an

understanding of the body size and variability represented within each

s ize group, and how these re late to garment d imens ions.

The development of a sizing system, intended for use by industry and

the pubì ic, can be broken down into two major probìems: l) the body

form cìassification system, and; 2) the appl ication of the system in

the marketpì ace.

ln general, deveìopment of a cìassification system requires work in

four areas i

l. identification of elements of the problem,

2. determination and measurement of relevant characteristics,

3. deveìopment of an effective body form classification system, and

4. deveìopment of garment design values.

Application of the cìassification system in the marketplace, however,

must address very different probìems:
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3.
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communicate the need for, and appìication of, the sizÌng system

to consumers, retailers, and manufacturers,

finC agreement among producers to learn, and use, the sizing

system, and

monitor its use.

Compìex probìems are invoìved at each step, but the difficulty in

solving them is increased by i nterdependenc ies and/or conflicting

requirements bet}üeen steps. For example, a good sizing system wÌl l

cover the greatest part of the populat¡on, wÌth the fewest number of

sizes, and be easy for everyone to understand and use.

It should be noted that the conditions which generate the need for a

sìzing system are not necessarily suff¡cient for its successful

development and ¡mplementation. An appareì sizing system is at root a

body form classification system, a probìem which has puzzìed physical

anthropoìogists for many years. The need for this system to be widely

applied' used by non-experts, and surplant traditions, makes the

probìem a substantial challenge. The concern of this research is with

the potential of the CSS-201 body form classification system to províde

sizes adequate for elderly women. The fol lowing sectÌons therefore

discuss some of the issues and concepts relevant to urìderstanding the

CSS-20.l classification system, Age reìated changes in body form are

aìso reviewed.
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2.2 CI]NCEPTUÀL FRAñlEI¡/0RK: ERGt]Nt]lilICS

2.2.1 Introduct ion

The deveìopment of CSS-20ì was based on ergonomic concepts.

Although not explicitly identified as such, the process used to deveìop

the classification system, based on the needs and rèlevant

châracterìstics of consumers, is cìearìy consistent with ergonomic

des ign principìes.

A broad ergonomìc perspactive was taken to clothing and sizing by

this research. Clothing was conceptual ized as a desÌgned environment,

acting as an interface between our physicaì, social, and psychological

selves, and the physical and social environments, Cons¡dered as a

designed environment, clothing is included in the complex system of

interactions bet¡reen individuals and their environments. The ergonomic

perspective provides a usefuì framework for analyzìng these systems.

It is especially appropr iate for studies on the relationship between

physica) elêments, body form and garment form in this case.

The CSS-201 cìassíf¡cation system can be seen as a method of

providing a rational structure by which the physical eìements - bodies

and garments - of the person/cìothing system can be efficiently and

effectively matched. lt represents a systematic approach to fit,
needed because of the change from traditional custom methods of

clothing production to mass production of ready-to-wear clothes. The

chaì lenge of fitting garments accordingìy changed from fitting

indivìduaìs, one at a time, to fitting a population of ìndividuals,

Application of ergonomic principles to the design of a classification

system was therefore appropr i ate.
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2.2,2 Design for People

Ergonomics initial ìy deaìt mainly with the ÌntegratÌon,

compatibìlity and interface between peopìe and equipment (White, l!/8) .

The focus expanded from military and aerospace systems to include the

workplace, everyday environments, and broader societal issues, or,

interpreted broadìy, desi gned envi ronments (Chapanis, 1974; phêasant,

i 986) .

The basÌc idea of ergonomics is that products and spaces should be

designed so that people can use them effectÌvely, efficientìy, and

safely. This is achieved by recognizing the importance of both people

and equipment/environment to the effective functioning of the system.

Relevant characteristics, such as the size and shape of users, must be

identified and measured. These data are then used as design

parameters, so that the resulting space or equipment is satisfactory

from the perspective of the user. This approach is needed for

intricate or unusual questions, where common sense alone does not work

(Chapanis, 1974),

Although it may seem self-evident that equipment and spaces be

desìgned so that people can use the¡n effectively, it has not been, and

is not aìways, a paramount concern. Annìs ('l978) comments that in the

design of many products, especiaìly early in Vorld t./ar ll, the user was

of secondary importance. lf the item or space díd not fit, the user

was replaced. l'lore sophisticated technology, mass production, and a

shortage of replacement personnel, soon made it evident that disregard

of the human factors in design was ¡mprâctical. Removing mechan¡cåì
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and technical impediments to user frìendìy products, however, does not

ensure that the needs of users wiìl be met. Similarìy, Konceì ik ('l982)

feels design is a self serving profession, aesthetic concerns

outweighing the needs of users.

To ensure that designed env¡ronments are satisfactory from the

perspective of the user, functional princîpìes of design are

emphas ized. However, for th is approach to succeed cons iderab le

ínformat ion must be ava i lab I e. The character i st ics and needs of the

full range of users of any desÌgned environment must have been

identified and measured if they are to be used as design parameters.

Rel evant cons iderat ions i nclude physi caì character i st ¡ cs related to

body size, shape, funct¡onal capac¡ties, and psychoìogical

characteristics related to spatial behavior, response to sensory

stimul i, among others.

2.2.3 Design fo¡ a Variable Population

AI though most designs wil I fit someone, the chal lenge of the

ergonomic approach, and the key to designing successful environments,

is to accommodate a highly variable popuìation of users. The fuì I

range of users should be explicitly acknowledged and data on all users

sought. I'lany environments are used by males and females of all ages,

having a w¡de variety of physical capacìties. Designs based on the

characteristics of heaìthy young aduìt maìes, the group for which data

are most readily available, may not be satisfactory for other users.
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ldeaìly, a design should try to cover the ent¡re range of variation

in a popuìation, although that goal can seìdom be achieved (Damon,

Stoudt, & l,lcFarland, 'l966; tlcConvil te, t!/8; pheasanr, t986). tn

general the middle JO-)j% of a population can be accommodatèd without

compromisÌng effectiveness. Extremes in the popuìation are difficult
to design for, in part because of the increasing rãte of var¡abìlity
towards the ta i I s of the d i str ibut ion.

Detaí1ed anthropometr ic data describing the variability of body size

and shape are needed for many des ign prob lems, i nc I ud ing garment

sizing. Success, however, wilì depend on appropr iate application of

the data, ¡lcconvilìe ('l978) describes severaì common misuses of

anthropometr ìc data. 0ne rel evant to eva I uat i ng s iz i ng research Ì s

with the use of averages, Averages do not make effective design

criteria. Nor will an averaged sized individual be average in aìl
dimensions; the idea that body proportions are more or less constant

for all sizes of people is false.

It is clear that for best results a designer shouìd be expì¡cit
about identifying the range of users, and should apply data which

describe that range, so that all or almost aìl users will be

accommodated. This is not always possibìe as appropriate data are

limited for some segments of the population. The mÌìitary has been the

source of most data; heaìthy young males, and to a ìesser extent

femaìes, are fairìy weìl described, but data on other groups such as

the elderìy îs I imited. Also, the characteristics pertinent to a

specific probìem may not have been previousìy measured.
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The appropriate use of data as design parameters is determ¡ned by

what is being designed. Two general categories are recognized: i)

designing spaces into which people must f¡ti and iì) designing

equipment which must fit onto people (l,lhite, ì978) , The usual strategy

for the first problem ís to buÌld a range of adjusrabiì ity into the

space; for the second, the technique ìs to divide the population into

groups of similar sized bodies and then provide various sizes of

equ ipment.

Clothing falìs into the category of equ¡pment which must be fit onto

peopìe. Body measurement data are used to determine a body form

classÌfication system which groups together sÌmilar sized bodies.

Garments can then be made for each size class,

2.3 THE DEVEL(]PlllENT (]F SIZING STANDARDS

2.3.1 Problems wÍth Traditional Sizing

As the ready to wear ¡ndustry grew, 0rBrien (ì929; l930; 0'Br¡en ê

Shelton, l94l) noted woments difficuìtìes obtaining properly sized

garments in the UnÌted States. ln 'I947 the Consumers Association of

Canada recognized consumer compìaints about finding clothes that fit
proPer ì y ("0ne System", ì 979) , Two prob lems contr ibute to consumer

difficuìties finding garmenrs that fit: improper proportíoning of

garments, and/or confusion in size identification (DeLury ê Stapìes,

1956). Either of these problems can occur independently of the other,

al though they tend to occur together. They shouìd, however, be

distinguished, and the impl ications of each understood.
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An improperly proportioned garment represents a body shape that is

not that of the consumer, either because the consumer is not shaped

like everyone eìse, or because the manufacturer does not knoh, the

actuaì body form of women, As apparel manufacturing developed there

was no informat¡on available on the actual body size and shape of the

general population of þromen, l,/ithout this type of data, and

controversy about the need for it at all (0'Brien, ,l929; 0rBrien,

1930), manufacturers produced garments according to their ideas of

consumers ' shapes, us ing ex ist i ng bespoke ta i lor i ng cutt ing systems .

These cutt ing systems, vrh ich determined pattern shape, were based

largeìy on classical concepts of human proportion (O'Brien, l930),

There were very many cutting systems, but ail relied heavily on the
rrock of eye' experìence of the tailor to obtain the correct cut for an

individual.

lndustry sizing and grading practises developed from these

traditional cutting systems, l,Jhile practical for custom work, they did

not serve as well for fítting consumers of mass produced garments.

Garments produced reflected more theoretical Ìdeaì than reaì body form,

faìl ing to acknowìedge the actual proportions of consumers and the

diversity of women¡s forms. As a result of this approach to

proportioning garments, individual consumers are put in the situation

of searching among brands for a manufacturer whose garmênts come close

to their actuaì body shapês,

The second problem, confusion about size identification, resuìts

when there is no standard reìationship between the size code on a
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garment and the s¡ze person the garment wiìl fit, This situation is
found in womenrs wear, where the size is indicated by abstract code

numbers, but is not found in menrs wear, as the size codes are actuaì

body measurements. A woman may wear a size ì2 frÕm manufacturer A, and

a size I from manufacturer B. trazier (ì975) conf irmed the experience

of women shoppers: she found more expensive garments to be cut more

generous ly, As a resu I t of us ing abstract codes for s ¡ze

identification, a woman must search among sizes within a brand for the

correct fit, unless she is already familiar with Ìts size codes.

The sârtorial traditions from which the women¡s apparel industry

developed made findìng clothes which fit difficult for women. The

problem continues today. Both the Canadian and American sizing schemes

are voluntary standards. l'lanufacturers make garments according to

their ideas of uJhat their customers are shaped like, and can put any

size code on their products. Poor garment proportion and inconsistent

síze identification mean that finding clothes which fit can be a

process of tr ia I and error, necess i tat ing cont i nua ì try-ons, or brand

ìoyalty, an unsatisfactory situation from the point of view of

reta i lers and consumers.

A resuìt of this approach to sizing women's garments is thât

although there are a limited number of size codes, there are,

effect¡vely, a very ìarge number of sizes. Accordingly, many different
body shapes and si2es may be fit by the garments produced, but there is

no systematic method, other than trial and error, for determining which

gãrment will fit which body, There îs no way of kno$/ing who is fit,
and how well, or conversely, who is not adequately fît,
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2.3.2 Standard Sizlng

The need of a scientific, systematic approach to sizing began to be

promoted as the ready-to-wear industry grew, and consumers expressed

dissat¡sfaction with garment fit. Both 0'Brien (t929i l930) and the

Consumers Assoc iat ion of Canada (Canad ian Consumer, I !82) argued the

need for a rational, systematic scheme. 0'Brien6 saw no poss¡ble

improvement in garment s iz ing us ing trad í t iona i proport ionate s iz i ng

systems. She beì ieved scientif¡c measurement of a large number of

consumers, with proper statistical anaiysis of the data, was necessary

to meet the needs of the consumer.

To this end, a large anthropometric study was conducted during 1939

and 1940 by the United States Bureau of Home Economics, under a

Federaì-project grant of the ltork Projects Administration. liteight and

!8 measurements used in pattern and garment construction werê taken on

each of 14,698 American women. The report on this project, VJomenrs

¡leasurements for Garment and pattern Construction (O'Brien E Shelton,

l94l) is a landmark of appl ied anthropometry in the clothing f ield,

detail ing measurement procedures and statisticaì analysis of 'I0,042

$romen., The position v,ra s takerì that satisfactory garment sizing shouìd

be based on a practical and logicaì classification of body types

der ived from this information (0'Bríen ê Shelton, 1941, p.l).

6 Chief of Textiles and Clothing Division, Bureau of Home Economics,
[Jnited States Department of Agriculture.

? Although 14,698 women r.Jere measured, errors, and del iberate omissions
made to heìp baìance the age distrîbution, reduced the number of
women included in the statisticaì analysis.
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Based on the 0rBrien and Sheìton (1941) data and industry practises,

an Amer¡can standard for garment sizing (U.S. Department of Commerce,

l!!8; referred to as gS 215-58) was deveìoped at the request of the

l,lail 0rder Association of AmerÌca and published in 1958

(Salusso-DeonÌer, 1982). Classification was by figure type, with 3

height and 3 hip types per bust girth sîze. The standard was revised

in 1970 rrto more accurately reflect the current population of womenr¡

based on 1960-67 height/weÌght data, The important change in the

standard, however, was the eìimination of 2 hip types for each bust

girth size, and limÌtation of some height options for some figure types

(Saìusso-Deonier et al, 1985-86). The effect of these changes was to

greatiy reduce the body form variation accommodated by the standard,

refìecting ¡ndustry practice more than the body forms of women,

ln the current American standard, pS 42-70 (U.S. Department of

Commerce, l!/i), there is no cìear systematic way for an indìv¡duaì to

determine her size. Spec¡fical ly, there are no expìanations or

definitions of the four cìass¡fications under which body types

(actually height variatíons) and sizes are arranged. No mention îs

made of how one should d"turmine her cìassification type. Also, there

is no indication of which measurements should bê used to determinè

oners size, within a cìassification type, lt appears, then, that the

U,S. standard, although apparently based on measurement data, is

ìargely a codification of industry practises, and is ìess heìp to the

consumer than might be expected. ln addition, because it is voluntary,

less order has beèn ¡ntroduced to the marketplace than 0'Brìen would

have hoped. Lonie (1948) noted that manufacturers did not pay much
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attention to who was fit by theìr products. perhaps manufacturers are

happy as long as thèy seìì enough, and are not concerned with

consumersr and rêtailers' frustrations.

ln Canada, the impetus for a standard sizing system came from the

Consumers Association of Canada and the objectives of the CSS werê

framed from a consumerrs perspective. The approach taken Ìn the

development of CSS.was designed to address both the problems of garment

proportion and sÌze )abeìl ing. As wel ì, the sizing systems were

intended to be comprehensive and include a síze for aìmost everyone in

the popu I at ion.

From the perspective of the conceptual framework of thìs research,

the CSS goal of having a sizing system wh¡ch covers virtually aìl the

population, based on measurement data, ¡s a good strategy for making

clothes that fìt people, instead of fitting people into the clothes

that are made. The sizing system becomes part of the design criteria
by which the popuìâtionrs need for adequately fit cìothing can be met.

2.4 ELEiIENTS 0F THE SIZING PR0BLE;!: GAR||IENT Ft]Rit ÂND Bt)Dy F0Rtt

The fitting of garments to a population is a design6 problem whích

deals dìrectìy with the person/clothing interface. These two elements,

clothing ând peopìe, have characteristics which sometimes impose

confì icting requirements. Human populations are extremely compìex and

variabìe in body form, but garments are needed by everyone, regardless

of their size and shapei at the same time, the clothing needs of a

3 Design is used here in a broad
strategies used to arrive at a

sense, wh¡ch includes the criteria and
finaì product.
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populat¡on may be diverse ¡n function, style, social and personal

expectations, yet some degree of fit is aìways necessary. To resolve

the difficulties which may result, clothing should be desìgned and

produced h,ith an understanding of the characteristics of the human form

and the difficulties introduced with respect to garment fit, and with a

recognition that fit is onìy one of many crìteria ¡n the design

process, Good solutions will meet a wide variety of cìoth¡ng needs for

a wide var iety of ind iv idua I s.

2.4.1 Garment Fo¡m

2.4.1.1 Ga¡ment flt

Fit is defined as 'the proper size and shape for' (l,iorris, ,ì975),

There is no absoìute rule for garment fÌt; ¡properr must be judged in

relat¡on to the garment, AmÕng gual ities which determine if proper

size and shape have been achieved are appearance, comfort, style, and

fabric (Colton,1979) . A garment which fits must have the correct

appearance and be comfortable. The fit of a garment at different areas

of the body will be infìuenced by style: for some styìes a good fit
requires that the garment conform closeìy to the body, other styles are

ìoosely fit. Good fit wiìl also be influenced by the fabric; woven

versus knit, thick vêrsus thin, crisp versus soft are among fabric
properties which determine if a garment is the proper size and shape.

An understand¡ng of the concept of fit is implicit in most of the

I iterature, as is the need for personaì judgement ¡n îts evaluation.

Fit must be judged in relation to garments, it cannot be defined ¡n thè

abstrae t.
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2,4.1.2 0ther requirenents

Expectations for the garment characteristics which infìuence fit
must in turn be judged within their culturaì context. The clothing

needs and clothing behavior of indíviduals and popuìations are

determi ned by complex i nterrel ationsh i ps among soc í al, psychoiogi caì,

physical, economic, and aesthetic factors (Horn 6 Gurel, 198ì).

Garment f i t cannot be j udged independent ly of these cond i t ions.

l/hile some degree of fit is necessary for most garments to be

donned, fit is only one requirement among many ãnd degrees of fit can

be traded off in order to fulfill other criteria. This trade off can

occur at eíther the design and production Ieveì, or by an individual at

po¡nt of purchase. At the design and production ìevel fit may be

compromised by lack of knowledge about what shape people are,

especially if garments are mass produced. At the personal level, fit
nay be compromìsed because of style, fashion consideraiions, economic

limitations, garment availability, choice of clothing and other

personaì considerations, At the same tÌme it shouìd be recognized that

some functions of clothing demand very good fit from a garment . For

example, high sociaì status can be communÌcated by exceptional ly wel I

f it garments .

2.4.2 Body Form

The human form is an irregular 3-dimensÌonaì object which, within

gênet¡cally and environmentaì ìy determined I imits, can vary

continuously. These teJo properties of body form, compìexity and
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variab¡lity, create difficulties when try¡ng to fit garments.

Complex¡ty of form makes fitting any individual dìfficult. Var¡ability
of form adds to the challenge, part¡cularly if many dÌfferent body

forms need to be fit with a limÌted number of garment sizes.

2.4.2.1 Corçlexity

The complexity of body form is difficuìt to characterize

quanti tativel y, Two-d imens ional measurements, tradi t ional ly used, have

I ¡mited effÌcacy for comprehens¡ve and unambiguous description of body

form (Herron, 1972), A two dimensìonal measurement gives information

about the distance between two surface poìnts, but not about the shape

of the surface, Nor do two-d imens iona I measurements g ive any

information about the relat¡onsh¡p of those points to other points or

surfaces. Three-dimensional descriptions of body form are possibìe,

but generate a very iarge amount of information per body.

However body form is characterized, there are two applications to
sizing and fít which should be d¡stinguished, The first is the need to

abstract sufficient informat¡on about the body as a three-dimensional

fÕrm that a two-dimensional garment pattern to fit it can be produced,

Heisey et al (1984) discuss the use of two-dimensionaì measurements by

traditional drafting systems. 5he notes that two-dimensionaì

measurements do not specify body form, as is usually assumed, but

actuaììy produce a two-dimensíonal abstraction of it. liany

unrecognized assumpt¡ons are made about body form by these drafting

systems. The relat¡onsh¡p between the three-dimensional body fÕrm and

a two-dimens ional pattern shape is not r,veìl understood, Abstractions

made by the traditional drafting systems are fundamentaìly empiricaì,
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Aìthough basic to garment design and production, the relationship

between body shape and pattern shape is a seriously under- invest igated

area of resesrch. lt has been explored recently by Gazzuolo ('l985),

Heîsey et al (1984), and Hutchinson s t'tunden (1978),

The second use of body form data relates to sizing systems,

Quant¡tative body form descriptions should allow for an effective

classification system. Classification systems depend heavily on

measurement methodology; if relevant character¡stics are not

quantified, the effectiveness of a classification system wilì be

I imited.

Existing sizing systems have been built upon the tradÌtions and

assumpt¡ons of two-d¡mensional measurement methodology. The

development of American, Canadian, and British sizing systems proceeded

on the assumptions (implicit) that the dimensions measured vrere

adequate both to be determinants of pattern shape, and to solve the

body form c I ass if icat ion prob I em.

2.4.2.2 Variabl lity

The second difficuìty ¡ntroduced by the human form resuìts from its
var¡ablity. The magnitude and typès of variation between individuals

are the reasons that garment fìt îs such a difficult probìem for

popuìations. lf aìl people were the same size and shape, fitting of

garments would be a relativeìy minor exercise: one complex form could

be welì fÌt by trial and êrror methods, or by draping techn¡ques. But

the sizes and shapes of people are extremely varied. Aìso garment form
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must vary in accord with many requìrements in addition to fÌt, jt is

necessary, therefore, if ready-to-wear clothes are to be provided for a

population, to fit a complex variety of complex forms as a group. This

is very difficuìt, and Ìnefficient to accompì ish emp¡ricaì ly.

l,Jhile the range of variablity in body form may seem self evident, it
is suggested that the variety of peoplets forms is greater than ¡s

commonìy perceived, This may be due to our tendency, when faced with

diversity, to ignore it, and think in terms of averages or norms (Downs

E Bleibtreu, 1972 p.306) .

'Normair commonly entails two different meanings (llarubini , 1gjÐ,

not usual ly dìstinguished. Normal can mean usuaì or typical in a

popuìation, which impì ies near average. lt can aìso mean ,conforming

to an ideal standardr, so that the norm is a target vaìue, not actuãlly

typical of a popuìation. l./hen the difference ¡n these meanings is not

recognized the ideaì can be taken to be the average (mean or usual),

and those who do not met the standard will be thought to be subnormal.

Hence many h,omen who are quite normal ìn that they are near the

popuìation mean, for say height, wil I feeì short. Striking evidence of

the double meaning of normaì being used to character ize women's bodies

comes from an 1896 anthropometric report titledrA proposed standard

chart to show the proport¡ons of Amer ican femaiesr (Richard & Little,
1896, cited in 0'Brien, l930). The data for rhe standard proportions

were obtained by measuring girls I'seìected by the instructors .,, as

being weìl built,rr (0'Brien, l93O) .
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Aithough ninety yèars have passed, during which time the importance

of determining the variab¡lity of body form within populat¡ons has been

recognized for clothing (Hertzberg et al, 1963t Kemsley, 1959; Lonie,

1948; 0'Brien, ì!J0; 0'Brien E Shelton, ì94ì) and other areas (Damon et

al , l!66; Chapanis, ì974; Pheasanr, t986; Stoudt, 1982) , ând much data

has been collected, the doubie meaning of Inormal, persìsts and has

been incorporated into s iz ing of womenr s commerc ia I patterns.

The 11îsses figure type is described as the statistÌcal ly average

figure !'!" to 5'6" talì, welì developed and proportioned. (Colton,

1979) . Despite, or perhaps because of the appeal of this f¡gure, it is

weìl to note that the idea of the average person can be a mislead¡ng

and ilìusory concepti the idea that the average s¡zed individual is

average Ìn al I dìmensions is false (llcConvi e, l!18). A statistically
average composite woman may be thought of as well developed and

proportioned, but.it is unlikely she is 5'5', or 5'5' ' tall.,

lf we are to move away from making clothes for the ideaìized femaìe

form toyrard making cìothes for all (real) women, it is important to

estabì ish that the tyJo meanings of normal are confounded and underl ie

att¡tudes toward the female figure in the design, production, and

narketing of womenrs appareì. 0lder women, being removed from the

youthfuì ideal, are negativeìy affected by ideaì istic attitudes toward

the female body form.

e The mean height of h,omen ¡n the O'Brien ¿ Sheìton (1941) study was
5t 3t t . The most recent Nutr it ion Canada anthropometr ic survey
(Demirjian, ì980) found the tallest age group of Canadian women
(20-2! years) to be 5' 3.3'¡.
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Although the argument that clothing shouìd bê made to fit the real

measurements of women, not theoreticaììy derived proportions, is

accepted by academics, in practise the transit¡on is not complete.

Design for all is diffÌcult to impìement, lnformation about the actuaì

s¡zes and shapes of women is needed, There is also a nèed to overcome

inertia and resistance to change in industry, incìuding recognition and

understanding of the need to interpret data for design strategies and

va lues. The CSS program is an attempt to address th ¡ s s Ì tuat ion,
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2,5 DESIGN STRÄTEGIES

Sizing systems are one type of approach for achieving garment fit.
Their usefuìness and ì imitations are best understood ¡n the context of

the range of strategíes availabìe to resoìve the probìems ¡ntroduced by

the highly variable human form.

Four design strategies for achieving garment fit are outlined below,

These approaches apply not just to clothing but are strategies

identified by l4cConville (1978) for deaì ing with rhe design of personaì

êquiprnent and workspaces. Each approach has advantages and

d i sadvantages, and wh ich Ìs appropr iate depends on spec if ic
c i rcumstances and requ i rements. I n the case of c ì oth ing des ign (for

fit) they are not necessarily mutuaì ly excìusive.

2.5 ,1 Exclusion

The simplest strategy is to ìimit those who wiìl be fit to

individuaìs who happen to be accommodated by a design. This type of

solution may arise from faiìure to recognize the diversity of the

popuìation, or by the failure or inabiìity to resolve the problems

introduced by user diversity, lt may aìso be a result of choosing to

ignore var iab I î ty e ither because of fa i lure to foresee the consequences

or because there is no motivation to design for the full range of

users.

The current clothing market operates at ìeast partly by this

exclusion approach. Garments are designed and produced, and people fit
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into them as best they can, The advantages of this approach accrue

mostly h,ith the apparei manufacturer.

Even if not a consc¡ous desígn strategy, the same effect can resuìt

from inappropriate use of anthropometr íc data. An exãmple is using the

concept of the average man as a basis for design criteria (Damon et al,
1966; llcconvil ìe, 1978) . lf a garment were made to the average

measurements of a population, how weìl it fit any individual would

depend on how close the individuaìrs measurements were to the average

Values. Those with bodies similar to the average person might be

adequately fit, but smaì ler peopìe would find themselves encumbered

with excess fabr¡c, and ìarger people would either þe tightly fit or

unable to put the garment on.

The usefulness Õf the average person concept is further reduced

because the average sized individual is not average in all dimensions.

Thus with each dimension that must be average for a garment to fit,
fewer individuals wilì be accommodated. ln a test of the concept of

the average person less than lB of the sampìe quaìified as raverage'

after 4 dimensions were considered, No one, from a sample of over

4000, was ãverage in lO dimensions (Daniels, 1952, cited Ìn l'lcConvit ìe

r978, vil r-2) .

2.5.2 Cus tqni ze

The second design strategy is to custom fit garments to individuals.

The variabì ity of form within popuìations does not then have to be

dealt with, Complexity of form is managed as an artform, as ¡i is with
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custom made garments ; despite the variety of proportionate cutting

systems promoted in the I iterature (eg. Huìme, ìg45; Kunick, lgg4) ,

taiìors ultimateìy rely on their judgement and experience. This

approach to achieving garment fit might be considered wasteful of

resources, being the opposite of mass production, and it is not weìì

su i ted to contemporary soc iety.

2.5.3 Adjustabilitv

The third design strategy is to incorporate a capacity to

accommodate variablity înto the product. The article, or some of its
components, are adjustable, aììowìng a wider range of peopìe to be fit.
Some types of clothing use this approach excìusively; for example,

draped garments such as the sari. With closely fit western style

clothing it is common to use this strategy in combination w¡th others,

Knit fabrics, separates, and some garment styles, for exampìe, alìoy.l

more shapes to be better fit, however, changing fashions may make any

of these short- ì ived,

2.5,4 Classi ficatlon

The fourth strategy is to develop a system to deaì with user

variabil îty. Discrete and distinguishable size groups are arranged so

as to meet the needs of most everyone. 0ifferent sized products are

made for the different size groups. lndividuals should be able to

identify and choose the size product which accommodates them best,

Appareì s¡zing systems faì I into this strategy.
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The design strategy b/h¡ch predominates depends on many factors, such

as the culture, means of production, cost of labour, sociaì and

industrial organization, among others. A sizing system is onìy one

approach to achieving garment f¡t, and may or may not be appropriate in

any s¡tuation. Compìex technicaì, commercial, and regulatory

organizations are needed for a truly systematic and comprehensìve

sizing system to be developed, impìemented, and succeed,

2.6 DEVEL(]PMENT ()F Â CLASSIFICATIf]N SYSTEiÍ

Proponents of sÌzing systems (DeLury ê Staples, l!4!; Kemsìey, l!!!;
Lonie, 1948; O'Brien & Sheìton, l94l) beì ieved the use of

anthropometr ic data to scientificaìly define size categor ies would

improve the abìlity of manufacturers to produce well fit garments, The

characteristics of garments and people that underlay the assumption

that a sizing system was possible and preferable were not discussed in

the ì iterature. lt is possibìe the sizing situation was so frustrating

that it was assumed the appìication of data and a scient¡fic approach

tÕ the problem would give better results than reìying on tradition.

The steps ¡nvolved in the design of a sizing system, as they reìate

to the need for and use of anthropometr¡c data are outlined by

flcConvil¡e (1978). They are, l) seìection of appropr iate data for

analysis, 2) selection of key sizing dimensîons, 3) selection of

intervals for key dimensions, 4) development of dimensional data for

each size, j) conversion of size specifications to design values, and

6) preparation of a tariff. The first four steps will be d¡scussed in
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some detail, as it is þy understanding the objectives and difficult¡es
at each step that cr¡teria for evaluating a sizing system can be

developed. The ìast two steps deal with the application of a bJdy form

class¡ficatlon system to garment sizing and production. They will be

discussed briefiy as they involve ergonomic design princ¡ples and are

essent ia I to understand ing s iz ing systems.

2.ô.1 Step l: Sclcntlon nf Ànn¡nn¡iafa ll¡ta fn¡ Ànalwcia

To develop a classifÌcation system, relevant anthropometr ic data are

needed. Existing data can be used if they reflect the body size

variabÌl ity of the population of interest, otherh,ise data must be

collected.

For the sizing of womenrs garments the most important source of data

is the 0rBrien and Shelton (194ì) anthropometric study. This was the

first publication of standardized measurement procedures and data

(reìevant to garment sizing) on a large sample of American women.

These data were used to develop both the Amer ican and Canadian sizing

standards, and the neasurement-methodology was adapted by the British

for a simìlar study (Kemstey, t959) .

Although llcconvilìe considers the selection of data to be the

iniiial step in deveìopìng a sizing system, it is important to note

that the basic work of conceptual izing the problem must precede it.
The prel iminary work, including ident¡f¡cation of the problem elements

(user needs and product requ¡rements) and determination of which user

eharacterîstics are relevant as desìgn parameters, is fundamental to
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the process, the eventual solution, and its success, lt is rarely,

however, discussed in the clothing I iterature,ro Rather, it seems to be

assumed, implicitly. The 0'Brien and Shelton (ì94ì) report suggests

conceptual¡zation of the problem received relativeìy I ittle attention;

dimensions to be measured were selected and defined after consultation

w¡th pattern and garment manufacturers and retaÌlers (0'Brien E

Shelton, l9À1, p.3), indicatÌng decisions were based on the industryrs

trad it iona I conceptua I ízat ion of body form and i ts re lat ionsh ip to
pattern shape.

2,6.2 Step 2: Selection of Key SizÍng Dlrpnsions

The selection of key sizing (or controì) dimensions ís the step

$rhich structures the cìassification system. l'lore has been written on

this step than on any of the others. Different decisions at this point

affect fundamental ly the resulting sizing system. lt causes the

largest differences in sizing system structure and the most

d isagreement among authors,

Key or control dimensions are the criteria used to group bodies into

size cìasses, As Kemsley (1959) notes, bodies do not fal I natural ly

¡nto size groups¡ sizes must be artìficialìy constructed, ln al I

sizing systems the goal is for the bodies in a size to be as similar in

size and shape as possibìe, so that a garment made for that size wil I

fít everyone in the group.

¡.0 Recent research by Heisy et al (,l984), and cazzuoìo (i!8!) has begunto invest igate these i ssues.
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l,lcConville (ì978; p.Vlll-8) notes that although rhe seìection of key

dimensions is critical, it is seldom, if ever, clear cut, and for

clothÌng especiaìly, is often intuitive. 0rBrien and Shelton ('l941)

recognized the importance of this step and paid specìaì attention to

¡t. 0ther discussions are found in DeLury and Staples (1956), Creen

('l981) , Kemsley (1959) , l.lcconviì le (t978) , Hcconvit ìe, Tebbets and

Churchiì ì (1979) , Saìusso-Deonier (t985) , Staptes (t964) ,and Sraptes

and DeLury (1949) Al I agree that key dimensions should be highly

correlated with other dimensions, be practicaì and convenient, and

produce a simpìe and fìexible system. The relative importance accorded

these cr¡teria, and others, varies among authors,

That key sizing dimensions shouìd have high correlatìons with other

dimensÌons is necessary to reduce intrasize variabil ity. That is, key

dimensions should control the var¡abil ity of other dimensions.

Different approaches have been taken y,rhen examining correlations among

dimensionsl factor anaìysis, synthetic measures, multiple Rr,

intuition, and inspection, Some authors are more concerned with

overal I correlation among dimensions (eg, Kemsley, ì959¡ 0,Brien ¿

Shelton, l94l), than with expl icitly reducing intrasize variabiì ìty of

d imens ions (Staples, 1964).

ln reviewing the development of sizing systems, Staples (ì964)

ident if ied two types of key d imens ions, d i rect and ind i rect. lnd irect

key dimensions are not directly involved in the fit of garments: for

exampìe height or weight. They are seìected because they are

reasonably well correlated, overal I, with other dimensions. Indirect
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keys tend to be used when it is felt important to keep the number of

sizes to a minimum. ln contrast, direct key (or as Staples prefers to

cal I them, controì) dimensions are highly varîabìe dimensions at ,¡rhich

a good fit Ìs required. They are directly invoìved ¡n the fit of

garments, and an individuaì is guaranteed a fit in those dimensions

(eg,, leg ìèngth or chest girth) .

Staples (ì964; aìso DeLury € Staples, l!!6) argues that indirect

controls are not effective for garments which must fit well at several

locations because the intrasìze variabiì ity of important dimensioñs

(i.e,, dimensions that need to be weìl fit) is not reduced

sufficìently, He believes the use of direct controìs is of fundamental

importance if a sizing system is to provide for adequate fit,
Accordingly, CSS is based on direct controj d¡mensions (bust and hip

girths, ìeg and trunk ìengths). The British (British Standards

lnstitution, 1974) and Amer¡can (PS42-70) systems were based on a

combination of dîrect (bust and hip girths) and ìndirect (stature)

controls. The systèm favoured by 0rBrien and Sheì ton (ì94ì) was based

on two indirect contrÕls (stature and weight) .

Staples ¡ntroduced another criteria not used by others in selecting

key dímensions - tôlerances (Stapìes Ê DeLury, 19498; DeLury ¿ Staples,

1956). Tolerance is the range in measurement, for each dimension,

between the smallest and largest person who can wêar an item. Staples

used toìerances to judge thè relative variabiìity of measurements and

identify candidates for controì dimensions. 0nìy dimensions which are

more varÌabìe than their tolerances wouìd need more than one size class

and hence be possible control dímensions,
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Tolerances are not discussed by Green ('l981) or 0¡Brien and Shelton

(.l94ì), Kemsley (ì959) considers them as criteria for determining

control dimensions but concìuded that they are garment specific,

subj ect ive cr i ter ia about b¡h ich too I i tt le was known,

The use of tolerances provides a criterion upon whÌch to judge the

effectiveness of a classÌfication system. lf the intrasize

var¡abil ÌtÌes of dependent dimensions are ìarger than their toìerances,

then the control dimensions are not sufficiently effective. New

controìs must then be chosen, or another control dimension added.

The expìicit use of tolerances by Staples accounts for the cìear

recognition by CSS-201 of the need for multiple bust sizes per hip

size. This was not done by 0'Brien and Shelton height/weight system

and was the cause of the problem of ìack of balance between upper and

ìower body girths (0'Brien E Shelron, '|941, p.44). The need for

muìtipie bust sizes per hip s¡ze was recognized by the British and

originaì U.S.¡¡ standards (Kemsley, 1959; CS 215-58) but the reasoning

was much ì ess c ìêar.

An important concern ín the selection of control dimensions is the

need to ìimit their number so as to keep the number of sizes to a

minimum and the complex¡ty of the system manageable. Depending on the

reìative importance researchers place on simpl icity and degree of fit
provided, different numbers of control dimensions are deemed

appropriate, Aì i systems recognize thê need for at least one vertical

controì and at least one horizontaì (or girth) control, Ðepending on

¡r llultiple hip gìrths per bust size were dropped in the revised
standard PS42-70,
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the type of garment, the amount of adjustabiì ity that can be

incorporated into its design, and the degree of fit needed, controls to

ìimìt both upper and ìower body variability may be needed for each

direction.

CSS-20ì was developed tô provÌde a fairìy high degree of fit and

hence has 4 controì dimensions for garments which need to fit the whole

body: there are upper and ìower body control dÌmensions for both

horizontal and vertical directÌons. The resuit is a fairly compìex

system with many sizes. ln contrast, the system suggested by O e S

(1941) has only 2 control dimensions and is relatively simpìe. But it
is less able to reduce intrasize variability and prov¡de for good fit
for almost al I the popuìation.

Although CSS-201 may seem complicated, especial ly the WB system, it
is important to recognize that not aìl control dimensions are relevant

to aì I garments. Sizes created by unnecessary controls can therefore

be dropped without ìoss of fit or popuìatíon coverage. Changes to

CSS-203 may have been an effort to make this clear[]1.

A final factor wh¡ch can be noted from the ì iterature is the

difference between developing a sizing system for a specific garment

and/or a limited populatìon, as is often the case in military

appì ìcat¡ons, and deveìoping a sizing system for use as a national

standard. A national standard sizing system must be comprehensive in

the population covered and types of garments covered. These

requ i rements can ì ead to both comprom i ses and compì ex ity, S iz in9

systems developed for the military have the advantage of needing to fit
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a less variabìe population, often for a specific garment. These are

important considerations to note when reviewing the literature.

A comment on the idea that an êlderìy sizing system would help solve

the fitting problems of oìder women is appropriate here. l,Jhat the idea

means, effectiveìy, is the use of age as a cìassification crÌteria,
that is, as a key sizing (or controì) dimension. Gazzuolo (.l985,

p.432) presents a general ized argument in favour of using demographic

characteristics, including age, as cìassif ication cri teria. Kemsley

(ì959), however, argues that analysis of the BrÌtish data show

demographic characteristics are not effective in grouping together I ike

shaped bodies. He concludes thât only one sizing system is needed for

the adult populat¡on, aithough the importance of different sizes wil ì

vary with age; all age groups are included in alì sizes, just in

different sizes, Age was found to be related to body size and shapè,

but was judged best accommodated by modification of size specifications

(Kemsley, 1959, p.82). The British study, however, did not include

women over age 65,

Although there are changes in body form with age, and it appears

that older women are not weìì fit by garments on the market, it does

not follow that the use of age as a control wouìd result in improved

fit. if there is a relationship between age ãnd poor fit, the

important question for a class¡ficatîon system is: l,JouId using age as

a control dimension reduce intragroup variabil ity sufficiently to

offset the accompany ing increase in compì ex i ty?
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2,ô.3 Step 3l Selection of Inte¡vals for Key Dirnenslons

For each key dÌmension a decision is needed on how much variation in

size is aììowable w¡thin each sìze group. This determines the s ize

interval, and hence the number of sizes in the system. Except in

military appì ications, the size interval is usuaììy based on tradition.
ln Stapìes and DeLury (1949; 0etury E Stapìes, t956) approach the size

interval is twice the tolerañce. As no details on the calculation of

tolerances was publ ished, it ¡s assumed that the tolerances used to

deveìop CSS-201 vJere based on tradition.

It is not effective to use this step to reduce intrasize

variabiiity. l4cConvil ìe (ì978) makes the important poÌnt that making

the size interval smalìer (and thereby increasing the number of sizes)

has I imited abil¡ty to decrease intrasize variability, because of the

ìess than perfect relationsh¡p beth,een key and dependent dimensions.

Exampìes are provided by lilcCÒnville (1978) and Stapìes (196À) .

At this step the ìocation of size intervaìs must aìso be determ¡ned.

The general consideration Ìs that the least number of sizes should

cover the largest part of the population, Stapìes and DeLury ('l949,;

DeLury Ê Staples, 1956) and l,lcConviìle (1978) discuss the issue in

de tâ i I .

2.ô.4 Steo 4: Develowìent of Dirîenslonal Dat¡ fo¡ Each Size

Having developed the structure of the cìassification system, the

specifics must now be determined, The specifications which define the
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body form represented by each size need to be calculated. The usual

method is to use regression with the control dimensions as independent

variables and the remaining variables (dependent dimensions) as

dependent variables (CSS-201; Kemsley, l95l; 0'Br¡en 6 Shelton, 194ì).

An aìternative method, used in the ch¡ldrenrs s¡zing standard, (CGSB,

1978d; also, flcConvilìe, 1978) is to use summary statistics (ie. means)

of individuaìs within each size group. Rândom fluctuations, especial ìy

at the extreme sizes, can cause problems with this approach. lf
tolerances are not used, the intrasize standard deviation can be used

as a des ign cr i ter ia; that ¡s, i tems shou ld accommodate the s ize

specification I 1.5 standard deviations,

2.6.5 SlÊp-ã: Conve¡sion of Size Specifications to Design Values

This step involves the appl ication of a body form classif¡cation

system to garment sizing, The classification system deals with bodies

only; the body size specificat¡ons must be transìated into garment

dimensions. l,lcConvit le (ì978) provides some examples of the process:

for a garment wìth a fitted waist, the proper design value of waist

girth may be the upper I imit in each size category, so as to

accommodate the largest waist in the group; however, for an elastÌcized

wrist, the design vaìue must be small enough to seal the smal lest wrist
in the group.

The appl îcation of sizing system specifications to garment design is

a process urhich garment designers shouìd understand Ìf a sizing system

¡s to be successfulìy applied, Design values re)ate to specific
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dimens¡ons and the functional properties of a garment. The designer

must know how an item will function, An understanding of the range of

body size to be found for each dimension is needed as welì. Design

values are based on hol^r to accommodate variance withín size groups.

This step is not usualìy discussed in the literature describing the

development of sizing systems (eg. Kemsley, 1959; O ê S, 194ì) ln

describing the development of the chÌldrenrs sizing system, DeLury and

Staples (1959) note that very ì ittìe is knobJn about the process. t.lhat

is clear is that to use a sizing system effectively an understanding of

ergonomic design princip)es is needed; s¡ze specifications cannot be

mindlessly appì ied.

ln CSS this step was included as part of the Nat¡onal Standards, ln

the childrenrs system, dimensional standards for many garments have

been written.r2 For the womenrs system, dimensional standards have been

wrítten onìy for basic garments. Effective use of the womenrs sizing

system wiì ì therefore require an understanding of how to adapt these

dimensional standards, and how to appiy body cìassification

spec i f ícat ions as des ign parameters.

2.6.6 Step ô: F¡ana¡af lnn r.rf ¡ T¡¡iff

Preparation of a tariff involves determining how many items of each

size should be made. The distinction between specific mil itary or

other speciaìized appìicat¡ons, and general purpose sizing systems, is

cìearly important at this step. The mílitary have a limited, welì

¡2 See the CGSB catalogue (CGSB, 1988)
standards for ch i ldrenr s and womenr s

for a lìsting of dimensionaì
garments.
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defined user populatìon, all of whom must be suppl¡ed, The percentage

of the popuìation ¡n each size can be dêtermined with relative ease.

For a general purpose sizing system this step is much less clear,

The distrîbution of CSS-201 sizes found in the 0rBrien and Shelton

(1941) sampìe is provided by CSS-20l (CSS-201, Figure 2). A caution is

given, however, that whÌle the sample was sufficient to determine

parameters of thê system, it was not adequate to determine the

frequency of each size in the population (CSS-201 , para 9,2). Thîs is

a probìem cômmon to anthropometric studìes which rely on volunteer

subjects; the various body forms found in the popuìation do not

participate in numbers proportionate to their frequency. lt is

therefore difficult to determine how many individuals are represented

by each sìze.

Ai though CSS-2Ol is a systèm that describes sizes to include almost

aìì of the population, it is made cìear that there is no impì ication

that aìl sizes are ììkeìy to be produced (CSS-2Ol , para 2.2), llany

sizes wílì contain few indivÌduals and will be of no interest to the

ready-to-wear industry. Some recommendat ìon of wh ich s izes are most

common ìs needed however, The CSS-201 sizes thought to be of greatest

commerciaì interest were selected as Trade Sizes (CSS-203,

css-203-¡187).

Gazzuoìo (.l985, p.432) makes the point that it wouìd be helpful to
have demographic and socÌo-economic characterîstics, as weì I as

anthropometrÌc data, ¡n future dâta bases. ThÌs would al low for better

understanding of size distributions and aì low the industry to target
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markets more effectively, assumìng there are market segment

characteristics reìated to s¡ze cìass, Age was shown to be related to

size distribution by Kemsìey (1959). lt is ¡mportant, however, to note

his caution that all sizes are found, although in diffèrent
proportions, in d¡fferent popuìat¡on subgroups.

2,6 ,7 Sunma¡y

The steps outl ined deal with conceptual and technical aspects of a

sizing classification system. They provide a basis for evaìuations of

a classification system. As the concern of thìs research is with the

potential of the system to provide good fit to a specific portion of

the population, the reìevant evaluation ¡s with the accuracy of the

classification, Specifical ly, the percentage of the subpopulation

covered, and the intrasize variabílity of dimensions relative to their

tolerances should be investigated. Before considering the research

methÕdology however, age related changes in women's body form are

rev i ewed ,

2,7 CHANGES IN BÍ]DY Ft]Ri! UITH AGE

Significant changes în body form occur with age. Stoudt (1981;

1982) considers the eìderly to be an anthropometr i ca I ì y distinct group

r^rith sufficientìy differènt character¡stics tÕ warrant special

consideration when deaì ing with ènvÌronmental design, As noted in

Chapter l, clothing experts also consider that age reìated changes in

body form shouìd be cons¡dered in the design, fit and sizing of

clothing,
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Although common exper ience informs us that old women have different
body forms than young women, anthropometr ic data describing eìderly

women are limíted (Stoudt, l98l). Even ìess data are available

describing changes in body form; that is, from longitudìnal studies

which describe changes in individuaìs over time, As wel l, most studies

include only a few dimensions and provide onìy a gross indication of

body form at a specific age. Often these data have lim¡ted relevance

to garment s iz i ng.

Cross-sect iona ì stud ies, wh ich prov ide most of the ava i lab le data on

changes in body form are difficuìt to interpret. Rossman (1!//)

discusses the factors which confound interpretat¡on, including the

secuìar trend and differential survivorship. The secular trend refers

to changes in a populations characteristÌcs occurring between

generations: over the last century people in most western countries

have become larger - tal ler and heavÌer (lloìanski, 1984) . Differential

surv¡vorship refers to a possible relationship between age at death and

physical characteristics such as weight (or other factors). In

cross-sectionaì dâta, the secuìar trend wìlì exaggerate the apparent

loss of height with age, and differential survivorship could exaggerate

the apparent loss Õf weight Ìn old age.

Some changes in body form are believed to be age related aìthough

these are less welì known than changes related to other factors

(Stoudt, i982). Over a I ifetime there is a continuum of change related

to many factors such as age, sex, patholog¡c processes, nutritionaì

status, socio-economic status, and activity levels. Rossman (l9BO)
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notes the oìder population is character ized by a striking individuality

and var iãb ¡ I i ty in the ag ing process ,

Revíews of research reìevant to changes in body form w¡th age are

provided by Rossman (1977¡ 1980; 1987), Stoudt (198t) and Susanne

(f9i9). As a group the elderly have been described as significantly

smaller in most aspects of body size than younger indÌviduals (Stoudt,

ll8ì) and as having changed from the I'f Ìrm and fully packed roundness

of youthrr to r¡sagging asymmetry and deepening hol ìows in the agedrl

(Rossman, l98O). The foììowing discussion deals with changes in women.

It shouìd be noted that summar ies of research do not aìways distinguish

between the sexes (eg. see Susanne, 1979).

2.7.1 Heioht

HeÌght, the most readily availäble indicator of body size, has been

found to decrease with age in both cross-sectionaì and ìongÌtudinal

studies. The loss of height has been dîfficult to quantify, however,

0ìder people are shorter, partly because they have ìost height since

maturìty, and partly because their maximum heîght was relatively short.

There is conflicting evidence as to when the ìoss of height begins, and

some evidence that the rate of loss increases with age, becoming

progressiveìy more severe in the eight and ninth decades (Rossman,

ì987) . Susanne (1979) notes that the rate of height loss is not

necessarily linear and should not be extrapolated to ages other than

those studíed. There is also evidence of a socio-economìc

reìationship: women at low socio-economic levels have been found to be
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shorter and to lose height faster than women in higher socio-economic

groups.

The loss of height occurs mostly in the trunk, due to changes in the

spinal column. The length of the long bones of the )eg do not change

appreciably (Rossman, 1987) . As a result, totaì height decreases with

a9e, as does trunk ìength, although hip height wi ll show relativeìy
ì ittìe change. Proportions betvreen ìeg. ìength and trunk length wi ll
therefore change considerably with age.

Posture and disease related changes can exaggerate the loss of

heìght (Rossman, l98o) . Some elderìy are not able to stand straight, a

posture character ized by bent knees and h ip f lex ion. I n these

c i rcumstances some decrease in h ip he ight may be found. 0steoporos i s

ieads to curvature of the back and a compensatory tiìt of the head.

Resulting changes in body dimensions can be significant, incìuding

further ìoss of height, ìoss of trunk length, a decrease in front waist

length, increase in back waist ìength, and changes in shouìder and

chest configuration.

2.7.2 To¡so

Apart from osteoporotìc changes to the trunk, other important

changes occur in the size and shape of the torso. These seem to be

ìargely related to changes in fat patterning and weight, Height

íncreases with age, reaches a pìateau, and then decreases. The age at

which weight begins to decrease differs across stud¡es, Hol lifield and

Parson (.|959; cited in Rossnan, .l987) found weight loss oeeurred after
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65 to 74 years. Pett and 0gilvie (1956) found weight increased untiì
jj to 6\ years and decreased for the over 6! group. Rossman (1980)

noted that with loss of vreight one will not necessarily have the same

body contours one had earì ier at the same weight. The increase in

weight and changes in fat patterning resuìt in fat deposíts

accumulating in the y/aist and abdomen (Rossman, l98O). Breast size

increases, then decreases, accompanied by sagging (Sussman, 1979).

Chest depth (anterio-posterìor diameter) increases with age and chest

wídth (transverse diameter) decreases, after having increased in middìe

age. Shoulder width (bìacromial width) decreases, compounded by a

decrease in the size of the deltoid muscles (Susanne, ì!/!) . Shoulder

sìope ¡ncreases, shoulders move forward, and the neck becomes shorter,

0steoporotic kyphosis can be added to these changes,

Overalì, the shoulders and upper chest become smaller and less

square, With age the fÌgure changes from youthfuì to matroniy

(stouter, shorter, ful I busted, with erect posture). lncreased front

waist length, decreased back waist ìength, and an increase ¡n torso

girths can be expected to accompany this process. As aging continues

the figure changes from matronìy to eìderly (somewhat pear shaped, with

less erect posture). Bust girth and bust height decrease; back waist

length may increase due to kyphosís or decrease due to continued loss

of trunk length. Front waist ìength, shoulder size and shoulder width

decrease.
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2.7 ,3 Extremi ties

The extremìties also change shape although they maintain their

length. Girths of arms and legs increase u/¡th the increase in weight,

then decreasê as muscle is lost and fat is lost from the extremities.

Span is somewhat affected by changes in the trunk, but no change occurs

in the length of the ãrms.

The height to span ratio changes significantìy over the adult years.

Stature is about equaì to, or slightly greater than, span at maturity.

WÌth loss of height this ratio changes: from the sixth decade on, span

has been found to exceed length, and to average I cm. more than stature

by the ninth decade (Rossman, 1986) .

2.7.4 Var.iability of Form

It is cìear that complex changes occur concurrentìy, resulting in

signif¡cant changes in body form and proportions, There is little
quantitative data to characterize the resuìting body form and stil I

ìess information is available on the process of change. The overaì l

effect - the characteristic body form, and the variabiiity of body form

of older women - are most relevant to garment fit and design.

The data suggest that an important turning point in severaì anâtomic

and morphoìogic changes may occur at approximateìy age 65. The

transition from weight gaín to weight loss, the redistributìon of fat

from extremities to torso, and more rapid deteriorat¡on of the spine

appear to occur near or after age 6j, lt is possibìe, therefore, that
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attempts to character¡ze body form for women aged 65 to 85 wil I be

difficult. Variability of form may be greatìy increased during a

transition period. Rossman (l!8/) notes that dìscrepancies between

biologícaì and chronological age are great at th¡s age.

Character ìst ic changes may increase the var iab í ì i ty of body form,

especially during the transitions to an o)d body form, a period and

process which is itself híghiy variabìe. The ì ikely effects of these

changes on garment fit can be predicted fÕr elderly women as a group¡

however, how ah individuaì is affected wiì I be highly variabìe. The

gross changes descrìbed give only an indication of the direction of

changes expected in specific dimensions and areas likely to f¡t poorly.

2.8 ENDNOTES

Il] A revision of CSS-203 (Trade Sizes) was published ¡n August l987
(CSS-203-,i187) . The major change was to divide the systðm for
garments to fit the whole or upper body into separate systems for
whoìe body and upper body. There are therefore now three systems:
whole body, upper body, and lower body. The síte indicator
dimensions are unchanged for the whole body system, Site indicator
dimens¡ons for the upper body system are bust gìrth, hip girth,
posterior waist ìength, and arm length. For the lower body system
the síze indícator dimension v/aìst height was repìaced with the
control dimension crotch height. The upper body sizes are the same
as the whole body sizes, excêpt that dimensions not relevant to
garments fitting only the upper body (eg. thigh girth) are
exc I uded.



Chapter I II
lìtETH0D0L0cY

3.1 DESIGN t]F THE STUDY

The study was designed to determine ìf CSS-20l sizes accurately

represent the body form of older Canadian women and hence have the

potentìal to provide them with adequately fit garments. To this end,

measurement data on a sample of older Canadian women were needed. The

data werè needed in a form whÌch would allow size ass¡gnment and

comparison of measurements w¡th size specifications to be made on a per

individual basis. The proportion of the sample covered by the sizing

system, and the accuracy of the size specificatioñs couìd then be

determ ¡ ned .

As no suitable Canadian data were avaÌlabìe, a sample of v¡omen was

measured. lndividuals were assigned llB and LB sizes based on the value

of their control dimension measurements. For each woman, differences

between her measurements and the size specifications of her size were

caìcuìated.

The toìerances used to develop CSS-2Ol are no longer avaiìabìe

(Staples, 1987, personal communication) ; therefore, criteria for

misfit, to be used as toìerances, were deveìoped. The number of women

not adequately fit by their size specifications and the areas of the

body poorly fit could then be determined.

,ó
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0nìy the basic system, CSS-201, $ras investigated. The modification

of CSS-201, detailed in CSS-202 and CSS-203-t487, was not considered.

However, to estimate the Fotent¡al of the CSS program to have a

practicaì impact on cloth¡ng for older women, the proportìon of the

sample covered by the trade sizes was determined.

3.2 DEFINITT0N 0F TERlitS

For the purpose if this study the foìlowing definitions apply:

2.

3.

4.

t. 0imension: The part or characteristic of the body measured.

See measurement for an exampìe.

¡leasurement: The distance in cent¡meters of a dimension. For

exampìe, the dimension of bust girth ìs the circumference of the

body at the ìevel of the bust, An individualrs measurement of

bust girth may be 100 cm.

Deviation: For each dimension, the dífference between an

individuals measurement and the specification of her size.

l'lisf it: For each dimension, the condition which resuìts when an

individuaìs deviation is greater than the dimensionrs tolerance

(criteria for misfit).

oìder Women: l,Jomen between 65 and 85 years incìusive at the

time of the study (t986).

Grade lnterval: For each dimension the difference (in

centimeters) in specificatìons between adjacent sizes,

Horizontal Size: A size cìassif¡cation defined by horîzontaì

control dimensions (bust and hip measurements in the l,JB system;

waist and hip measurements in the LB system) ,

5.

6,

7.
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8. Vertical Size: A size classification defined by vert¡caì

controi dimensions (trunk length and leg length in the llB

system; leg tength in the LB system) .

Leg Length: ln CSS-20ì length of the ìeg as determined by the

dimension crotch height. ln CSS-202 and CSS-203 leg length ¡s

determined by the dimensÌon waist height.

3. 3 SÀ[tPLE

3.3. 1 Se Iect ion

The ideal sample would be approximately 350 randomly seìected women

agea 6! and over (Stoudt, 1982), A random sampìe, while difficult ro

obtain under the best circumstances, is notably problematic in deta¡led

anthropometr ic studies as wîllingness to particÌpate is influenced by

body size and shape (Damon, 1963; Kemsley, .l957; Shelton ê 0'Brien,

l94l; Stoudt, ì982) , As resources available for conducting the study

were ì imited, a convenience sample of approximateìy IOO women was

sought from seniors¡ groups, Participants were restricted to women

aged 6! to 85 years who b¡erè wilìing to g¡ve theìr yèar of birth and

were free of physical handicaps that wouìd confound the measurement

procedure or the resu ì ts,

Age 65, al though an arbitrary definition of elderìy, was used

because of ìts socÌal signÌficance and common use in research on aging.

Also, ¡mportant anthropometric studies reìated to garment sizìng have

either used 6f as an upper age limit (Kemsìey, 1957) or included very

few women above th¡s age (0'Bríen 6 Shelton, ì94 1; Sittig and
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Freudenthal, 1951, described in Vandenberg, 1968). An upper age limit
was establ ished so that the data could be divided into smaììer age

intervals for future anaìysis. lt has been recommended that 5 year

subgroups be r-¡sed when analyzing anthropometr ic data on the elderly

(Stoudt, ì 982) ,

The study was conducted ¡n Winnipeg, l'lanÌtoba, an ethnicaì ìy diverse

city of approximately 600,000 on the CanadÌan prairies. participants

for the study were recruited through seniorrs centres and other

seniorrs groups, A slide presentation was made to explain the need for

the research and the measurement procedures, Those $rho agreed to

participate were measured either immediateìy following or at a

subsequent meeting, in a private area, Arrangements were made to

measure individuals in theìr homes if they were not comfortable being

measured at the group meeting placê.

Previous researchers (Patterson, l!8ì) reported some difficuìty in

recruiting participãnts as the women were reluctant to be measured in

theÌr foundation garments; however, this problem was rareìy encountered

in this research. l,lore commonly the women couìd personal ly identify

with the changes in body shape and fitting problems presented in the

slide shobr, were pleased that someone was actually interested in it,
and were willing to be measured in their foundation garments or

foundation garments and sl ip, l,lany participated in the hope that other

women would not have the same dìfficult¡es even though it would not

help them d irect I y.
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3.3.2 Descr ìpt ìon

N¡nety-two women born between l!01 and ì921, ¡nclusive, were

measured between 
^lay 

and September, 1986, Fourteen groups, located

throughout l./innipeg, participated (Figure l). Al though limired

socio-economic data lrere col ìected, an effort was made to invoìve

groups from aìl areas of the city in order to represent a varÌety of

economic and ethnic backgrounds. Between 2 and l/ women from each

group were measured, almost all at a central or group location. 0nly

JZ of the sample were measured Ìn their homes, A major¡ty of

participants, 622, were recruited through seniorrs centres, 28? through

seniorrs apartments, and the remaining l0? through personal contacts.

Age was calculated as i!86 minus year of birth; therefore women k,ho

would be 65 or 85 at any time during l!86 were included. The mean age

was /4 with a standard dêviation of !.4 years. At ìeast one woman from

each eì igibìe year of b¡rth was measured. l'loda ì years (lO each) were

1912, l9lÀ, and 1918. When grouped into 5 year intervalsr3 the sampìe

was fairly evenìy spread across the 4 age groups. Seventy to

seventy-four years was the modal group. Table I compares the age

distribution of the sample with Canadian and llanitoba women in the 65

to 84 age range. Compared to both provinciaì and nationaì

distribut¡ons, the sample has a lower proportion in the 65 to 69 age

range and a higher proportion in the 80 to 84 age range.

1. Note that 80 to 85 is a 6 year interval, One woman !/as age 85,
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F¡fty-five percent of partÌcipants were widowed and 3lZ urere

married. Table I shows the compar ison with the nationaì and provincial

distributions for the 65 to 84 age range.

Sixty-seven percent of the sampìe was born in flanitoba and 8? were

born elsewhere Ìn Canada. 0f those born outside Canada, 6i? were born

in eastern Europe (mostly the Ukraine) and JjZ ¡n western Europe

(mostly Great Britain), Table I compares the sample wíth provincial

and city dístributions of women aged 6! and over. The sample had

proportionately more women born in ¡lanitoba, and febrer women born

el sewhere in Canada or outside of Canada, than either the 
^lanitoba 

or

l/innipeg popuìations of women aged 6f and over.

The ì imited demographic înformation col lected indicates that this

convenience sampìe is a reasonable representation of the population of

interest. That the sample somewhat ovêr-represents the oìdest age

group and under-represents the youngest is likely the resuìt of drawing

a major portion of the sample (90?) trom seniorrs centres and

aÞartments.
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TABLE I

Comparison of Sampìe CharacteristÌcs with CanadÌan
and l,lan i toba l,lomen Age 65 to 84 years

Samp I e
N

Samp ìe
,6

l,la n i tobattit Canada)t)t
.þ t6

AGE GROUP:

65-69
70-7 4
7 5-79
80-84

ITIAR ITAL STATUS :

single
mar r ied
w ¡ do'.red
d ivorced

24

21
2 0,'(

26
to
1a

22

)t
29
2l
t4

37
,o
2l
r3

l0
28
51

3

ì1
3l
55

3

9
\\
45

2

9
45
\6

2

Sampl e

N

Samp I e

'6

l{an i tobaìtÈ?t Wi nn ipegrlr'r;r
o'o'

PLACE OF B IRTH:

llan i toba
E I sewhere in

Canada
0uts ide Canada

ô¿

7

23

67
I

,E

55
12

29

48
r3

39

t( lncludes one 8! year oìd.
ltrl I'lanitoba and Canada distributions caìcuìated from 198ì Census

of Canada (Statistics Canada, 1982).
ttrttt Distribution for l'lanitoba and tlinnipeg are for women age 6!

and over calculated from the ì981 Census of Canada
(Stat is t ics Canada, 1982) .
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3.4 IIEASUREIIENT PRI]CEDURES

¡leasurement technique and procedures fol lowed as closeìy as

practicable those used to collect data in the 0'Brien ¿ Sheìton (194.|)

study. Participants wore their regular foundation garments or

foundation garments and slÌp, not a special measuring costume. The

measurement procedure involved locating and marking certain bony

landmarks and other reference points. ¡leasurements $rere then taken

using either an anthropometer or tape measure, as appropriate. Aìl

measurements were taken with the subject standing. An eff¡cient

measuring sequence was deveìoped and used throughout. The researcher

took aìì measurements herself, caì1ing out the values as they were

taken. An assistant, if avaiìable, recorded the data, repeating the

value after it was written down. l,lhen no assistant was avaiìable the

researcher recorded the measurements herself. The measuring procedure

usually took no ìonger than l0 minutes for each participant,

3.4.I

To ensure intra-study reì îabi I ìty of measurements- the measurement

procedure and technique vlere practiced untii they became familiar and

the results reproducible, before beginning data collection. During the

study, measurements $rere periodicaììy repeated as a reliabiìity check.

The repeat measurements were found to be very cìose to the original

measurement. As welì, aìl women were measured by the same person.

Comparisons ãmong anthropometr ic studies are faced with the question

of interstudy reì iablity of measurements. Reference points from which
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measurements are made are important determinants of reliability.

¡leasurements made from bony landmarks increase reliabi¡ity. However,

several of the reference poÌnts needed for this study are ìocated by

measurer judgement, thereby ìimiting the reliabiì¡ty with which

previous studies can be repl icated.

Two factors balance this difficulty somewhat. Detailed descrìptions

and photographs of the ìocation of reference point.s are provided in the

0'Brien Ê Shelton (194ì) report, allowing well-founded judgements to be

made. Also, the human body is not a static form, changing in height,

weight, and possibly other dimensions in the course of a day and over

longer terms (Annis, l!/8) , There are, therefore, no measurements

which give an absoìuteìy correct definition of an individuaì's body

f orm,

Despite limitations on the reliability of the measurements, these

judgements have been, must be, and wil I continue to be made reguìarìy

by people in clothing trades and by consumers. ln the end, practical

considerations outwei gh most techn¡cal objections. I nterpretation of

results wi lì take these issues into account.

3.4.2 Body Dimensíons iteasu¡ed

Twenty-nine dimensions from the 4! defined in CSS-20ì were sêìected

for inclusion in the study, Al I measurements reìevant to the controì

dÌmensions were taken. 0f the 37 dimensions remaining a selection was

made in light of the ì¡mited resources available and the need to not

fatigue the subjects. Dimensions yrere excluded if they were body areas
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identified by previous research as unlikeìy to change with age and,/or

be unlikely sources of fitting problems, not reasonably easily

interpreted, not relevant to the form of a mannikin, not appl icabìe to

the fit of severaì types of garments, or likeìy to be unacceptable to

the participants, From these considerat¡ons ì7 measurements were

excluded: sitting spread girth; mid thigh gÌrth; knee girth; calf
girth; ankle girth; elboli girth; wrist girth; knee height; ankle

heìght; arm lengthi upper arm length; underarm length; sitting height;

trunk circumferencei cervical to waist, anter¡or; anterior crotch

ìength; and, total crotch ìength. The dimensions included, and their

CSS-201 defin¡tions, are listed below.

G i rth or Hor izonta I D imens ions:

l. Bust girth: the maximum girth of the body at the bust level

with the subject standing and breathing normally,

2, t.laist girth: the girth ai the natural waistline between the top

of the hip bone (iìiac crests) and the lower margins of the

iowest ribs, measured wìthout constriction, with the subject

stand ing ând breath ing norma I I y.

3. Hip girth! The maximum horizontal girth of the body at the seat

level, measured without constriction and with the subject

stand ing norma ì ly.

4. Abdominaì extension arc: The distance between the center of the

ìeft and right sides of the body wîth the tape at the level of

the maximum abdominal extension.
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5. Abdominal extensîon gìrth: The horizontal gìrth of the body at

the ìevel of greatest extension of the abdomen with the subject

stand ing norma I ly.

6. Thigh girth, maximum: The maximum circumference of the thigh,

measured without constriction, with the subject standÌng

normaìly and with the tape paralìel to the fìoor.

7. Armscye girth! The girth of the armscye with the tape passing

through the underarm midpoint and over the shoulder, The

subject should be standing normaì ly vrith the arm hanging

vertically.

8. lJpper arm girth: The maximum gìrth of the arm with the tape at

the lower level of the armscye. The subject should be standing

normaì ly w¡th the arm hanging vertically.

9. Shouìder ìength: The distance from the base of the sic¡e of the

neck to the intersection of the shoulder ìine wÌth the top of

the armscye,

ì0, Anter Ìor chest width: The hor izontaì distance across the front

of the chest with the tape level with the upper edges of the

a rmscye ,

ll, Posterior chest width: The horizontaì d¡stance across the back

with the tape ìevel with the upper edges of the armscye,

12. Anterior bust arc: The distance from the center of the left
side of the body at the bust level over the largest part of the

bust to the corresponding point on the right side,

13. Bust ìevel wÌdth: The horizontaì distance between the points of

greatest prominence at the bust level.
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i4, Anteríor waÌst arct The distance from the center of the left
side of the body to the corresponding point on the right side

with the tape heìd at the natural waist level.

ì5, Posterior hip arc: The distance between the center of the left
and right sides of the body with the tape passing over the seat

at the hip ìevel ,

Ver t ica I D imens ions:

l. He¡ghtt The vertical distance from the top of the head to the

sole of the feet with the subject standing normaìly.

2. Cervicaì height: the verticaì distance from the cervicaì bone

to the soìes of the feet.

3, Waist heÌght: the vertical distance from the natural waist

ìeveì to the soìes of the feet measured at the side of the body.

4. Side of neck to bust: The distance from the center of the base

of the neck at the right side to the most prominent point of the

bust.

5. Abdominal extension height: The vertical distancê from the

fìoor to the ìevel of maximum protuberance of the abdomen.

6. Hip height: The vertical distance from the hip ìevel to the

soles of the feet.

7. l/aist to hips: The distânce along the side of the body from the

waist level to the hip level w¡th the tape follow¡ng the

curvature of thê body.

8. Crotch height: The verticaì distance from the center of the

crotch to the sÕìes of the feet.
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ll.

It

7t

Trunk length: The vertical distance from the cervical bone to

the crotch level measured in a straight ì ine,

Anter¡or wâist length: The distance from the base of the neck

at the front to the waist level at the center front.

Posterior waist length: The distance from the cervicaì bone to

the natural waist ìevel with the subject standing normal ly and

the tape foì lowing the contour of the back.

Scye depth: The distance from the cervical bone down the center

of the back to a ìevel corresponding to that of the midpoint of

the underarm.

3.4,3 Location oi Measu¡ernent Reference points

lileasurements lrere taken accord i ng to d imens ion def in i t ions I isted

above, as given in CSS-201. Unless the CSS-20l def¡nitions indicated a

difference, reference points were identified according to the technique

detaiìed in 0'Brien and Sheìton, wÌth minor modifications. A detailed

descriptîon, with photographs, of reference point pìacement and

measurement procedure Ìs given in 0rBrien and Shelton (194t, pp. 4-21).

Dimension definitions in CSS-20l indicate differences in the

location of measurement reference points for waist leveì, hip level,

and are imprecise for the armscye. lt was decided to use the CSS-20'l

definitìons as they are much more readiìy avaiìable and practical.

The most important difference in dimension definítions betyreen

CSS-201 and 0rBrÌen ând Shelton ('l941) are for !¡aist level , 0¡Brien

and Shelton def¡ne the ievel for the measurement of wå¡st girth as the

10,
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ìower edge of the ìowest rib at the midaxillary line (0'BrÌen ê

Shelton, l94l; p.9), while CSS-201 defines the level as the naturaì

waistl ine, between the lower edge of the lowest rib and the iliac
crests. As the naturaì waistline of many women in the sample did not

fall between the ribs and the iliac crests, Ìt was decided to define

the natural waistline by fastenîng an elastîc I'where you would weãr

things at your waist". This method results in the practical locatìon

of the waist, which may or may not correspond to ìocations defined by

bony landmarks. Waist leveì at the sÌdes, center front, and center

back was defined by the elastic, and was not necessariìy a horizontal

pìane. For exampìe, waist level at center front might be considerabìy

higher than at the sides of the body, especially if a subject had a

rounded protruding abdomen. The ìocat¡on of the waist ì ine affects the

measurements of waist height, anterior vJaist length, posterior wa¡st

ì ength, and wa ist-to-h ip measurements.

Consistent with the CSS-201 descriptìon of hip girth, the level for

the measurement of hip girth was located at the level of the maximum

horizontal girth at seat level. This was determined by viewing the

subject from each sidê and marking the midlray level if the heights were

different, ln contrast, 0rBrien and Shel ton determined hip girth ìevel

from the most prominent bony point in the region of the trochanter

major (averaged between the right and left sides) ; although rhÌs point

could be difficuìt to determine, the hip height measurement was a

ref i ect ion of the ì ength of the I eg bones. The CSS-20I def in í t ion

causes hip height to be influenced by muscle development and fat

patterning in addition to ìeg length. lt has, however, the practical

advantage of gìving the body's maximum girth in the hip region.
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The ìocation of the armscye is difficult to establish and describe,

requiring four reference points located using measurer judgement. The

photographs în 0rBrien and Sholton ('l94ì, plates I and l2) alìow sound

judgements to be made, The procedure for locating these reference

points was simplified somewhat, as the changes were judged to not

affect the ìocation of the ìandmarks while taking much less time. Thè

underarm midpoint was located by eye, as caìipers proved difficult to

use given the shouìder confíguration of many of the women. The

shoulder point was ¡ocated at the depression between acromion and the

latêral end of the clavicle, yrhÌch can be felt when the arm is raised

laterally. This is a common method for locating the shouìder point

(Erwin, 1954). The anterior and posterior armscye were ìocated in lìne

with the fold between arms and trunk. The upper edges of the armscye,

wh¡ch CSS-201 use to define anterior and posterior chest width, were

located where folds between arm and trunk end, on the front and back

respectively. This was used as a substitute method for locating the

point m¡dbray between shoulder point and underarm level in the front,
and the level of the seventh thoracic vertebra on the back, as it gave

the same resuìt in much iess tíme. The level for measuring scye depth

wab quickly found by using knitting needles, held between trunk and

arms at the underarm leveì, and marking this level at center back.

3.4.4 Eouipænt

A minimum of equipment was needed to locate and mark measurement

reference points, and to take measurements. On skin, reference points

were marked us¡ng 7 mm adhesive dots, êach marked with a cross to
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identify the center. Straight pins were used to mark reference points

on foundation garments. t.laist level was indicated by fastening an

adjustable elastic around the waÌst. Knitting needles (2 mm x 30 cm)

were used as a guide in ìocating scye depth. The neck chain was a fine
gauge smalì ì ink chain 60cm ìong.

An anthropomêter similar to the one descr ibed by 0'Brien and Shelton

(ì941, p. 4) was used to measure all heights. lt þras made from two

steeì meter st¡cks, glued to wooden supports whích could be joined by

wooden dokels. A fixed and braced horizontal arm was attached to one

end to hold the anthropometer perpendicular to the floor. A sìiding

horizontal arm, held in pìace by a plexigìass collar and spring, was

used to measure vertical distances. The arm came to a point at its
ìower leveì and a score on the plexiglass at the level of the point was

used to read the vertical distance on the meter stick. A 1.5 meter

plastic tape measure, supplied by the liletric Commission, Canada, was

used for al I measurements not made with the anthropometer.

3.5 DÀTA ANALYSIS

3.5,1 Classif ication of Dimnslons

Twenty-seven dimensions were measured, and one, trunk length, was

caìcuìated for each participant, They $rere cìassified by three major

critería (system, type, and directíon) to help structure analysis and

reveal patterns in the results.

The dimensions belong to either the WB system, the LB system, or

both. This study incìudes 26 of the 38 dimensions which comprise the
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l^/B system, and l2 of the 22 dimensions which compr ise the LB system.

The two systems are independent and specifìcations for a dimension

common to bcth systems may be different ¡n each,

Within each system, dimensions are either control dimensions or

dependênt dimensions. Control dimensìons ident¡fy and define size

categor ies and must be measured to assign a women to her size, There

are four l,lB controì dimensions! bust girth, hip girth, trunk ìength,

and leg length. l,/aist girth, hip girrh, and leg ìength are the three

LB control dimensions. A dimension is dependent if it is not a

control. Note that wa¡st girth, common to both systems, is a dependent

dÌmension in the l,JB system but a control dimension in the LB system.

D imens ions are a ì so grouped accord i ng

Hor i zonta I dimensions (including girths)

of the body; vertical dÌmensions reflêct

are both vertical and horizontal controì

to their direction,

reflect the breadth and depth

the length of the body. There

d imens ions i n each system,

Vertical dimensions can be subdivíded into a group which are

strictìy vert¡cal, and a group of contour verticals. The first are

heights, measured as a perpendicular distance from the fìoor. The

second are vertical measurements which foì low the contours of the body

and so will be ¡nfluenced by horizontal components of body form.

Table 2 shows the dimensions included in the study classified

according to system, type, and direction, as discussêd above, The

discussion of results, concìusions, and implications apply only to

those dimensions included in the study, and inferences cannot be made

about dimensions which were not incìuded.



Whole Body

Type Directlon
Hon i zonta ì Vertical

control

dependent

Lowen Body

bust gl rth
hip girth

neck base girth
\,,¡a I s t gi nth
thlgh glrth
armscye glrth
upper arm girth
shoulder I ength
bust level width
anter I or chest ì,,,idth
poster I or chest uidth
añtenior bust arc
abdom I na I extenslon anc
anter I or waist arc
poster lon hlp arc

uai st glrth
hlp glrth

anter i on walst arc
abdom i na I extensjon glrth
abdom 1na I extenslon aac
poster I or hlp arc
thlgh girth

control

dependent

Denotes contour vertical

trunk ì ength
leg I ength

he I ght
cervicaì he I ght
neck to bust *
walst height
walst to hlp *
hlp he i ght
anter i or uâlst length
posten I or walst ìength
scye depth *

leg length

valst he i ght
abdomi na ì extension height
hjp he i ght
\"/aist to hlp *

cr1
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3.5.2 Sanple Characte¡istics

As limited anthropometr ic data describing eìderly Canadian women are

avaiìable, a comprehensive description of sample measurements was made.

Traditional summary statistics, based on the Gaussian distrÌbution,

including measures of central tendency (maan and median), measures of

variability (standard deviation, range, coefficient of variation, and

the standard error of the mean), and measures of deviation from

normality (skew and kurtosis) were calcuìated, Percentiles were aìso

calculated (Appendix A) , Percentiles give a better indication of the

range of measurements to be accommodated in many design problems, and

aìlow an estimate to be made of the proportion of the sample

accommodated or inconven ienced by a des ign.

Boxplots were also constructed. Boxplots, constructed using 5

resìstant order statistics, produce a graphic display helpful in

understanding the structure of the data. They can isolate patterns and

features of the data, and, allow for easy compar ison (Hoaglin, llostel ìa

and Tukey, ì983). Appendix B outlines the characteristics and method

of construct ion of boxpl ots,

All descriptive statistics were standard SAS ('l985) output. Raw

data are provided in Appendix C. Correìations between dimensions are

provided in Append Ìx D,
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3.5.3 Size Ass ignnent

ln the CSS-201 system, assignment to sîze categor ies is by control

dimension measurements. For each horizontal control d¡mension, an

ind¡vidualrs measurements faìì within a 5 cm interval which define the

bust, hip, and waist sizes. Each size is designated by the dimension

midpoint. ln the WB system there are l2 bust sizes and ìJ hip sizes.

ln the LB system there are l4 waist sizes and l4 hip sizes. The

combination of hor¡zontal controì dimensions determ¡ne the bust-hip and

waist-hip sizes for the !/B and LB systems respectively. There are 80

combinations of bust and hîp g¡rths which define CSS-2Ol l.lB sizes, and

92 combinations of waist and hip girth which define CSS-20l LB sizes.

For ease of reference when the discussion applÌes to both l,lB and LB

systems, the term rhorizontal sizer wiìl be used to mean sizes defined

by the combination of horizontal control dimensions (bust-hip sizes and

wa i st-h ip s izes) .

The combination of horizontaì control dimensions also define the

size Range, which are designated by letter. ln the WB system, bust-hÌp

sizes are grouped into size ranges defined by the difference bet$/een

bust and hip girths, regardless of the measurementsr magnitudes, For

exampìe, ¡n range CCC, bust sïze is l0 cm ìarger than hip size: this

range has the largest bust relative to hip. ln range AAA bust size is
20 cm less than hìp size. Figure 2 shows the relatìonship of the

ranges with bust-hip sizes. ¡n the LB system it ís the difference

between waist and hip size lrhich defines the size range. For exampìe

Range ZZZ denotes sizes in which the waist girth is 7 cm smaìler than
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hip 9îrth, This Ìs the largest waist size relative to hip size, Range

XXX denotes the smallest v¿a¡st size relative to hÌp size, with waist

size 37 cm smaller than hip size. Figure 3 shoe¿s the relatÌonship of

the ranges to waìst-hìp sizes.

The vertical control dimensions trunk ìength and ìeg ìength are

independent of the horizontal controì dimensions: that is, neither

trunk length nor ìeg length measurements have any infìuence on the

bust-hip or waist-h¡p size of an individual. Vertical control

dimensions can, therefore, be considered separately from horizontal

control dimensìons. Trunk length is not measured directly; it is

calculated as cervical height minus crotch height. Leg length is based

on the crotch height measurement. Both of these controls have 2 sÌzes,

short and long, each an I cm interval, desÌgnated by the intervaì

midpoint, ln the WB system, the combìnation of vertical control

dimensions determine the subrange. Because trunk ìength and leg ìength

are also independent of each other, there are as many subranges as

there are possible combinations of categories; that is, four. They are

short trunk--short leg, short trunk--long leg, ìong trunk--short ìeg,

and long trunk--long leg. ln the lower body system, the singìe

vertical control dimension, ìeg Iength, determÌnes the subrange.

Again, for ease of reference when the discussion appìies to both WB and

LB systems, the subranges may be referred to as 'vertical sizesr.

Subjects in the study were assigned to CSS-201 sizes based on their

control dimension measurements, lf a measurement was midway beth,een

two sizes, the ìarger size was assigned. lf the measurement of an
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individual did not falì within a size intervaì, she was identified as a

s¡ze outl ier in that dimension. Because the horizontaì controì

dimensions are somewhat dependent on each other, it is possible for an

individual to be assigned a size for each of the horizontal control

dimensìons but to not fall within a horizontaì size. She would

therefore be a horizontal size outì ier. To allow for analysis of

devìations, s¡ze outl iers were reassigned to the nearest (usual ìy next

ìarger) s Ì ze.

S¡ze frequencies are reported in tabular form for each control

dimension and for each size range and subrange, both before and after

reass¡gnment of outl iers. Frequencies for bust-hip and waist-hip sizes

are shown on the WB and LB size charts.

Both horizontal and vertical control dimensions are needed to ful ly

define CSS-20ì sizes. The compìete siz¡ng system is composed of the

combinations formed by pairing each horizontal size with each vert¡cal

size. In the l,lB system, therefore, there are 4 comptetety defined

sizes (one for each subrange) for each bust-hip category, for a totaì

of 320 sÌzes. ln the ìower body system, there are two completeìy

defined sizes for each waist-hip category, making a total of 184 sizes.

Because horizontal and vertìcaì sizes are ìndependent, assignment to

each was considered separately. It is beyond the scope of this study

to anaìyze the data by the fuì ìy defined sizes.
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3.5.4 Coopa¡ison with Expected Frequencies

Having assigned the sampìe to size categories, it is possible to

compare the resuìts with what may be expected in the population. This

will indicate if the system meets its objective of having a size for

almost everyone, or ¡f as ã group, the oìder women represented by the

sampìe are disproportionately excìuded from the system. There are two

sources of information which alìow compar isons: the 0¡Brien E Shel ton

(1941) stuOy, which provided the dãta from which CSS-20l was deveìoped;

and the degrees of fit specified in the standard,

3.5.4.1 0'B¡ien & Shelton (1941) data

The 0rBrien and Shelton (ì94.|) study provides the onìy sample vrhich

is reasonabìy close to being representative of the general popuìation.

A fuìl comparison wouìd be possible onìy if data from i94l were

available in a form that alìowed individual subjects, from that study,

to be assigned a CSS-20,l size. This would require individual data, so

as to aìlow the caìculation of trunk length, and to determìne the

bivâriate distributions defined by the various combinations of control

dimensions, Unfortunately, the orî9inaì data from this study are no

ìonger available (l,lcConville et al, 1978; Staples, personaì

commun¡cation, 1987) , and comparisons are lherefore someyrhat limited.

Fortunately, bivariate distributions of the O¡Brien and Sheìton

(l14ì) samp)e, for WB and LB horizonral sizes, are given in CSS-20l,

Figures 2 and 4 (CSS-201, pp 14, ì6) show the number of women in each

CSS-201 bust-hip and waist-hip size, respectiveìy. Some compar isons
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between studies can therefore be made for bust-hip and waist-hip sÌze

assignments. Compar ison of ind¡viduaì horizontal controì dimensions is

not useful, as, by the structure of the system, the dinensîons are not

independent. Aiso, because the sample size is smal ì relative to the

number of sizes, it is not possible to compare frequencies on a per

s ize bas is.

Two compar isons are usefuì and possibìe for both WB and LB

horizontal sizes. A comparison of the proportion of the sample which

are hor¡zontal size outliers indicates if more than the expected number

of womên are excluded from the system. lf sizes are grouped by range,

the reìative proportion in each range can be compared. ra 0ifferences in

the pattern of sizes between ranges bears on the tradit¡onal concept of

figure types. Both comparisons are made with the X, test.

For the vertical controì dimensions there is less information

availabìe on the 0rBrien and Shelton sample. No bivariate frequency

distribution is given in any of .Lhe CSS publications and so subrange

assignments cannot be compared. However, as the vertical controì

dimensions are independent, it is possible to look at them singìy.

Trunk length, however, was not reported in the 0'Brìen and Shelton

study, and so no direct comparison is possibìe for that dimension. The

dÌstribution of crotch height is reported in O¡BrÌen and Shel ton (Table

36, p. 60) and was used to determine that samplesr ìeg length size

distribution under the CSS-201 system, As was done for the horizontal

s¡zes, a comparÌson was made for the total number of leg length size

ra Smaì ì expected frequencies necessitate excluding the most extreme
ranges.
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outliers. ln addition, the smalì number of sizes alìows for a between

s izes compar i son.

3.5.4,2 CSS degrees of fit

Less detailed information about expected freguencies is provided by

the rdegrees of f i t' spec i f icat ions in CSS-202, CSS-203, and

CSS-203-87. Degrees of fit define the extent to which body

measurements can vary from the average (for each size) and still obtain

an acceptable fit as well as the percentage of the population expected

to faì I wÌthin the acceptable ì imits.

For the horizontaì controì dimensÌons (bust girth, wa¡st girth, and

hip qirth) t half the size ìnterval (2.5 cm) wi U include al ì women in

each size, The vertical control dimensions are not as comprehensÌve,

and the expectation for the two sizes of each dimension yJas that they

would cover the popuìation "reasonably weì1" (CSS-2Ol; para 6.3,Ð .

However, there are no degrees of fit given for the vertical controìs ¡n

either CSS-202 or CSS-203. This is a result of the vertical controì

dimensions being compronised when the original system was modif¡ed to

meke it more acceptabìe to the trade, Size indicator dimensions

back-waist length, waist height, and total height were substituted for

the controls, and degrees of fit are given for those dimensions,

insteâd of for the control dimensions. The ìatest version of CSS-203,

CSS-203-t187, reinstates crotch height for the LB system and degrees of

fit are specified, therefore a comparison with the sample resuìts can

be made, The best that can be done for trunk length is to use the
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degrees of it for back-waist length as a rough guide, as will be

d iscussed be I ow.

Degrees of fit for crotch height predict the two 8 cm size intervaìs

will incìude approximately 88? of the population. A X, test of the

number of the samplè included in a size and the number of leg length

size outliers, against the degrees of fit prediction, is therefore

app ropr iate.

There i s no ind icat ion of the expectat ions for trunk length.

However, the degrees of fit for back-\,raist length, which acts as its
subst i tute (s ize ìnd icator d imens ion) , can be adapted. For back-wa i st

ìength t 4 cm (the trunk length size interval) is expected to

accommodate !!? of women. The fit for trunk length, a controì

dimension, should be somewhat better.

3.5.5 Adequacy of Fit fo¡ Dependent Dinpnsions

Control dÌmensions were selected to reduce the intrasize variabil ìty
of other (dependent) dimensÌons, based on measurements taken on the

ll4l 0'Brien and Shelton study. !1l¡th¡n each size the vaìues of

dependent ¿im"nsions should have much less variability compared with

the total sample, and should be h,ithin the toìerances specified for

each dimension in order to achieve adequate fit. An individualrs

dependent dimension measurements, then, should be reasonably close to

the standard specificatÌons. The adequacy of fit provided by CSS-20l

sizes can be descr ibed by the differences between the standards

dimensional specifications and the actuaì measurements of individuals.
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The difference between an individuaìrs measurement and her standard

specif¡cation, called a deviation, was caiculated as measurement minus

specification equals deviation. Deviations were calculated for each

dimension for each woman, A positive deviation resulted if the womanrs

measurement h,as ìarger than the specification, a negative deviation

resulted if the womanrs measurement was smaì ìer than the specification.

Deviat¡on vaìues are given in Appendix C.

D i fferences betureen an ind iv idua I I s measurements and her s ize

specifîcations are, of course, to be expected. The magnitude of the

dev¡ations is what determ¡nes if fit in any dimension wiìl be adequate.

For each dimension a tolerance is needed which defines the maximum

amount by which a woman's measurement can vary from her size

specification and still be adequatêly fit (by her size, in that

dimension). lf the difference between a woman's measurement and the

specification for her size is greater than the toìerance, then the

woman is considered misfit in that dimension; conversely, if a

deviation is less than the tolerance, the woman is considered to be fit
in that dimension.

Tolerances for dependent dimensions were establ ished for the

development of the sîzíng system (CSS-20ì para 3..|); however, these are

no longer available (Staples, l!8J, personal communication) . For a few

dimensions, degrees of f¡t indicate tolerances and the expected

distribution of the population in relation to them, The sampìe rêsults

are therefore compared to the degrees of fìt predictìons. ln order to

judge the adequacy of f¡t for all of the dependent dimensions, however,

toìerances were developed based on each dimensions grade ¡nterval .
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Two criteria for determin¡ng misfit arê therefore ava¡lable: ì)

tolerances defined by the degrees of fit specifications; and, 2)

toìerances defined by g:ade ìntervals, Results are presented and

discussed in relation to each,

3.5.5.1 Crite¡ia fo¡ misfit: degrees of fit
The degrees of fit publ ished in CSS-202, 2O3-t78, and 203-1487 serve as

a guide to understanding the ì imîts and biases of the sizing system.

Degrees of fit are given for those dependent dimensions intended to

substîtute for vertical control dimensions (back-waist lêngth, waist

height, and height) and for the h¡ghly variable horizontal dependent

dimension waist girth. For these dimensions, the degrees of fit
acknowìedge that the limited number of categories ¡nto which the

dimensions can be divided to create a reasonable number of system sizes

results in some portion of the population being excìuded.

For the degrees of fit criteria, a comparison of the sampìe number

misfit with the expected number misfit indicates if the sampìe is more

poorly fit than the general populat¡on, The dîrection of deviation

indicates if therê is a tendency for the mísf¡ts to be either smalìer

or I arger than the s ize spec if icat ions. Cons iderat ion of patterns in

the direction of misfit provides for further insights into

character ist ics of the sample.

3.5.5.2 C¡iteria fo¡ misfit: grade interval tole¡ances

The development of tolerances from the dimensionrs grade intervals is

discussed belour. Toìerances were calcuìated as t 2 grades for
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dimensions dependent on hor izontal controls, and t I grade for

dimensions dèpendent on vert¡cal controìs. Using the grade ¡nterval

tolerances as criteria for misfit, the fitlmisfit resuìts were

approached ¡n two ways: l) for each woman, how many dimensions l^,ere

fit; and 2) for each dimension, ho$, many women were fit? These tlro

perspectives give an idea of how well CSS-201 performs for the sampìe,

and ¡dentify dimensÌons which are poorly f¡t,

For each u¡omãn, the fit of a CSS-20 1 sized garment wiì l depend on a

combination of the number of d¡mensions in $¡hich she ìs fit, what the

misf it dimensions are, the magnitude of mìsfit, and the style of the

garment. Some dimensions will be more important to the fit of some

garments. Alì things being equal, however, the more dimensions Ìn

which an ind¡vidual is fit, the better the overall fit. The more women

fit in a large proportion of dimensions, the better the performance of

the standard.

For each dîmensÌon, the more women fit, the better. A dimension

which fit over 90? of the sample is considered to be well fit. lf 752

- 9OZ of the sample was fit a dimension is considered to be reasonably

well fit, and if less than ljz of the sample wäs fit a dimens¡on is

considered to be poorly fit. Dimensions which are poorly fit, or areas

of the body where several dimensions are poorly fit, poínt to likely
garment fitting problems for oìder lromen, Patterns in the direction of

deviations may also indícate ¡f thè misfit occurs due to the women¡ s

measurements being consistently larger or smalìer than the

specifications.
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All 92 women in the sample were included in the adequacy of fit
analysis, llomen who were outlÌers in a control dimension, and so did

not fall within a CSS-20ì size, were assigned to the nearest size.

Deviations and misfit were calculated using those specificat¡ons, It
is possìbìe, therefore, that the sìze outì iers were responsible for

more than their share of dependent dimension mÌsfits. To investigate

that possibility, size outliers were removed from the sample and the

percent fit/m¡sfit and directìon of misfit were recaìculated.

3.5.5.3 Calculation of toìerances fron gnade intervals

The criteria for misfit developed from grade intervaìs is a

modification of the method used by Salusso-Deonier et al (.l985-ì986)

for an evaluation of the American sizing system, pS 42-70. A t 2 grade

tolerance was used as the criteria for misfit by those authors and

formed the basis of the approach used in this research, Differences ¡n

the structure of the sizing systems reguired some modifications,

however. For the Canadian system a distinction between dimensions

which depend on horizontal and vertìcaì controls was made. Tolerances

for dimensíons dependent on hor¡zontal controls were caìcuìatêd as t 2

grades, Tolerances for dimensions dependent on verticaì controls were

calcuìated as t I grade. Tolerances are gíven in Appendix E.

To determine grade interval tolerances, dimension specifications

were inspected to determine if changes in specification vaìues were

associated with changes in horizontal controls, changes in verticaì

controls, or both. Al I of the dimensions which CSS-20l classifies as
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hor¡zontal are independent of heighti that is, they change only in

relation to changes in bust and/or hip gÌrth (the hor¡zontal controì

dímensions). Among the vertical dìmensions, the heights (abdominal

extensìon height, waist height, hip height, cervical height, and total

height) âre independent of girth, but the others, the contour

verticals, are not. Scye depth and neck-to-bust vary only with girth

and not wìth changes in the vèrticaì controls. Therefore, for the

purposes of determining grade interval toìerances, they were considered

to be horizontal dimensions. The other vertical contours

(waist-to-hip, anter¡or waist length, and posterior waist length) vary

with both heìghts and girths; determination of tolerances was based on

the direction of the maximum grade, vthich in all cases was vertical.

For the purpose of caìculating tolerances, a horizontal dimension

depends onìy on changes in the vertical controìs for changes in

specification, The grade intervaì ¡s the change in specification

between sizes with the next ìarger or smaller Þust and hîp size; that

is, between sizes in the same range. Tolerances were determined as the

mãximum grade over two sizes, as determined by inspection of the

standard specífications, Thís method provides a conservatìve test,

especially for the smaller hip sizes: the toìerance is as ìarge as

possible for each dimensionll], ln practise, this determination of

tolerance means that an individual wilì be declared misfit if her

measurement is greater (or less) than the spec îf icat ion of the s ize

that ¡s l0 cm larger (or smal ler) in both bust and hip,¡5 than her

assigned size.

r5 This size would be in the same range and subrange.
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Vertical dimensions, for the purpose of caìculating tolerances, are

those which depend solely or mainìy on vertical controls. The grade

interval is the mâximum dîfference in specification betvreen subranges,

as determined by inspection of the standard. Tolerances were therefore

equaitotlgrade.

The difference in the number of grades which define the toìerances

of hor¡zontaì and vertical dimensÌons is a result of there being many

more sizes with smal I intervals for the horizontal dimensions, compared

to few sìzes with large intervaìs for the verticaì dimensions, A + 2

grade tolerance for verticaì dependents would result in an extremely

large range over which fit would be considered adequate. Using a

tolerance of t ì grade means the vertical dependent dÌmensionsl

toìerance will not be larger than the toìerance of vertical control

d imens i ons ,

3,5.8 Trade Sizes

The basic system (CSS-20ì) was designed to be comprehensÌve.

Accordingly, it contains 320 brhoìe body sizes and 184 lower body sizes,

a total 504 fully defined sizes - too many to be commercial ly

feasibìe. For this reason, a seìection of sizes, judged to be of

greatest commercial interest, was made (CSS-Zo3i CSS-203-1187) . The

trade sizes contain 26 of a possîble 80 bust-hip sizes and 26 of a

possibìe 92 waist hip sizes. All of thè appropr iate subrãnges were

retained, making a total of 104 whole body trade sizes and 52 lower

body trade sizes. Sizes from three ranges were chosen from each
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systemr ranges A, B, and C from the whoìe body system, designated

Junior, l,lisses, and Women's respectiveìy; and ranges XX, X, and y from

the ìower body system, also designated Junior, l,lisses, and Homen¡s

respect ive ly.

Assuming CSS-201 sizes provide adequate fit to older women, it is

important to know ìf the Trade sizes yrill cover the population of older

women reasonably well, As the Trade sizes are the ones intended to be

commercially available, it is important, practically, that they include

sizes in which a substantial portion of older yromen fal L lf they do

not, production of standard sized garments wi ll be of no practicaì help

to ol der yromen.

Within each system, the portìon of the sampìe included in the Trade

sizes was determined, as well as the number of women in each Trade

range. Comparisons between systems and with the 0'Brìen and Shelton

sample are made. The characteristics of those excluded from the Trade

sizes are ãlso considered. The anaìysis is limited to horizontaì

s izes,

3.ô LTlitlTATIONS AND ASSUiIPTIONS

l. This investÌgation is limited to the effectiveness of the

CSS-20ì classîfication system only, and does not concern the

effectiveness of the CSS program in the marketplace.

2. The modifications to the trade sizes made in CSS-203-¡187 were

not considered as analysis was nearly compìete when it was

pub I ished.
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3. Not all dimensions specified in CSS-201 were included in the

study. Therefore the d¡scussion appì ies only to those

dimensions included, and no ¡mpì ications or inferences can be

made about d imens ions wh ich urere not i nc luded.

4. lt Ìs assumed that measurement landmarks were accurately

identified and measurements taken accurately reflect the body

form of part ic ipants.

5, ¡ t i s assumed that the operat iona I izat ion of the concept of

toìerance gives a reasonabìe indication of acceptable intras¡ze

var iat ion i n body form,

3.7 ENDNOTES

lì] Grade intervals are not always equaì. For some dimensions grades
aìternate as sizes increasei for exampìe, grades might be (in cm)
1.9,2.O, 1.9, 2.0, In such a case the maximum grade over two
sizes is 3.9 cm. Also, grades may be smaììer than those used to
determine the toìerance, especiaì ¡y at the smal ìer hip sizes,



Chapter IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIt]N

4.1 SAfrIPLE llEÀSUREilENTS

4.1,1 Heasurenent Va¡iability

Characterîstics of the samplers measurements are most readiìy

apparent when summar ized as boxpì ots, Boxpl ots of hor izonta I and

vertical measurements are shown in Figures 4 and ! respectiveìy. As

indicated by the location of the median, there is a ìarge variation in

thê absolute size of measurements for both horizontaì and vertìcaì

dimensions, The largest measurements are total and cervical height,

with the next largest group being torso girths. The smal lest

dimensions are in the shoulder area (shouìder ìength and scye depth)

and the waÌst-hip measure.

Within both vertical and horizontal dimensions the largest values

are the most vaiiable (indicated by the size of the box), aì though this

trend is much less pronounced for verticaì dimensions than for

horizontaì ones, The ìargest horizontal dimensions have much greater

variabiì ity than the smalìer dimensions, and are aìso more variable

than the large vertical dimensions. Torso girths show by far the

greatèst variabìì ity. The small vertical dimensions appear to be

sl ightly more vâriable than the small horizontal dimensions. These

impressíons are supported by Table 3. lleasures of variabiì ity show

torso girths to be the most variabìe, shoulder ìength the least.

-95-
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CONTRoL: Hor I zonta 1

BUST GI RfH
l,lAIST GI RTH
HIP GI RTH

: Vertical
CROTCH HT
TRI.JNK LENGTH

OEPENÐENT: Hol^ I zonta I
UPPERARM GI RTH
NÊCK BÂSÊ 6I RTH
ÂBOOMEN GIRTH
ÎHIGH GI RIH
CHEST FRONT $/IDTH
BUST ÁRC
BUST LEVEL T,,I DTH
tTAIST ÂRC
ABDOMEN ÂRC
EACK CHEST VJIDTH
ARMSCYE GI RTH
BÄCI( HIP ARC

: Vertlcaì
FRONT WAIST LENGTH
NECK TO BUST
SHOULDER LENGTH
BACK l,fAIST LENGTH
SCYE DEPTH
WAIST TO HIP
TOTAL HT
CERVICAL HT
TiAI ST HT
ABDOMEN HT
HIP HT

DIMENSION

TÂBLE 3

Summary Statistics of Sample Measurements

92

92

92
92

92

92
92
92

92
92
92

92
89
92
92

92
92

100.0
45.2

104.4

70-5
64 .7

31.6
43. 3

103.3
56.6

56.7

46 -7
54.3
36. 4
45.7

30.9
28.6
10. I
34.7

17 .2
157.O
135.2
99.7
9't.8

MINIMUI,I MAXIMUM
VALUÊ VALUE

77 .O
61.5
82.O

50.9

21 .A
36. 3
7A.7

2a.o
41.5

40.o
29.1
35.6
42.O

19.7
21 .O
7.1

26.3
't4.2
to.9

140.1
1t9.5
89.8
7A .4

125.5
1't1.6
r35.5

85.O

41 .4
54. O

72.9
43.O
76.3
2€'.O
66.5
68.7
46 .3
59. 5
71.2

12.5
48.O

23 .5
174.4
149.8
111.5

95.7

48 .5
50. I
53.5

26.O
t9.4

19.6
17 .7
55. O
27.9
15_O
34. a
10. 5
34.2
2A .7
17 .2
23.9

't9.3
14 .4
5.4

8.8

34 .3

21 -7
24,9
22.O

VAR IÂNCE STANDÂRO STD ERROR
DEVI ÂlION OF I\lEÂN

112 .4
137.8
135.6

18.8
11.1

14 .6

157. t
34,4
8.3

43 .6
6.O

48.9

9.3
15.1
36.3

1.4
9.6

7.5
42.7
38.1
21 .4
22,6
19-a

ro.6
11 .7
11.6

4.3

12.5
5.9
2.9
6.6

7.O
6.5
3.O

G.O

1.1

1-2

o.5

o.4
o.3

o.6

o.7
o.3
o.'7
o.7
o.3
o.4
o.6

1.2

2.7
6.5
6.2
4.6
4.8
4.4

o.4
o.3
o.1
o.3

o.3
o.7
o.6
o.5
o.5
o.5



TABLE 3

Sunfnary Statistlcs of Sample Measurements, contlnued

CONTROL : Hor I zonta I
BUST GI RTH
WAISI GIRTH
HIP GÌ RIH

: Vert I ca I
CROTCH HI
TPUNK LENGÍH

DEPENDENT: Horizontal
UPPERARM GI RTH
NECK BASE GI RTH
ÂBDOMEN GI RTH
THIGH GI RTH
CHEST FRONT l'/ I DTH
BUST ARC
BUST LEVEL I,f I DTH
}JÂTS1 ARC
ABDOMEN ARC
BÂCK CHEST TJIDTH
AR14SCYE GI RTH
BÂCK HIP ÂRC

: vert ical
FRONT WAlST L ENGTH
NECK TO BUSI
SHOULDER LENGTH
BACK I'./AIST LENGTH
SCYE DEPTH
WAIST TO HIP
TOTÂL HT
CERVICAL Hf
tTA I ST HÎ
ABDOMEN HT
HIP HT
CROTCH HT
TRUNK L ENGIH

DIMENSION C. V.

to.6

11,1

6-2

SKEI¡,NESS KURfoSIS

o.1
o.1
o.6

o.3

o. 'l

o.8
o.3
o.3

o.0
-o. 1

o.l
o.l
o.4
o.4
o.7

-o.4

-o.5
o.o

-o. t

-o.3
o.1
o.o
o.1

-t I

6.6
12 .1
10.4
4.4

11.6
15.O
12.1
8.4

l1 .4

11.8
ro.o
11 .7
8.O

t1.o
r5.9
4.2
4.6

5.2

6.2

-o. 4
-o.7
-o. o

-o.o
1.9

-o. 6
-o.2
o.1
o.1

-o.4

-o.5
1.O
o.9
o.5

o.4
o.4

-o. 6
o.2
o.4

-o.2
o.2

o.9
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The coefficient of variabiìity, (CV) , a measure of reìative

variability, provides more refined and useful information. The overal I

trend, seen in boxplots, of horizontal dimensions being more variable

than vertical ones is conf irmed by a ranking of CV values. However the

CV also shows that in relat¡ve terms, the most variabìe measurements

are in dimensions related to the waist and abdomen, rather than just

torso girth, and that some of the smaììer dimensions have relatively

)arge variabi lity.

Ranking of CVs distinguishes the two vert¡cal subgroups. The

heights, '¡rh¡ch are strictly verticã1, have the lowest relative

variability. The contour verticaìs are reìativeìy more variable,

ranging from a moderateìy ìow CV to the highest CV. The variabilities
of the vertical contour measurements seem, not unexpectedly, to be

influenced by the relativeìy large variability of the horizontal

d imens ions.

The waist-hip measurement had the largest CV, a somewhat surprising

finding which may be the result of the method used in determining waist

ìocation. For many women the I'natural waÌstìine¡r, because of fat

deposit in the waist area, was quite high compared to the waisti ine

defíned by 0rBrien and Shelton (1941). Variabil ity in the location of

the waist may account for some of the variability of the waist to hip

measurement. The importance of the locatÌon of the natural waistì ine

fÕr garment fit suggests that the waist to hip dimension be noted in

subsequent ana lys i s,
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The boxplots indicate that alì dimensions have fairly long tails,

indicating considerable variability, evenly balanced in both

directions. I'lost of thê dimensiotìs show I ittle skew, that is, the

median ìs near the middle of the box. Table 3 confirms that skew

values ãre smalì. lt is noteworthy, however, that aìl girths and arcs

are positÌveìy skèwed, while dimensions related to torso length are

negat ive ly skewed.

4.1 .2 Boxplot (]ut I ie¡s

Boxpìot outliers,l6 shown as circles beyond the boxplot taÌìs, are

relatively few. 0t 2573 measurements, onìy 33, or L52, are identified

as outliers. These bear investigation however, as they may point out

potential ly difficult or unusual dimensions and/or i ndividuals,

0f the 28 dimensions, l3 had at least one outì ier, These

dimensions, aìong with the direction of the outì iers, are given in

Table 4. Ten dimensions have large outliers, 7 have smaìl outìiers and

4 have both ìarge and smal I outl iers. Twíce as many dimensions (N=6)

have large outì iers only as have smâll outìiers only (N=3) .

All the small outliers are for vertical dimensíons, and all the

dimensions which have ìarge outl iers onìy are horizontaì dimensions,

closely related to torso girth, lt should be noted, however,

especiaìly for vertical dimensions, that outì iers tend to be ¡n

dimensions that are components of another larger dimensíon, and not in

the largest or complete dimension, For exampìe, there are outlíers at

¡6 Note that boxplot outliers are distinct from size outì iers.
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TABLE 4

D imens ¡ rns with Boxpìot 0utliers

D imens i on Tota I

0utl ier Frequency
Smaìl Large

Verticaì:
cêrv ica I height
neck to bus t
poster ior wa i st I ength
leg length
trunk length
abdom i na I ext. he ight
anter ior wa ist I ength

Hor izonta I :
poster ior h ip arc
poster ior chest width
neck base girth
anter ior chest width
th igh girth
armscye g ìrth

TOTAL:

7

7

3
2

2

1

l

.t2

4

5
2

ì

2

I
l

tb

3
2

I

I
0
0
0

7

3
2

2

l
l
I

0
0
0
0
0
0

3
2

2

l
ì

I

lo 0 t0

1? r6 t7

both ends of cervical height, leg ìength, and back-waist length, but no

outlier for total height. Among the horizontaì dimensions there are

outliers for the smalìer girths (neck base and thigh girth) and for

torso components front and back chest, but not for large torso girth

measurements.
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The dimensions with the largest number of outl¡ers are neck to bust

and cervicaì height with 7 outì¡ers each. The cervicaì height outì iers

are evenìy split between large and small indicating there are both taìì
and short indivÌduaìs in the sample. Contrary to what may be expected,

however, most (N=5) of the neck-to-bust outlìers are smaì ì, Sagging of

breasts with age and the British finding that garment measurements for

this dimension be increased by one inch for women between 45 and 65

years (Kemìey, ì!!J) suggest this measurement would tend to be ìarge ìn

oìder women. lt is possible however that the sampìe has reìatively

large measurements and the outl iers are the exception,

Cases to be looked at Ìndividually are ãlso identified by boxplots.

0f the 92 women in the sample, 20.6? (¡=¡9¡ , had at ìeast I outlier

among the 28 measurements. 0f these 19, lO had large outliers only, 8

had small outliers only, and ì had both a large and a smal I outlier.
The distribution of outl iers within these 19 individuals is summarized

in Tab le 5

one woman had a reìativeìy large number (N=5) of outl ier

measurements, all large, Her unusual body buiìd was noted when

measurements were taken: she was a very ìarge person (not obese) with

masculine proportions, tal ì, but w¡th poor posture. The impression is

supported by the diversity of outlier dímensions, both horizontal and

vertical, which suggest a large person, especiaì ìy iñ the torso, She

was the only tJoman to have outliers in both horizontaì and verticaì

dimensions. lt is interesting that this woman, who basèd on boxplots

appears to have a somewhat unusual body shape, was the only subject to
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TABLE 5

lndividuals with Boxp lot outliers

N out I ier Number of I nd iv ¡dua I s
D imens ions per Number of Sma ì I Large Large Ê Sma ì I

Indívidual lndividuals

5
3
2
l

I

2

6
t0

r9

0
2

3
3

-j_

o

l
0
2

7

lo

0
0
I

0

l

not faì I into any of the horizontal size categories (i.e. bust-hip

size and waist-hip size) . She did, however, fall within a vert¡cal

sÌze (trunk length and leg length) .

Two indivÌduaìs each had J smaì ì outì iers, al I in vertical

dimensions. Both had short vertical height, one apparêntly due to

short ìegs, the other due to a short torso. Among those with more than

one outlier dimension, the outliers are usuaìly related, one being a

component of the other, For exâmple, an individual with a large

verticaì height may also have long legs (see Appendix C, subject #l).
However, this is not necessarily the case. Subject #51+ was a ìarge

outlier in verticaì height, but not in any of its component dimensions,

An interesting finding reiates to the l0 individuals h,ith I outìier

dimension each. For half of these women, the outìying dimension is

neck to bust, 3 ¡n the small direction and 2 ín the large direction.
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4. 't .3 Surrnanv

Examination of sample descriptions has brought to I ight some

d i stÌ nctions betweên vert Ìcal and hor i zontal dimens ions. Hor i zontal

dimensions are generalìy more variable in both relat¡ve and absolute

terms than verticaì dimensions. Large outliers suggest positÌve

deviations wìll be found for horizontaì dimensions; and, converseìy,

that negative deviations are expected for vertical dimensions. The

large variability of dimensions related to waist and abdomen indicate

specific areas in which to expect a poor match of indivîdual

measurements and size specifications. overall, the evidence suggests

the sample tends to short and stout. One ¡ndividual and the dimensions

waist-to-h¡p, neck-to-bust, and cervicaì height were aìso brought to

note for cons iderat ¡on in subsequent ana lys i s.
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4.2 SIZE ASSIGNMENT: CSS-201

4,2,1 t¡Jhole Body Svstem

4.2,1,1 Ho¡izontal Cont¡ol DirBnsions

Híp Size. The hip girth measurements of al I participants were

within the 75 to 135 cm hip size ì imits of CSS-201, Assigned sizes

ranged from 8O to t35 cm inclusive. Frequencies are given in Table 6.

0nly the smaì lest hip size was not found in the sampìe: that is, alì
hip sizes but one were occupied by at ìeast one individual. The four

sizes from 95 to lì0 cm included 6\'4 oÍ the sample. The seven sizes

from 90 to 120 cm included !0? of the sampte,

Bust Size. Bust girth measurements placed all participants within

the 68 to 135 cm bust size I imits of CSS-20.l, Assigned sÌzes ranged

fron 77 to .l25 cm. Frequencies are given in Table 6. The two largest

bust sìzes were not represented, nor was an equivalent range of small

sizes,r? Seventy percent of the sample were included in the six sizes

from 95 to l15 cm. The ll sizes ranging from 8! to l15 cm included lOB

of the sample.

Bust-HiÞ Size. Almost hatf of the 80 bust-hip sizes (N=38, 47.5U)

were represented in the sampìe. The sample distribution of bust-hip

sizes is shown in Figure 6, The iargest number of women assigned to

any one size is eight, which occurs for one size, There are 17 sizes

which contain onìy one individual. Table / shows the distribution of

number of women per size and the frequency of sizes with a given number

of women.

Ù Sizes at the small end are staggered; see F¡gure 2.
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One part ic ipant had a comb inat ion of measurements wh ich, a I though

within the range for bust girth and h¡p girth individually, fell

outside the CSS-201 bust-hip sizes. lnterestingly, this is the woman

with 5 boxpìot outlier dimensions, described in section A>B>C.pUT

SECTI0N HERE. She feìl outside a size because of having a small hip

gìrth relãtive to bust girth.rB

The distribution of the 0rBrien and Shelton (1941) sampìe within

CSS-201 bust-hip sizes, (as reported în CSS-201, Figure 2), indicates

that 9533 of 'l0036 women feì I within a CSS-2Ol size. Compared to the

l14ì sampìe, the single bust-hip size outlier ¡n this study is not

significantìy different than expected ( X2 = 2.2, df=1 , =,05) .

4.2.1.2 Size Ranges

There is at ìeast one occupied size in each of the seven l.JB ranges.

The middle ranges, A, B, and C, account for 78,22 of the sample.

Ranges AA and CC account for 16.22, and the most extreme ranges, AAA

and CCC, account for onìy \.1+Z of the sample. A substantial portion of

the sample (29.32) fal l in range C, with bust size being equal to hip

sÌze; incìuded arè the two most frequent sizes (95-95 and 100-l0O),

0nly 'l0.9U of the sampìe have bust size ìarger than hip size (ranges CC

and CCC) compared with !!.82 with bust size smaller than hip size

(ranges AAA, AA, A. and B). Table I gives rhe sample frequencies

through the ranges,

rB This individual ¡s observation 68 whose bust group was 1l! cm, hip
group 100 cm. She was reassígned to bust-hip size I l5-105, range
CCC, (the next larger h ip s ize) ,
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TABLT 6

F r equenc i es ; Horizontal Control DimensionsS ize

F r equenc ytt
NZ

F r equency
NZ

Size llidpoint
(cm)

D imens i on

I t.l I l.l
2 2,2 2 2,2
9 9.8 9 9.8t7 r8.5 17 t8.5ì8 t9.6 17 18.5

ll t2.0 12 13.0
13 ì4.r t3 tA.t
7 7.6 7 7.6I 8.7 I 8.7
2 2.2 2 2,2
I l.t I t.t
3 3.3 3 3.3

u nc ha nged

I ì.t
1 l.l
t a,
4 4.3
5 5.\ì t.l
I 8.7
I l.l

ì3 14.l
16 17. ì

I t.l
ì9 20.6
7 7.6I 8.7
3 3.3
2 2.2

8o
85
oll

95
't00

t05
].l0
ì ì5
120
125
130
135

77
78
8r
85
86
87
90
9r
95

ì00
10t
t05
I t0
r t5
120
125

A) Hip Girth

B) Bust c irth
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TABLE 6

Size FrequencÌes: Horizontal Control Dimensions, continued

0 i mens ion S ize ¡l idpo i nt
(cm)

F r eque ncy
NZ

F r equencytl
NZ

c) l,laist Girth ou,5 ¿ ¿,¿63 3 3.368 5 5.\
73 ìì 12.0
78 ì3 r4.l
83 17 i8.5
88 t2 r3.o
93 9 9.8
98 9 9.8ì03 9 9.8ì08 I 1.ì
ì13 I ì.r

unchanged

)'( Horizontal size outì ier reassigned to next ìarger hip size

The d istr ibut ion of s izes between ranges is d ifferent than that of

the l94l study (as reported in css-20.|, Figure 2). lf the two extrême

ranges (AAA and CCC) are excluded because of small expected

frequencies, a X, test índicates the sampìe has more than the expected

number in ranges with reìatively large bust girth (C and CC), and fewer

than expected in ranges with relatively small bust girth (AA and A),

with only a small difference for range B (X, =ì8..l4, df=4 =,01),

Tabìe I Ìnciudes the range frequencies of the l9Àl sample, and, based

on those results, the expected N for the l!86 sampìe,
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TABLE 7

Frequency of Cases per Horizontal Size

N Cases per Size Frequency of Sizes with N Cases
Bus t-H ip l,laist-Hip

0
ì
2

3
4

5
6

7
I

It2
17

9
2

4
4

l
0
ì

57
o

l2
7
I
À

I
l
0

Note on interpretation! ln the l,IB system, 42 sizes were
unoccupied, ì7 sizes contained I case; in the LB system,
52 sizes were unoccupied, I sizes contained I case.

4.2.1,3 Ve¡tical Control D imens i ons

Trunk Length Size. There are two trunk ìength classíf¡cations ¡n

CSS-20ì, short trunk and long trunk. A majority (61 .92) of the sample

was found to have short trunks and 35.92 to have long trunks.

Two outliers occurred, both being too short for the short category.

Tabìe 9 shows trunk ìength size distribution before ând after

reass ignment of out I iers.

Applying the back-waist length degrees of fìt to trunk ìength, a X,

test indicates the number of trunk length size outl iers is no different
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TABLE 8

Range F requenc ies

Samp ì e Yeãrs
ì 986

ZN
ì94r

System Range N Expected Ntr

Who ì e Body CCC

cc
c
B

A

AA
AAA

0ut ì iers

X'¿= 'l8.14; df = 4

lt2052-
9 r0 5t8 5 527 29 1572 r 6 t5

2\ 26 2931 29 28
21 23 3il1 3ì 296 7 ì093 lì ro
3 3 102 ì -rr5o\5-

92 r oo Tõõ36 I oo-

Lower Body ZZZ
zz

z
Y

X

XX
XXX

0ut I iers

X¿ = 61.33; df = 4

15 16
27 29
27 29
15 16
\\
tl

-t ì

275
528

r r6r
2678
3567
I446
?to
162

roo36-

3
5

12
27
35
ì4
2

2

5
tì
25
33
i!

o, 'l oo 100

¡t Extreme ranges were excluded due to smâlì expected frequencies
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than predicted. The direction of d¡fference is consistênt with the

expectat¡on that trunk ìength would be better fit than back-waist

length: aìthough not significant, there are fe¡Jer trunk length sizè

out ì iers than expected.

Leq Lenqrh Sizè. Two thirds of the sampìe (66.3å) fell within the

short ìeg size, l/.4? were assigned to the ìong ìeg size, and almost as

nany (15.2"¿) had legs too short for the short group. 0nly one

individual was an outlier on the ìong side. Table 9 gives the

dìstribution of ìeg ìength sizes before and after reassignment of

out I iers.

Frequency data on crotch helght from the l94 l study, avaìlable in

Tabìe J6 of 0rBrien ¿ Sheìton (194ì), were used to determÌne expected

frequencies for leg ìength sizeIl]. These are shown in Table ì0, A X,

test indÌcates that the total number of outlìers in the sample is more

than predÌcted (X, = 8.34; d.f . = l, a = .ol),

The distrîbution between sizes, including outl iers, is aìso

significantly different than the l!41 sample. There are more short

outì iers, somewhãt more shorts, and fewer ìongs than expected.

Al though short outliers greãtly outnumber long outl iers in the l!4.l

study, the ratio is not nearly as large as in the present sample.

Using the degrees of f¡t for crotch height specified in CSS-203-87

to determine the expected results, a Xz test indicates there are no

more leg ìength s ize out ì iers than expected.
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TABLE 9

Trunk Length and Leg Length Size Frequencies

Size
Ass i gnmên t

0ut ì iers
Reass i gned

cm N N ,6

A) TRUNK LENGTH S IZE:

too short
s hor t
long
too long

LEG LENGTH S IZE:

too shor t
shor t
long
too ì ong

<58 2

62 57
70 33

> l\ o

2.2
6ì.9
35.9
o.0

0 0.0
59 64. r

?? ?Ã o

0 0.0

B)

<66
70
78

>82

rÀ
bt
i6

l

15.2 0 0.066.3 75 8r.5
11 .\ 17 18.5
l.l 0 0.0

4.2.1.4 Slze subranges

The combination of verticaì control dimensions results in four

subranges within each bust-hip size, Four-fifths of the sampìe (N=76;

82.6"¿) tel I within one of these subranges, The short trunk-short ieg

combínation was the most frequent, foììowed by ìong trunk-short leg.

All outliers in either trunk length síze or leg ìength size $rill be

outì iers when these control dimensions are combined. As one individual

was an outì ier in both verticaì controls a totaì of 16 subrange

outl ¡ers resulted. The most common was the short trunk-too short legs
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Leg Length

TABLE ] O

S îze F requenc ies: 1986 and l!4ì Samples

Leg ì ength N - ì986 N - l94t'r Expected N

too shor t
s hor t
I ong
too I ong

r4
6ì
r6

l

682
5695
3566

99

6
E)

33
I

Frequencies for the 1!4ì sampìe were calculated from crotch
height data in Table 36, 0'Brien and Shelron (194t), p.60.
Values of 66 to 73 cm inclusive were classified as short;
values of 74 to 82 cm inciusive were classified as ìong.

comb¡nation. Table 1l shows the distribution of vertical control

comb i nat i ons, i nc I ud i ng out I iers.

After reassignment of outliers to their nêarest size the

distribution shown in Tabìe 12 resuìts. Four-fifths have short leg

size and two-thirds have short trunk size; the most common subrange

(N=49) is again short trunk-short leg.

4.2,2 Lor¡ler Body System

4,2.2,1 Horizontal Control Dlnensions

Hip Size. For lower body sizes, the same system of categorization

of hip girths appl ies as for whole body sizes.r, The descriptìon of hip

¡e There is an additionai category at the large end, making l4 hip size
categorÌes for ìower body sìzes as compãred to l3 for whole body sizes.
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TABLE ] ì

Sub:ange F r equenc ies

TRUNK LENGTH S IZE

FREQUENCY

PERCINT TOTAL

r4
15.2

ì
'I .ì

6r
66.3

t6
17.\

92
100.0

LEG

LENGTH
s rzE

LO¡]G LEG 0
0.0

7

7.6

2.2 35.9 62.0

TABLE ] 2

Subrange Frequenc ies, 0ut ì iers Reass igned

TRUNK LENGTH SIZE

LONG

----------"'-
¿6

28.26

SHORT

----l9
53.26

to
r0.87

-------------'==-
59

b4. tJ

TOTAL

75
81 .52

17
18.48

92

7
1 .61

F REQUENCY' PERCENT

tsmñ--
LEG ILENGTH I

S IZE ILONG

It_
TOÏAL

35.87
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sizes for lower body sizes ¡s therefore the same as for whoìe body

sizes.

l,laist Size. Waist girth measurements pìaced al I participants

trith¡n the 53 to ì28 cm limits of CSS-20ì $laisr sizes. Assigned sizes

ranged from 60.! to l13 cm, Frequencies are given in Tabìe 6. The

three largest waist sizes were not represented, compared to the

equivaìent of | 1/2 smaì ì waist sizes.2o which were not represented.

The seven sÌzes from 73 to 103 cm inclusive represent 8/3 of the

samp le.

Waist-Hip Size. 0f the 92 waist-hip sizes, 35 (38?) ar" occupied, a

lesser proportion than for the whole body sizes. The distribution of

sample waist-hìp sizes is shown in Figure /, The largest number of

peopìe assigned to any one size is 7, which occurs for only one size,

The smalìer proportion of lower body sizes occup¡ed is reflected by the

smalìer number of sizes (9) occupied by onìy one person each. Table 7

shows the frequency dÌstr¡bution of individuals per size.

As for the whole body s¡zes, one ìndivÌdual had a combination of

horizontal controi dimens¡ons h,hich fel I outside the CSS-20ì waist-hip

sizes. This woman had a small hìp girth relatÌve to her waist girth,

and ¡nterestingìy, is the sãme woman who was the bust-h¡p size outlier

and had 5 boxplot outlíer d imens ions. , r

20 Sizes at the small end are staggered. See figure l.
2r She was reassÌgned to waist-hip size 98-ì05, range ZZZ,
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The d¡stribution of the 0rBrien and Shelton (194ì) sample within

CSS-20 ì wa i st-h ip s izes (as repor ted in CSS-2I O, t igure 4) , ind Ìcates

that 9261 of ì00J6 women fell within a CSs-20ì size. Compared to the

l!À1 resuìts, the singìe waist-hÌp outl ier in th¡s study is not

d i fferent than expected.

4.2.2.2 Loler Body Size Ranges

There is at least one occupied size in each of the seven LB ranges.

The middle ranges X, Y, and Z Ìncìude lgZ of the sampìe. The

distribut¡on ¡s skewed toward the relatively larger waist; !ì.J? of the

sample ¡s accounted for ìf Range ZZ is added to the above. The extreme

ranges, ZZZ and XXX, together account for only 3,3% of the sample.

Table I gives frequencies in each size range.

The distributîon of sizes betþreen ranges is different than found for

the l94l study (as reported in css-20'l, Figure 4). lf the rwo extreme

ranges are excluded because of smal I expected frequencies, the sampìe

distribution is shown to have more than the expected number in ranges

b/ith reìatively large waist g¡rth, ZZ and Z, and fewer than expected in

ranges with reìativeìy snâllwaist girth, X and XX, with only a very

small difference for range Y ( X. = 61,3; d.f . = 4, a = ,ol). Table 8

incìudes the range frequencies of the l94l sample, and, based on those

results, the expected N for the l!86 sampìe,

4.2.2.3 Ve¡tical Control Dimension

Leq Lenqth Size. For lower body sizes the only verticaì control
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dimensÌon is leg length size. The system of categorization of crotch

he¡ght used in the whole body sizes applies, The description of Ieg

length sizes for lower body sizes is therefore the same as the whole

body sizes (section X,Y,Z) .

4.2,3 Di scussion

The sample contains only one individual who was excluded from either

a bust-h¡p or waist-hip s¡ze. This is weìl wìthin the number expected,

compared to the 0rBrien and Shelton (194ì) sample. GÌven the premìse

that the 194ì sample was sufficiently large to estabì ish the sizing

system parameters (CSS-20'|, para 9.2), thÌs finding supports the

standard's contention that the basîc sizing system has a sìze for

aìmost everyone (CSS-201, para l ì) ,

The pattern of sizes within each system provides additional insight.

ln both llB and LB systems, a wide variety of sizes are occupied,

distr¡buted throughout the sizes and ranges. Very few ind¡viduals are

found at the extremes of magn¡tude of gìrth or in the extreme ranges

(that is, the extremes of bust or waist to hip proportions) . There ís

a noticable tendency, however, in the LB system, for waist to be large

re lat ive to h ip.

When the number of sizes in each range was compared to the ì941

distribution, a similar pattern was found for both WB and LB systems,

The sampìe of older women has a larger proportion with large bust and

ìarge waist reìatÌve to hip¡ the middle range has the expected number
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and there are fewer with small bust or waist relative to hip. These

results are consistent wíth expectations of age related changes in body

form - a ìarger more developed bust and thickened waist,

Al though in compar ison to the larger and youngêr sampìe of l94l the

distribution of sizes show an age reìated effect, it is important to

note the l/ride distribution of both bust-hip and waist-hÌp sizes, and

the lack of extremes. For bust-hip sizes it does not appear that size

ranges could be el iminated ¡n a system of ¡elderly sizing'. An age

related effect is more evident in the distribution of ìower body sizes

- the tendency for waist to be ìarge reìative to hip is cìear in Figure

7; however, the occupied sizes are still widespread.

ln contrast to the horizontal sizes, the results for the verticaì

controì dimensions suggest a substantial portion of the 65 to 85 year

old age group will not fall within a subrange, because of their short

ìegs. AssÌgnment to ìeg length size resuited in many more outì iers

than for the other whole body control dimensions, The CSS-201

guidelîne that the two ìeg sizes wilì cover the popuìation reasonabìe

welì seems questionable when l6? of the sampìe was excluded from a

sÌze. Hor,¡ever, compar ison of the number of ìeg length size outl iers

w¡th the degrees of freedom (CSS-203-87), which predicts l2å outl iers,

indìcates the proportÌon of outl iers is not significantly more than

expected. According to CSS expectations, then, the ì6? leg size

outl iers is within acceptable limits (aìthough it ìs the upper limit).

Although not significantly different from the degrees of freedom

prediction, the sampìers ìeg length results are significantly different
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from those of the 0rBrien and Shelton (194 1) sample. There were

signif¡cantly fewer outì iers in the l94l study, which had onty 8Z

outl iers. Also, the distribution of sizes (incìuding outlÌers) was

different, Among the older women, the number of long ìeg sizes is haìf

that expected, the difference beÌng about evenly spl it between short

and too short cãtegories. (All but one of the sampìe's outl iers had

ìegs too short for the short size.)

It is clear that the ìarge majority of the sample had short ìegs:

four fÌfths had either short or too short leg length, significantly

more than found ín the 0rBrien and Shelton (ì941) sampte. This finding

is surprising, The distribution of ìeg ìength sizes shouìd not be a

function of the aging process: the long bones of the leg do not get

shorter with age. Nor ís it ì ikeìy to be a cohort effect, that ¡s, the

.secular trend of decreasing stature w¡th age, The women ¡n this

sample, aged 6! to 85 in ì!86, would have been 19 to 39 years old Ìn

1939/\0 when the 0'Brien 6 Shelton (194ì) study was conducted, a cohort

taller on average than the older women in the same sample (0'Brien E

Shelton, ì!41, pp. \7-\Ð . A socio-economic influence is possible. tn

both Canada and the Unìted States differences of approximately J.! cm

have been observed for different income leveìs of this cohort

(Demirjian, ì980; 0'Brien E Shelton, 1941) . The most likely reason,

however, for the many women with short legs in the sampìe is their

genet ic background, 0 ífferences in genet ic background are thought to

be the reason that American women of th¡s cohort are talìer than their

canad ian counterparts (Demirj¡an, 1980).
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Alì those with too short leg length size were born either Ìn

l'lanitoba or eastern Europe. There are somewhat more eastern European

born women in the too short category, but the sampìe is too smalì for a

statistical test. Aìl of the l4 women born in eastern Europe were

either too short (N=5) or short (N=9) , Al though the data suggest

genetic background is responsibìe for the many short ìegged women in

the sample, piâce of birth is too crude an ind¡cator and sample size is
too smaì I to allow any more definitive analysis.

A further possibility is that these women were subject to adverse

living conditions (poor nutrition) in their early yêars (for exampìe,

in the Ukrâine or on the Prairies) and so have always been relatively

short. Adverse livÌng conditions yrere common on the Prairies and in

eastern Europe during the first three decades of the century and if
exper ienced by individuals in the sample, would have adversely affected

their growth (Susanne, 1979) ,

Despite the skew to short ìegs, the fuìì range of leg ìengths

expected was found in the sample. Those with the longest ìegs were

evenly, if somevJhat thinly, distributed above the ìong ìeg iength size

midpoint. one long outl ier occured, as expected, w¡th three

índividuals at or above the size midpoint.

As well as having short legs, a substantìal majority of the sample

was found to have short trunk length size. They were not extremely

short however: onìy tlJo (short) outl íers occurred, which seems

reasonabìe, and is within the limits predìcted by the back-waist ìength

degrees of f it,
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It is unfortunate that no data on trunk length are available from

l9Àl; the aging related decrease ¡n stature suggest differences bet$¿een

the two samples wouìd be found. A ìarge number of particÌpantes

commented on their ìoss of height, most being about 3 to 4 cm, but up

to 6 cm, shorter than they expectêd. This suggests the trunk ìength

size distribution for this sample would have been different when the

women were younger, and may explain why a majority fell wÌthin the

short size. lt is also interesting to note, that in contrast to the

sample's fulì range of leg length, no one was above the midpoint of the

ìong trunk size. one woman was at the midpoint, 70 cm, and all others

with long trunk lèngth size (N=32) measured less.

The combination of vertical sizes into subranges conf¡rms the

suggestion made in the sample measurement discussion (section 4.1), and

made apparent by the d¡stribution of leg ìength s¡zes, that the

majority of the sample were short, The combination of short legs and

short trunk, which gives short stature, included 532 of the sample

(after reassignment) . l,ledium stature, which results from either short

legs - ìong trunk or long legs - short trunk, incìudes on additional

J)Z (aÍ ter reassignment).,, 0nìy 8? wouìd be cìassifíed as tall. These

findings are consistent with the secuìar trend in stature and cl inical

exper i ence (Rossman, I !8/) ,

22 Stature specifications are determined by subrange, not by height
measurement, lt is possible that some of those with too short leg
length - long trunk length are actuaìly nearer the short than the
med ium stature spec if icat ion.
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4.3 ADEOUACY t)F FIT Ft)R DEPENDENT DI|I|ENSIONS

4.3.1 ilisfit: degrees of fit c¡ite¡Ía

The sampìe results are compared with the degrees of fit predictions

in Tablê 13. The variation in body measurements (t cm) , and the

percent of the population predicted to fallwithin those limìts (?

predicted) are shown, as well as the number and pêrcent of the sample

$¡hich did fal I within those limits.

4.3.'l.1 lJhole Body System

The distribution of waist girth dev¡ations show it to be a highìy

variable dimension, even withÌn bust-hip sizes. 0nly 432 of the women

in the sample had waist girth measurements within t 2.5 cm of their

size specifications. A toìerance of ! 7.5 cm is needed to accommodate

90? of the sample. However, the sampìe's distribution of wa¡st girth

deviations is almost identicaì to that predicted by the degrees of f¡t,

The high intrasize variability of $raist g¡rth, (Ìe. as a dependent

dimension), resuìted ín the acceptance of a high tolerancê to avo¡d ìts

use as a th¡rd control dimensìon (CSS-20ì, para 6.2.2). The samplers

intrasize variabilìty of waÌst girth f oì loh,s the predicted pattern.

The expectation that waìst g¡rths within a sampìe of older women would

be disproportionately ìarge is not evident in Table 13. The direction

of devíations, aìso given in Table 13, shows there is a tendency for

waists to be larger the further the measurement Ìs from the size

specification, but not excessively. Within t 5 cm of the spêcification

approximateìy the same number of women have wa¡st girths larger and

smaì ler than their size specificatíon.
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For waist height, fewer of the sample are within the t 4 cm

tolerance than pred¡cted by degrees of fit. As an indicator of leg

length, waist height is less effectÌve than crotch height, for this

sample. As discussed in sectìon \.2,1,3, the t 4 cm toìerance of

crotch height sizes leaves a substant¡al, although no more than

expected, number of women in this sample outside of a leg ìength size,

Although the degrees of fit are the same, waist height is even less

h,eì ì fit than leg length in this samplê.

Given the samplers proportion of short leg lengths and the direction

of crotch height deviations (approximately two-thirds are smaìler), it

is surprising to find that two-thìrds of waist height deviations are

ìarge (see Table l3) . A difference in mêthod of ìocat¡ng the waist,

combined with changing abdominal shape with age, is the I ikely

explanation of these apparentìy contradictory results. The 0rBrien and

Shelton (1941) stuay (on which the degrees of fit are based) defined

the level for measurement of vlaist girth as the lowest edge of the

ìowest rib at the mid axiìlary line. For this study subjects were

asked to locate their waistline by fastening an elastic "where you

would wear thingsrr. For many, this was above the location at wh¡ch the

CSS-20 1 expects the natural waistìine to be: that is, between the top

of the hip bone and ìower margins of the ìowest ribs (CSS-20ì para

14.1.3). l'lany in the sample were observed to have rounded protruding

abdomèns whìch had the effect of raising the level of the waistline:

in extreme cases the waistl ine was almost immediately below the bust.

This characteristic body form would result in ìar9er (talìer) than

expected waist heights, as was found,
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For posterior waist ìength the sampìe was more poorìy fit than

predicted, by a substant¡al amount. The discrepancy is greater nearer

the size specification: onìy 522 of the sampìe is withjn I 2,5 cn of

the specification, 282 lewer than predicted; ât t 4 cm there are ll%

fewer than predicted, The direction of deviarions (Table l3) indicates

that approximately three-quarters of the þromen are smal ler than their

size specifications, These results are consistent with both an

increase in waist height and the expectation that older women wîì | have

lost length in their torsos. The decrease in the back-wa¡st length,

due to an increase in waist height, and/or a decrease in trunk length,

may be partiaìly offset by kyphosîs; however, for this sampìe the

overalì effect of changes in trunk length appears to be a decrease in

poster ior $ra ist length.

For height, the sample ¡s better fit than predicted with

approximately ì!Z more of the sample withîn t 6.5 cm of the height

specifications than predicted. At larger deviations the percent

included is very close to standard predictors. The heights of women in

the sampl e are concentrated nearer the s îze spec ¡f icat ions than

expec ted .

4.3.1.2 Lorer Body Systern

Waist height ìs the only LB dependent dimension for which degrees of

fit are specified ¡n CSS-202, Twenty percent feerer women ãre within

the t 4 cm toìerance than predîcted, The results are different for

whole body and lower body systems because the sÞecifications for waist
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height are different. ln the whole body system there are three waist

height categories, reflecting the contribution of torso ìength to waist

height; however, in the lower body system, the:e are only two waist

he i ght categor ies, ref lect i ng the two I eg I ength categor ies. The

difference in deviation results between the two systems is most

apparent when the d i rect ion of dev iat ions ¡ s cons idered. l'lore women

have negative waist height deviations in the lower body system,

especiaììy for thosè with deviations beyond the + 4 cm tolerance.

4.3.1.3 Discussion

l.laist girth variabilÌty, wîthin sizes, was found to be the same for

the sampìe of older women as that predicted for the general population.

This suggests that the magnitude of waist girth, per se, should be no

more of a probìem for older $romen than for the populatioñ as a whoìe.

Its high variability does, however, make h,aist girth a problem: many

women wil I be excluded if a garment cannot accommodate waists with

gÌrths differing by up to 15 cm. Design features can be used to

accommodate some of the variabiìity, as can variety in style and

differences between manufacturers. lt is also important to remember

that waist girth will not aìways be reìevant to the fit of garments

intended for the whole or upper part of the body.

Although the magnitude of waist girth may not create dìfficulty for

older women, the rêsults for the vertical dimensions suggest that

ìocation of the waist Ìn oìder women may. For this sampìe totaì height

was better fit than expected, yet the components of height, back-waist
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Â) trHoLE BoDY SYSTEM:

valst glrth

crotch he l ght

ì¡,alst helght

poster I or !,/a1st length

he j ght

TABLE 13

Sampìe Distrlbutlon and Degnees of Flt Predictlon

To ì erance Samp I e
+/- ctrt N %

5.O
7.5
7.5

B)

4.O
> 4.O

LO}'ÊR BODY SYSTEM

walst he i ght

40 43
65 7l
84 91
89

7. Predlcted{

4.4
4.4

3.0
4.O
4.O

Percent predicted by degrees of fjt to faìì wlthin toìerañce

17 84
15 16

66 72
26 2A

48 52
58 63
74 80
1A 20

75 A2
85 92
90 9a
92 100ôo

6.5
10.5
13.O
19.O

> 19.O

42
74

l0

aa
12

88
12

80

95
5

68
90
95
99

I

Sñal ìer
N

Dlrection of Devlatlon
Cumul at ive

Larger Sma I len Larger
NNN

4.O 64
> 4.O 2A

20 20 20 20
10 15 30 35
7123747
173854

7

70
30

lo o 4l
14 2 55
15 3 70

49 26 49

4162
20G4
o o 64

41
19

90
10

45
59

25

32

41
60

17
11
19

31
l8 10

26
27

2A
2A

49 43

\o
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length and waist height, were more poorly fit than expected. lf these

resuìts are caused by a change ¡n the location (level) of the wa¡st,

the implications are substantial and bear further investigation. Not

onìy wÌlì measurements of those dimensions change, but so aìso will

others which use waist ìeveì as a reference point, such as front waist

length, waist-to-hip, and crotch length. Proportions, both between

verticaì dimensìons and among horizontal and vertical dimensíons,

important as design considerations as weìl as fit, wÌìl change aìso,

This is the type of change in body form and proportion that is not

well communicated by traditional measurements. ¡1ore information is

needed on changes in landmarks and g¡rth levels which accompany not

onìy age but weight gain or loss, or change in activity levels.

lf waist girth had been measured in reference to bony landmarks

(assuming these couìd be found), they may have been much ìarger, the

vertical d¡mensions may have been better fit, and the interpretat¡on of

the results would have been quite different - that many of these older

women have disproportionateìy large waists, lt seemed more logical,

however, to measure waist girth where garments would be worn. Perhaps

subsequent research should address this issue, takíng both measurements

and consìdering factors in addition to age, such as obesity, and

fitness.
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4,3.2 [lisfit: ¡¡ar{a infa¡w¡ I ¡.¡i fa¡ia

4.3.2.'l Dimensions Fit per llonan

The number of dimensions f¡t per individual, by type of dimension,

for both systems, Ìs gìven in Appendix F. The information is

summarized in Table 14, ln the l,/B system no one was fit in all

dependent dimensions, 20? of the sample was fit ¡n at least 75? of

dependent dimensions, and 972 of the sample was fit in at least 5OZ of

dependent dimensions. A higher proportion of the sample was reasonabìy

weì I fit in horizontal dimensions (518) , than in vertical dimensions

Qt?6) .

In the LB system, 62 of the sampìe were fÌt in all 9 dependent

dimensions, 84? were fit in at leas't 752 of dependent dimensions, and

!!* were fit ¡n at least half of the dependent dimensions, The results

are better for horizontal dependent dimensions than for the verticaì

dimensions, Approximateìy three-guarters of the sample was fit in aì I

horizontal dimensions, and aìmost all, 97";<, were fit in at least 75å of

the horÌzontaì dimensions, ln contrast only JZ of the sampìe was fit

in aìl four vertical dimensions and oniy 652 of the sample was fit in

at least /!? of vertical dimensions,

For the WB system, less of the sample was fit than might be hoped,

lnly 202 of the sampìe was fit in a reasonabìe portion (at least 75U)

of dependent dìmensions. A better fit is indicated for the LB system,

although it should be noted there were fewer dimensions measured. The

pattern for horizontaì and vertical dependents refìects that of the

control dimensions: more women are f¡t in the hor¡zontal dimensÌons

than in the vertical ones.
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Percont Fit by

TABLE ì 4

Dependent D imens ion Specifications

Percent of sampìe fit in at least:
Number of i00? of 752 or jOZ of

Dimensions Dimensions Dimensions Dimensions

WHOLE BODY SYSTEI,l:

Contro I :

alì 4 82
hor izontaì 2 99vertical 2 83

Dependent:
all 22 0 20 9jhorizontal 13 I 5t 97vertical 9 0 21 71

LOWER BODY SY STE }4:

Con t ro I :

al ì

horizontal
vert ica I

Bependent:
al l
hor izonta I

vert ica ì

383299
r84

968499
5749799
\7659i

4.3.2.2 llonBn Fit Pe¡ Dimension

The number of women fit in each dimension is shown in Table .l5,

Controì dimensions were Ìncìuded to alìow comparisons. The information

is summarized ín Tabie 16.
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Coñtrol: Hor I zontâ I
bust gl rth
hip gl nth

: Vertlcal
trunk I ength
ìeg ì ength

Dependent : Hor i zonta 1

walst girth
uppei arû 9l rth
anterloa bust arc
êbdom I na ì extension anc
anterioa waist arc
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thlgh glnth
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shou I der I ength

: Vert lcal
cervlcal he l ght
he I ght
hip height
walst helght
poster I or $/alst length
neck to bust
añtea i or waist length
scye depth
wai st to hip

TAALE 15

Women Fit and Dlnect{on of Mlsfit fon Each Dimensloñ
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92
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92

92
92

92
92

92
91

M i sf I t
Tota I Sma ì le.
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s9
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17

92
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71
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44
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84
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77
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I
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LOr¿JER BODY SYSIEI¡:

Controls: Hoaizoñtal
walst gl rt
hip gi rth

: Vertical
leg ì ength

TÂBLE 15

l¡omen Fft and Djrectlon of Mlsfit for Each Dtmenslon (coñ't)

Dependent : Hoa i zonta l
abdomlnaì extension girth
posterl or hip aic
anter i or walst arc
abdomlnal extens i on arc
thigh gt.th

: Vertlcaì
abdom l nal exteñsIon helght
lra i st height
hip height
walst to hlP

NoTE: Inclucles all women jn sample, Devlatlons vere calculated after reâsslgnlng slze outl iens to the nearest slze

Total
N

92
92

N
It

92 100
91 99

92

92

92

92

92
89

Total
N7,

92 100 00 00 00
9098220022
88964433r'l
4795555500
75 A2 17 18 17 18 00

9098222200
a39091o6733
68742426002426
678390839300

M i sf I t
Smal I en
N7"N

o
1
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o
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control:
hor I zonta I
vent I ca I

Dependeñt:
hor I zonta I

ventlcal

TABLE 16

Percent of Sanple Fit ln Each 0imenslon

too%

B)

gi

walst 9l rth

LOI,'ER BOOY SYSTEM

contao I :
hori20ntal
vertical

Dependent:
hor I zonta ì

vert i ca ì

Percen t of Sample Flt
> 90% 90% - 75%

hlp gj rth
trunk I ength

upper arm glrth
anter i or bust arc
abdomi nal ext . aac
antenior walst arc
poster lor hlP arc

cervlcal he i ght

waj st g1l.th

abdom. ext. gl rth

leg I ength

thlgh g jrth
arnscye gl rth
post. chest !,¡ i dth

he I ght

< 75%

hjp gi.th

post. h{p arc
añter i or waist arc
abdomlnal ext. arc

abdom. ext. he I ght
waj st he i ght

ant . chest wldth
bust I evel w{dth
neck base glrth
shou I der I ength

hlp helght
wa lst he I ght
post. walst length
neck to bus t
ânt. l,alst length
scye depth
walst to hìp

leg I ength

thl gh gtrth

hlp helght
v¡aist to hip
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llhole Body System

izontal dimensions. Among the l3 whoìe body horizontal dependent

dimensions, only waist g¡rth had l00Z fÌt, Five other dimensions fit

well; upper arm girth, anterior bust arc, abdominal extensions arc,

anterior waist arc, and posterior hip arc fit over 90? of women. Thigh

girth, armscye girth, and posterior chest width fit reasonabìy well,

the tolerances incìuding betureen 759d and !0? of the sample. The

remaining 4 dimensions fit substantially fewer women - all less than

5A% and as few as 8?: anterior chest w¡dth, bust level width, neck

base girth, and shoulder length were poorly fit.

As with the degrees of fit toìerances, waist girth was found to be

well fit, The toìerance, it should be noted, is qu¡tê large,

reflecting the grade between sizes; over most of the sizing system

wa¡st girth increases slightly faster than the bust-hÌp 5 cm size

intervaì. Although there is considerable variabîlity within sizes, the

resuìts indicate ìt is less than t 2 grades within the sample,

Except for upper arm girth, the dimensions which were very brelì fit

are the major torso girths and arcs. These are either components of,

or closely related and proximal to, the controì dimênsiÕns or to waist

girth, and hence have larger toìerances. Despite the large variabil ity

of those dimensions, as noted in section 4.ì,1, it ãpÞears that the

bust and hip control dimensions are effective in restr¡cting

var¡ãbil¡ty within any size to wÌthin the tolerance I imits.
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Among dimensions which fÌt less than 90? of the sampìe there are

some interestÌng patterns. Aìl thigh misf¡ts are smaller than the size

specifications, a finding consÌstent with a loss of fat from the

extremities descr ibed in older women. The remaining dimensions are all

from the upper torso, Except for shoulder length, they are

predominantly or solely misfit in the ìarger direction; that is, the

women's measurements were larger than the specification plus tolerance.

Shoulder ìength, by far the most poorly fit horizontal dimension has

mostly smal ler misf its.

Verticaì dimensions. None of the whole body vertical dependent

dimensions included in the study fit all of the sample. 0nly cervicaì

height fit over !0?, and onìy totaì height fit between | 1"4 and )O?a ot

the sample. The remaining J dÌmensions (hip hèight, h,aist height,

back-waist ìength, neck to bust, anterior waist length, scye depth, and

waist to hip) were poorly fìt, al though there Ìs a considerabìe range

0\Z - 72) in the percentage fit.

Discussion. overall, in the llhoìe Body system the vertical

dependent dÌmensions are less well fit than the horizontal dimensions,

The range of percent fÌt is about the same, al though there are several

verticaì and no horizontal dimensions which fit betbreen lj"4 and jOZ of

the sample. This is probably a reflection of the smaller portion of

the sample fit by the vertical controis, As with the degrees of fit

criteria, total height ìs better fit than the torso and leg length

components, The pattern of misfÌts is also revealing. Dimensions of

which the ìargest portion is ìeg length have mostly longer misfÌts
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while those restricted to the trunk are mostly shorter m¡sfits. This

pattern ¡s consistent with anatomic changes which shorten the trunk but

not the ìong (leg) bones, ln view of the short crotch height of most

of the sample, however, it seems more ìikely that wh¡le the torso is

indeed shortened, the large misfìts for hip and waist heÌght result

from torso fat deposits changing the level of waist and hip.23 The very

poor fit in the waist to hip dimensÌon, with ali misfits being smalìer,

ìs surprising in view of the waist height results. However, hip height

misfits are also mostly larger, and the loss of torso ìength may affect

the wa i st to h ip measurement.

As with the horizontâl dimensÌons, the upper torso related vertical

dimensions were very poorly fit, but in this case the misfits were

predominantly smalìer. Some of these were consistent with a shortened

torso and,/or increased waist level, but some, such as neck to bust,

vJere unexpected. Considered with the horizontaì dimensions pattern of

misfits, the results suggest a complex change in torso shape occurs in

th¡s age group. overall, the mÌsfit results appear to be consistent

with a reduction in torso length, an increase in chest depth (barreì

chest and kyphosis), and the repatterning of fat deposits,

Lo{er Body Systern

Horizontaì d¡mensions. The tolerance for abdominal extension girth

included 1008 of the sample. All other horizontal dependent dimensions

fit at least 80? of the sample, Posterior hip arc, anterior waist arc,

and abdominal extension arc fit over 90?, These are all torso

'z3 For this study, body form determined waist and hip leveìs. ln the
0rBrien and Shelton (1941) study they were determined in relat¡on to
bony ìandmarks,
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dimensions which are closely related to, or components of, the

horizontal controì dimensions. Thigh girth fits sl ightly fewer of the

sampte (B22). ¡lisfits occur due to women having smat ìer thigh girths,

consistent with loss of fat and muscle in the extremities. The pattern

is similar to the whole body results, for similar reasons.

Vertical dimensions, The vertîcal dimensions cover a wide range of

percent fit. Abdominal extension height is very weìl fit, waist height

is reasonably well fit. Hip height is at the high end of poorly fit,

whereas waist to hip is at the low end with only 72 of the sampìe fit.

The results are similar to those for yJhole body. Waist hêight is

better fÌt in the Lower Body system, a consequence of there being only

two different specifications (hence a larger grade and a larger

toìerance), compared to three different specifications in the l,lhole

Body system.

Discussion. overall the pattern of results for the two systems is

simi lar. The Lower Body system, however, seems better fit; only one

dÌmension is very badìy fit, and the others are reasonably to very weìl

fit. The l,lhoìe Body system, in cÕntrast, has many dimensions which are

poorly fit. lt should be noted, however, that the shape of the lower

body, as abstracted by the dependent dimensions, is simpler. The

dimensions are mainly gross indicators of size and shape. Total crotch

length and anterior crotch length, which would add somewhat more detail

on body form, were omitted from this study. The simpler shape, límitêd

number of dimensions, and large toìerances of the verticaì dimensions

limit comparisons between whole and lower body parts.
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lf, âs speculated, waist height has increased, a poor fit wouìd be

expected for thè crotch ìength measurements, Although there are fewer

dimensions in the ìower body system, poor fit in one dimension may have

serious implications for overalì fit of garment, especiaìly pants.

4.3.2.3 Size []utlie¡s Rsrpved

To th¡s point, misfit anaìysÌs has included aìl women in the sampìe.

Control dimension outliers were assigned to the nearest size before

caìcuìating deviations. Deviations and misfit were caìculated using

those specifications. lt is possible that the size outl iers were

responsibìe for more than thelr share of dependent dimension misf¡ts.

To investigate that possibility, s¡ze outìiers were removed from the

sample and the percent fit/misfit and dÌrection of misfit were

recalculated. The findings are shown in Tabìe l/.

overaì l, the percent fit/misfit is ìargely unchanged, ln the l,Jhoìe

Body system the horizontal dependents show ai most t 4? change in fit,

none changing catêgorÌes, Among vertical dimensions, height shows the

most effect (a !* improvement) and moves from reasonabìe to weìì fit.
The poorly fit vertical dimensions show littie difference in percent

fit; the ìargest are a 52 decrease for hip height and a 6? increase for

scye depth, þut they are stillvery poorly fít. ln the Lower Body

system there was very I ittle change in either vertical or horizontal

dimensions. The ìargest change was a 4? improvement for hip height,

No change in grouping occurs: horizontal dimensions f¡t very or

reasonably well, vertical dimensÌons fit very well or poorly.



l,rHOLE AODY SYSTEM:

Contaoì s: Hor I zonta 1

bust gJ.th
hip girth

: vet.t lcal
trunk I en9th
leg I ength

Depêndent : Hol. i zonta I
waist glnth
upper arm gl nth
abdomlnal extens I oñ arc
anterlor walst arc
poster { or hiP aac
anterlor bust arc
thlgh glrth
armscyê gl rth
postea l or chest e,ldth
anterior chest wldth
bust to btrst
neck base gi rth
shou I dea I ength

: Vertlcal
cervjcal he I ght
he I ght
Íalst he I ght
hip he I ght
Posterlon walst leñgth
neck to bt¡st
anter I or $¡'alst length
scye depth
walst to hlp

TABLE 17

women Fit and Misflt ln Each Dimension. Size outì lers Removed

75

75

15
7S

75
75

75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75

75
75
75

75
75
75
75
72

roo
roo

75

75
73

72
72
72
6l
61
56

6

7a
73

49
44
34

4

roo
roo

Mlsflt
Sma I ìer
N%

roÕ o o o o o o
97232300
97232300
96342311
96340034
96343400
81 14 19 14 19 00
8t t¿ 19 0 0 14 19
75 l9 25 5 7 14 19
49 3a51 57 3344
43 4357 1142 56
29 53 7l O O 53 71
86992668834

100000000
97232300
732027231824
69 23 31 0 0 23 31
65 26 35 21 28 57
59 31 4t 25 33 6 I
45 4't 55 35 47 6 a
434357395245
66a946a9400

not appl icabì e
not appl I cabl e

not appl I cabì e
not appl lcabl e
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LOI,/ER BODY SYSIEM:

Cont no I s: Hoa lzontaì
wa{st glrth
hlp glnth

TÂBLE 17

f¡tomen Flt and Mlsflt in Each Dimènsion, Slze outl lers Removed (continued)

Dependent: Hor I zonta l
abdom I na I extenslon glrth
posterior hip anc
anten i on waist arc
abdomlnal extension arc
thigh glrth

: vertical
abdomlnal extenslon he I ght
waist he i tht
hip he I ght
walst to hlp

Veat ica¡
1e9

NOTÊ: For each system, lncludes only women who are not outì ieas in añy of the contnol dimensions.

T ota'l
N

76
76

N
It

76
76

76

76
76
76

76
76
76

M I sf I I
Total Smal ler

%N%

roo
roo

N

roo

76 10000
749723
739634
71 93 5 7
65 85 tt 15

75 99 l1
70 92 6 I
4 5 69 95

not appì icabl e
not appl icabl e

not appl lcabl e

La ager
N%

o
o

5

ooo
o23
311
700

15 0 0

'roo
434
o2330

95 0 0
o

69
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Almost all the size outliers had rtoo shortt ìegs. There was one

bust-hip outlier and two trunk length outliers, one of whom was also a

leg length outl ier, lt might be expected, then, that removíng the

outl¡ers would cause I ¡ttìe change in percent fit for horizontal or

torso length dìmensÌons, as was found. But there was also ìittìe
change in the other vertical dimensions, such as u¡aist height and hip

height, which are compr ìsed largely of ìeg length (crotch height) . The

most change was found for total height. lt appears that exclusîon of

sìze outliers is, for the most part, the exclusion. of women þ¡¡th rtoo

shortr ìegs, who also have short stature. There is little effect on

other d i mens ions.

The results indicate the size outliers did not have a

disproportionate effect on misfit results. Removing size outìiers

removes women with short legs and short stature, but percent fit/misfit
changes I ittle for other dimensions. Deviations of size outl iers then,

are not much different from those of non-outl iers. Except for length

(leg ìength especialìy), size outliers should get about the same fit
(from the nearest size) as non-outiiers,

4.4 TRADE SIZES

4.4.1 llhole Body l¡ade Sizes

The sampìers dîstribution of bust-hip sizes in relation to l,lhole

Body Trade Sizes is shown în Figure I Twenty-two of 26 sizes are

occupied, the unoccupied sizes occuring at the ìarge and smali extremes

of hip 9irth.
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A large majority of the sample (73.62) fel I withìn the whole body

trade sizes. Approximately one-quarter of the sample l^¿as excìuded,

and, although a substantial proport¡on, it is not more than expected

compared with the 0rBrien and Shelton (1941) study.

Those exc ì uded fa ì I înto four groups: l0 were exc I uded because the i r

bust size was too lãrge relative to hip size; I were beyond the Junior

and llisses maximum hip size, within the Women's hip size limit, but had

too ¡ittle bust to be in the Women¡s ranget 3 wêre excluded due to

smalì bust reìative to hip; and 3 were above the maximum hip size in

any trade range. The impìications of the ìocation of outliers with

respect to the possíbility of being fit by a trade size is discussed

be I ow.

The number of individuals in each trade range is shown in Tabìe l8

llore partÌcipants felì with¡n l,Jomenrs than l,lisses, and more were in

llisses than in Junior, The distribution is not significantly different

from an equal ly divided distribution expected by chance.

The distributÌon between trade ranges is significantly different

from the ll4ì sampìe (X,=27, df=z, x=.0.|). As is evident in Table 18,

the gradual change in distribution between trade ranges contrasts with

the 0¡8rîen 6 Shelton (1941) results in whìch the proportion of l,lomen's

sîzes is approxÌmately haìf that of both Juniors and l'1isses, The

sample of older women has more l,lomen's sizes, fewer l,lisses and many

fewer Jun ior s izes.
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4.4.2 Lole¡ Bodv T¡ade Sìzcs

The sample¡s distrìbution of Lower Body Trade Sizes is shown in

Figure !. 0f the 26 waist-hip sizes, l4 are occupied. Unoccupied

trade sizes are found within each range and across h¡p girth

categories; however, most of the unoccupied trade sizes are within the

Junior range, One individual fell within a Junior size.

0f the 9l women in a CSS-201 ìower body sÌze, 39 (43?) are in a

lower body trade size, This is significantìy fewer than results from

the l!4ì study in which more than three-quarters of those in the lower

body system were included in a trade size. The major¡ty of those

excluded from a LB trade size, (\5 of 52, approximately half of the

total sample) , had large waists relative to hip.

The number of individuals ín each iower body trade range, for both

samples, is shown in Table ]8. The sample of oìder women has onìy one

individual Ìn the Junior range and more than twice as many in llomenrs

than in ¡1isses. ln the l!41 sampìe, the largest portion of trade sizes

were llisses and the distribution between ranges was more even,

Compared to the l94l sampìe, the present sampìe contains fewer Juniors,

fewer llisses, but almost twice the proport¡on of Women's sizes.

Although in both sampìes the smal ìest proportion was in Junior sizes,

the distributions are significantìy different (X, = 23,09, df=2,

=.0t).
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4.4,3 D ì scuss ion.

Results for the whole body system suggest the bust-hip categories

chosen as trade sizes do not systematical ìy discriminate against older

women. Al though approximately one-quarter of the sample was excluded

it was no more than found for the 0'Brien 6 Shelton ('1941) sample, the

bulk Õf which represented women under 6j. Also, the distribut¡on of

sizes within and between ranges is reasonably even. The pattern is in

keeping with traditionaì ideas of womenrs sizing; however, the

predominance of llomenrs sizes was not as marked as might be expected,

Approximateì y 209¿ oÍ the sample was within the Junior range, with only

l0Z more in the Womenrs range. The substantial portion of the sample

of older women. who felì within each of the whoìe body trade ranges

suggest it is Ìnappropriate to interpret the designations (Junior,

flisses, and Women's) as indicators of age.

The resuì ts for the lower body system are substantially different.

Almost 60? of the sample was excluded from the trade sizes. The

decrease in number within the trade sizes is unequaì ìy distributed

among ranges; the number of indÌviduals in both Junior and Hisses sizes

ìs greatìy reduced compared to the whole body system, while the number

in Womenrs is about the same. lt appears that in contrast to the whole

body system, the selection of ranges for thè lower body trade sizes is

not appropriate for this sample of women,

There are two possibi ì ities, not mutual ìy exclusive, which could

explain the differencê ¡n resuìts for the two systems, One ¡s that the

women in the sample have relativeìy large b/aistsi ¡.e. substantiaì ly
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larger expected by their bust-hip size, This would be consÌstent with

an age related increase ¡n waist girth. The other Ìs thât the lower

body trade sizes have unexpectedly small waists; i,e. substantially

smalier than the spec¡fied waist girth of the corresponding whoìe body

trade range and h ip s ize.

Adequacy of fit results ¡ndicate waist girth was not unexpectedly

large or variable. The pattern of deviations foì lowed very closely

that pred¡cted by the degrees of fit, and both ìarge and small

deviations occurred. Simiìarly, using grade interval tolerances, waist

girth was found to be fit for 1003 of the sample. Some of the

difference betbreen WB and LB trade size resuìts can be attributed to

the high intrasize variability of waist girth - because the tolerance

is greater than the size interval. However, the major factor is a

d i fference i n WB and LB wa i st g i rth spec if icat ions.

The naming of trade sizes by range, as Junior, l'lisses and Women's

for both WB and LB impl ies the designations represent as similar a body

form as possible for each hip size. Comparison of \,/B waist girth and

LB waist sìze, however, shows that assumption to be incorrect. For

example, a woman who was â Junior in the l,lB system, and whose waist

girth was at or near the specif¡cation for her size, might be assumed

to be a Junior in the LB system; however, at almost all hip girths, she

yrouìd be a LB ¡lisses.

The difference ìn WB waist girth specification and the corresponding

LB waist size is shown in Tabìe ì9. ln all cases the WB waist girth is

larger, ranging from 0,9 to 8,! cm. At hip size of 90 cm and larger
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the difference is sufficient to make the l.lB waist girth larger than the

limit of the corresponding LB waist size[2], At hip size ì00 cm, for

example, the l,JB 14isses size specifies a waist girth 5,2 cm larger than

the LB l'lisses waist size. A women w¡thin t 2,5 cm of this WB

specification (l4isses) b¿ould be in the l,lomen¡s range of the LB trade

sizes, even though she would be considered very well fit in the waist

by the \.lB size.

Despite having the same names, then, LB trade sizes have waist

girths approximately one waist size smaìler than the corresponding VIB

size. ln effect the LB trade sizes are shifted 'tdown" one waist size.

Some of the differences in resuìts for the two trade systems are

explained by this characteristÌc of CSS-203, Even individuals who are

well fit in the waist by their tlB trade size are ìikeìy to fall into a

different LB range, which may or may not be included Ìn the LB trade

s izes,

As a dependent dimension waist girth is highly variable. This was

acknowìedged as a diffÌculty (CS5-201 , para 6.2.2) and reflected in the

large toìerances specified in the WB system degrees of fit (CSS-203

para 6.2.3). only l+2? of women are expected to be within t 2.5 cm of

the waist girth specifications. Therefore even if the (WB) waist girth

specification and (LB) waist size were the same, a majority of women

(582) would be expected to faìl into different llB and LB trade

designations. The difference in WB waÌst girth and LB waist size means

that an even larger proportîon will have dîfferent designations. ln

the exampìe used above (l.tB tlÌsses hip size = 100 cm), approximately 242



A) WHOLE BODY SYSTEM

fABLE I8

Taade Range Sjze Frequencles, 1986 and 1941 Sâmples

Range

LOWER BODY SY SÍEM:

A Junlon
B Misses
C Women' s

Al I tracfe sizes
outslde trade slzes

TOTAL:

Taâde Nâme

Percent of those wlthin a CSS-2O1 horizontal slze.
Percent of those wlthln a t¡ade s{ze.
Represents the numbei of tdomen from each sar¡rple falling u/

r986
N %+

XX Jun i ol.
X Misses
Y women's

Âl ì tnade slzes
Outside trade slzes

TOTAL:

la 19. a 26.9
22 24.2 32.4
27 29 .7 40.3

67 73.6 rOO. O
24 26 .4 n/a

91*** 1OO.O n/a

1941
N%*

.t t. 1 2.6
12 13 .2 30. 8
26 2A .6 66 .7

39

3074 32.2
2871 30. 1

1537 t6. I

74A2 7A .4 IOO-O
2O5 t 21 .5 ^/a
9533* 1OO. O n/a

42
57

%*N

.1
100. o

n/a

41.1
34.4
20.5

ithln the css-201 systeñs

1421 14,4
3526 35.7
2636 26.7

7583 76.4

9875* 100. O

1A .7
46 .5
34 ,8

100. o

n/a



Trade Range

TABLE I9

Dlfference ln tlB tralst Glrth Speclflcation and LB Walst Slze (in cm) of Tnade Slzes

Jun I or
M I sses

NOTE: X = not a taade slze

80

o.1
X

a5

3.2 5.6 5.4 6.1 6.7 7.4 8.1
2.4 4.7 4.6 5.2 5.9 6.6 7 -3
1.6 3.9 3.5 4.4 5.1 5.8 6.5

90 s5
Hlp Slze (cm)

100 105 l to 115 120

X
x

125

11

x

t30

7 .8

X
X

8.5
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of \4omen in that llB flisses size will also be in the LB l,lisses size. lf

the difference in waist girth and waist size is ìess than the 5 cm

difference in the example, the proportion with the same designation

will increase; Ìf the dífference is greater than 5 cm, fewer will be

expected to have the same l/B and LB designations.

A difference in designation between l,lB and LB trade sizes is not a

diff¡culty per se. However the trade sizes chosen for the LB are

cìearly biases toward a small waist, to the disadvantage of the sample.

Given the bias of the LB trade sizes to small waists, the reìatively

large y,/aists expected in a sampìe of older womeÒ, and the variabiìity

of waist girth already observed (refer to sample measurement section),

few in the sampìe might be expected to have the same trade size

designation for both WB and LB systems. Tabìe 20 indicates that this

is the case. 0f the 6/ women in a WB trade size, onìy haìf (51?) are

also in a LB trade size. 
^lost 

strikingìy, only ì0? (N=/) are in the

same trade size desîgnation for both systems, 0f the ì8 WB Juniors,

only I is also a LB Junior. For l4isses and l,lomenrs the numbers are ì

of 22 and j of 2l respectively. The pattern to the differences is

evident from Table 2ì: / individuaìs stayed in the same designation;

3l moved up one designatìon; 17 moved up 2 designations, and l0 moved

up 3 designations. 0nly 2 individuals moved down a designation (that

is, from l,lomenrs to l'lisses).

The bias to smaìlwaist couìd be removed by shifting the LB trade

ranges rupr one wa¡st size, makÌng Range X=Junior, Y=l'lisses, and

Z=l,lomenrs, As is evident in Figure ! many more of the sample would
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TABLE 20

Distribution of Lower Body Trade Range by l,lhole Body Trade Range

l.Jho I e Body
Trade Ra nge

Lower Body Trade Ra nge
Jun ior l,lisses Womenr s

Totaì
None N,l

Jun ior
llisses
l,lomen ' s
None

I

0
0
0

86
1

25r4

3
ì0
20
20

t8
22
,,1

)E

N in each whoìe body trade range.

TABLE 2I

Distribution of Lower Eody Range by llhole Body Trade Range

Whole Body Lower Body Range
Trade Range N XX X Y Z ZZ ZZZ

Junior ì8 I I 6 3

}lisses 22 I ll 4 6

Womenls 27 2 5 12 1 1

N0TE: r.' indîcates no dîfference in llhole Body and Lower Body
trade range, i.e., assuming llB Junior equals LB Junior.
Number of arroy¡s indicates number of ranges moved.
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then be included in a LB trade size, with the exclusion of only one

person. The number inc luded (N=64; 702) and the d istr ibut ion between

ranges (Junior, N=l2i l'lisses, N=25i l,lomen's, N=27) wouìd thcn be

reasonabìy similar to the VB results. As weì1, 78% of those wirh a WB

trade sÌze would also be in a LB trade size (compared to 5l?) , and the

proportion with the same WB and LB range designation would increase

f rom l0% to \62.

It is cìear that the predominant reason for the ìimited abiìity of

the LB trade sizes to cover the sample is due to the bias of CSS-203

toward smallwaists.

4. 5 ENDNOTES

lll A different distrÌbution of leg ìength sizes is obrained using the
mean and standard deviation for crotch heÌght from Table 2, 0'BrÌen
E Sheìton, 194'l. Converted to centimeters the mean is 72.47cm, the
standard deviation 4.42cm. The distr¡bution of s¡zes predicted by
these statistics is: too short, 7.22i short 79.3%i long 12.08; and
too long, 1.62, The mean is within the short ìeg length size. The
number of short outl iers is again more than the long outì iers,
however, the divis¡on between long and short sizes is markedìy
dìfferent than that obtained using the frequencies from Tabìe 36.
using the mean and standard deviation to determine expected
frequencies a X, test sholrs the sampìe of oider women to have more
short outliers than expected, but also to have fewer short sizes
and morê long s izes,

[Z] ffre difference increases as hip sÌze increases, and, from !,/omenrs
to Junior $,ithin a hip size. For hip size = 80 and 85 waist size
is 2.5 cm larger than the pattern for ìarger hip sizes, making the
difference between waist size and waiÈt girth that much less,



Chapter V

C()NCLUSiONS AND IftIPLICATIt]NS Ff]R FURTHER RESEARCH

5.1 SIZE ASSIGNIIENT AND ADEOUÂCY OF FIT

5,'l.1 Size Assignment

As predícted by CSS-20ì the horizontal sizes cover the sample well,

Except for one ìndividual all were assÌgned to bust-hip and waist-hip

sizes, The distribution of sizes appears to be somewhat age related:

the sample contained more women with large bust and,/or large waist

reiative to hip than was found in the younger 0rBrien and Shelton

('l941) sample, especial ly in the LB systêm. However, the wide varìety

of horizontal sizes, representing nearly the fuìl range of girths and

proportions described by the system, indicates that individuaìs in the

65 lo 85 year old group wiì I be found in s¡zes throughout both systems

and should not be stereotyped.

Resuìts for the vertical sizes indicate the sample was short in

trunk length and'especiaì ìy in leg length. These results are

consistent with both ìoss of height with age causèd by a decrease ¡n

torso ìength, and the secuìar trend of increasing height. That trunk

length had decreased with age within the sample was supported by

participantsr comments about being shorter than they thought, and by

the distr¡bution of trunk ìength, which incìuded only the smaìl (ie.

-156-
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short) half of the long size category.2a ln contrast, the fulì range of

leg lengths was found in the sample, although most were classìfied into

the short size category, A consÌderabìe number had legs too short for

the short size. The leg length distribution was significantìy

different than was found in the 0rBrien and Shelton (ì941) sampìe, a

finding thought to be due to the sample composition and probably a

result of socioeconomic or genetic factors, However, the portion of

the sample excluded from a ìeg ìength size was not significantly

d i fferent than pred icted by the CSS degrees of f i t, i nd icat ing the

proportion excluded is within acceptabìe I imits.

overal l, CSS size categories defined by the control dimensions (bust

girth, waist girth, hip girth, trunk length, and crotch height) do

include older women. Differences ¡n the distribution between ranges

and subranges with the 0rBrien and Shelton ('l94.|) sample support

Kemsley's (1959) fînding that alì sizes are found at aìlages, but not

in the same proportions; some sizes are morê important at some ages

than at others. For thís sample of 65 to 85 year oìd women, LB sizes

with large waist relatìve to hip are more important than sizes with

relativeìy smal I eraìst, a finding consistent with traditional ideas of

age related body form. Hob¡ever in the WB system the sample's bust to

hip proportions (ie, the distribution between ranges) was more varied

than would be expected by tradition, ln the vertical sizes, short

sizes arè much more important than long (ie, tal ì) sizes, consistent

with expectations, although the unexpected finding may be the extent of

the shortness.

2¿ That is, no one had a trunk length measurement ìarger than the size
midpoint,
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5.1,2 Adequacy of Fit fo¡ Dependent DiÍrensions

The resuìts of assigning the sample to CSS-201 sÌzes indicated that

systèm sizes include oìder women, Assìgnment to a size, however,

guarantees only that the size will fit in the control dimensions; the

other dimensions (dependents) which define body form may not be fÌt,

The adequacy of fit results for dêpendent dimensíons, as determined

by the CSS degrees of fit criteria, identified waist height and

posterior waist length as probìem areas, aithough total height was not.

Thus it seems that aì though totaì height is not problematic, its
components are. Fit at waist girth was not found to be a problem.

The grade intervaì cr iter ia for f itlmisf it conf irm the degrees of

fit fìndings and provide insÌght into additional dimensions, Total

height was reasonabìy weì I fit, but its components, incìudÌng waist

height, hip heiqht, and posterior waist length yJere poorly fit. The

upper torso/shoulder area u¡as the most poorìy fit area of the body,

with anterior and posterior chest widths, bust level width, neck base

girth, shoulder ìength, ãnterior waist length, and scye depth âl l

fitting less than haìf the sampìe.

The upper torso,/ shoulder area was poorly fit in both verticaì and

horizontaì dimensions, consistent with the compìex changes ¡n body form

that occur in that area with age, Shouldèr ìength and the poorly fit
vertical dimensions tended to be smaì ler than the size specifications,

whììe the poorìy fit horizontaì dimensions tended to be larger. The

number of dìmensions poorly fit and the extent of misfit indicate
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garment fitting problems ìn that area would be t ikely for many older

women, Fit in the upper torso,/shouìder area affects how a garment

hangs and a poor fit can have a deleterious effect on appearance.

Garment aìterations ìn this area are difficult. Although limited, the

evidence suggests that many older women could find CSS sized garments

(VB) would fit in one area but not ín another (ie. would fìt the major

gìrths but not in the shoulders), as some participants reported is the

case with currentìy available garments and was reported by pieper

(t968) .

Vertical dìmensions were poorly fit overalì, especialìy in the l,lB

system where only one fifth of the sample was fit in at least three

quarters of the vertical dimensìons. The resuìts suggest that many in

the sample have vert¡cal proportions d¡fferent than expected, HeÌght

(as indicated by either total height or cervical height) was reasonably

welì or very wel I fit, but its components were poorìy fit according to

both degrees of fit and grade interval tolerance criteria, The pattern

of results is consistent h,ith age related anatomic changes which

shorten the trunk! vertical dimensions reìated to trunk length

(posterior trunk length, anterior trunk length, waist to hîp, scye

depth) have mostìy short misfits. The dimensions which have ìarge

misfits are waÌst height and hip height - composed primarily of leg

ìength, which does not change with age. ln view of the short

leggedness of most of the sampìe, it seems likely that waist height was

influenced by age reìated fat patterning in the torso. lt appeârs that

age relâtèd changes in body form may increase the level of the waist,

while at the same time decreasing torso length, with the overall effect
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be ing s ign i f icant change in torso lengths about the wa i st. A lesser

proportion of height would be contr ibuted by above the $raist torso

length, and a larger Froportion would be contr ibuted by beìow the wäist

body I ength ( ie, I egs pl us torso) .

The poor fit of dimensîons measured în relation to waist level may

be a conspquence of the method used to locate waist ìevel, The CSS

definitíon of waist leveì locates it at the natural waîstì Ìne, between

the ribs and hips (CSS-201, para ì4..l.J) . However, the natural

braistline, which implies both the level at whÌch one would wear things

and the smaì lest girth, does not necessarily fall between ribs and

hips. For this study the natural waistìine was used to define wa¡st

leveì, which may have affected the resuìts not onìy of wa¡st height and

waist girth, but all the vertical dimensions for which wa¡st height is

a reference. Hence the differences with specifications which were

based on the bony ìandmark method of wa¡st leveì location used by

0'Br ien and Shelton (ì94.|),

The difference in results, and apparent contradiction of a sampìe

with short legs but high waists, suggests the lim¡tations of

traditional dimensìons. Why are these dimensions measured? Vhat

informatìon about body form ìs being sought? ls the waist girth the

smaì ìest girth, where something would be worn - or the girth of the

torso between rÌbs and hips, regardless of body form? lf the latter,

is it useful to define a dimensÌon in relatìon to bony landmarks if

that method does not give the same information about body form for all

shapes of bodies? From a practicaì point of view, it seems important
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to know not just the maximum and minimum girths, but the level at whìch

they occur. Traditional dimensions make assumptions about body form

which do not hold for alì shapes of bodîes.

A better understanding of why traditional dimensions are measured is

needed. What information is assumed to be contained in them - and what

is actualìy represented? The study results suggest the type of change

in body form and proportion that may accompany aging is not urelì

communicated by exÌsting dimensions, l'leasurement methods which work

well for young s I im I i dea ì | bod i es may not be as general ly applicabìe

for eìderly bodies, Research into the ¡nformation conveyed by

traditional measurements, the assumptions about body form implicit in

them, and the¡r relationships to pattern shape may identify a bias in

favor of the ideaì body, to the detriment of other, including oìder,

body forms,

At a practicaì ìevel the short leggedness of the sample may be the

least serious fitting problem, as shortening garments is usual ly the

easiest post purchase alteration. Combinations of poorly fit ìengths,

however, are likely to have an adverse effect on garment fit and

appearance. Changes in waist level could have a significant infìuence

on fÌt as it is often an important design reference point. lf waist

ìeveì is important to and weìl defined by a garment design, and has

ìimited adjustability, many older women could èxperience fit problems

in reìated dimensions such as crotch length or anterior and posterior

wa ist ìengths.
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The poor fit of vertical dimensions may seem to be of limited

pract¡cal significance, as with many styles of garments a considerabìe

rangi of body lengths can be accommodated by style and fitting ease.

However, s¡nce there are only tvJo sizes for each vertical control (each

intended to cover an I cm range in body size) , the tolerances used as

misfÌt criteria were large. Therefore women whose measurements are not

within the acceptable range may find garment fit and appearance are

adversely affected. Also, proportions between vertical dÌmensions can

be important design consideratÌons. Huch of the aesthetic impact of a

garment can be ìost ìf the proportions of the garment and wearer are

very d ifferent.

ilajor gìrths and arcs urere welì fit in both WB and LB systems

indicating the horizontal controls are effective in control I ing their

intrasize variability for this age group. Somewhat surpr¡singly, v,,aist

gìrth, a dimension reported in the ìiterature as causing fit problems,

was very weli fit, closely following the pattern of variabilÌty
predÌcted by the degrees of fit. This suggests that the magnitude of

waist girth, per se, should be no more of a probìem for oider women

than for the population as a whole. However, this interpretation rests

on the assumption that the high tolerance accepted for waist gÌrth wilì

be practicaì. lts high variability wiìl likely make waist girth a

problems many women wiì I be excluded if a garment cannot accommodate

waists with girths differing by up to 15 cm.
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5.1.3 Sunna¡y

The resuìts show that CSS-201 sizes are available for oìder women

and that these sizes will fÌt in dimensions which are gross indicators

of size - that is, the sizes f¡t the major girths, arcs, and heÌght.

However, misfÌt in other vertical dimensions and horÌzontal dimensions

in the neck, shoulder, and chest suggest the shape or configuration of

the body of many in the sample is different from that defined by size

specificat¡ons. ln generaì then, overal I garment size shouìd be

adequate, but fit problems ìn the upper torso and,/or with vertical

proportions are ì ikeìy. These findings are summarized by F¡gure 10.

The dimensions, and how weìì they were fit are shown schematical ly in

relation to body form.

The fit of a CSS sized garment will depend on an individual's

combination of poorly fit dimensions not considered by this study, and

the style of the garment, The results suggest closely fit taiìored

garments wilì be problematic for many older women, but that loosely fit

garments wilì not present fitting problems.

Although the results indicate that fitting problems are I ikely for

so,ne women in the 65 to 85 year age group, this study does not provide

sufficient evidence to suggest that a separate sizing system for oìder

women is required, Further research is needed to determine the best

strategy for solving the garment fitting probìems of older h,omen that

would occur if CSS-201 sizes were available, Two directions for

research ãre suggested toward this goal.
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Figure l0: Adequacy of fit results in relatìon to body form

Schematic representåtion of dimensions in relation to body forn'
Dashed lines represent dimensions on the body's Posterior surface'
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' F irst, compar ísons u,tith other age groups are needed. I t is unknown

if it is oniy older women who would have f¡tting problems under

CSS-201, or if womeñ ¡n other age groups wouìd aìso tend to have poorìy

fit areas. lf so, in which areas? ls there a relationship between age

and the effectiveness of CSS-20.l sizes? For example, might the

standard system be very effective for young women, but become less

effective the oìder the woman? Comparisons with other age groups wouìd

provide some insight into changes in body form with age and provide

data on var¡abiìity of dimensions at different ages, Thìs would help

determine what level of effectiveness can be achieved by a

comprehensive standard system. lt is possible that age has no or very

ìimited influence on the intrasize variabiìity of dependent dimensions,

and that despite the lÌmitatÌons, no better effectiveness can be

expected, at any age.

The. second direction whÌch shouìd be explored is the practicaì

effect of weaknesses in the sizing system, as identifíed by this

research, on garment fit. Fit trials could be used to determine if the

poorìy fit dimensions and,/or areas are serious problems in practise.

As there is no absoìute criteria for acceptabìe tolerances,

interpretations of the data tend to be constrained by contemporary

fashions. For exampìe, the shoulder areâ was found to be poorìy fit,

but the effect on contemporary oversized, loosely fit garments may be

minimal, r,Jhile the effect on classic tailored fashions of the late

1140's wouìd probably be much more deleterious. Because of the

tendency to think in terms of contemporary fashions, it is important to

have data on the magnitude and dÌrectÌon of deviations, across alì
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market segments, available to researchers and designers. Adaptations

and modifications to garment specifÌcations could then be made ãs

needed, accordìng to the characteristìcs of target market and garment

style,

Research into the effectiveness of CSS-201 sÌzes across all ages of

women, and into the practicaì effect of suspected fîtting problems

should suggest the most appropriate strategies for solving sÌzing and

fit problems that would remain after impìementation of CSS. These

strategies include use of garment style and design features,

modification of specificatÌons according to target group, and

restructur Ìng the s iz ing system,

Garment styling and design features can be used to camouflage or

accommodate intrasize variabiì ity of dependent dimensions. However, to

be an effective strategy, reievant data must be avaiìable, and

designers needs to understand the extent and effect of excessive

i ntrasize var iabi I i ty. llodif icatÌons to specif ications for particular

market segments may be effective, This approach was suggested by

Kemsley (.|959) as a means of accommodating the ìarger waist girth and

neck to bust measurements if women aged \5 to 65. Again, however,

relevant data must be availabìe to and understood by designers,

Restructur ing the s iz i ng system i s the most rad ica I approach to

solv¡ng fit problerns. The deveìopment of an eìderly s¡zìng system

would be ¡ncluded in this strategy. To be effective, age, which would

become a classification (ie. control) variable in combination wìth

other cìassìfication variabìes, would need to reduce intrasize
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variability of dependent dimensions. Age could be added to an existing

sizing system, such as CSS-201, or could be included as part of a new

structure; however, ît must be shown to reduce body form variation

sufficiently to improve garment fit if an êìderly sizing system is to

be beneficial, Another strategy is to use new classification

methodologies wìth traditional measurements to develop new sizing

structures, an approach taken by Salusso-Deonier (1985) . Alternativeìy

new measurement methodologies designed to describe body form

characteristics relevant to garment siz¡ng could be developed.

Traditional measures wouìd be replaced by dimensions lvhich provìded a

description of three dimensional body form more relevant to pattern

shape and sizing. l'lore effective sizing systems might then be

developed with these dimensions.

ln practise, ali these approaches may be needed to improve garment

s iz i ng and f i t for ol der women, Attempts to restructure the s iz ing

system must be seen as a iong term strategy. fluch research examining

concepts, methods, and effectiveness would be needed to develop

effectÌve new sizing systems, and studies exploring this approach have

only recently aþpeared (Gazzuolo, ì985; Green, ì98ì; Heîsey et al,

1984; Salusso-Deonier, 'l982; Salusso-Deonier et aì, ì985). carment

styl ¡ng, design features, and modification of specifications could be

implemented within the existing market and may be the most practical

approach, However, to be maximal ly effective, research is needed to

identify the fit problems across age groups and provide general izable

data on body form variation, suitabìe for use as design parameters.
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Also neèded to improve the fit of ready-to-wear clothing is the

development of more sophisticated methods of identifying fit problems,

Researcherrs traditional rel iance on seì f-reported fit problems shouìd

be replaced wîth expert and/or object¡ve assessment, and analyzes must

consider garment style, Research across al ì age groups couìd then

identify serious fit problems and target ages and probìems most in need

of further research and,/or market attention.

5.2 TRADE SIZES

For the CSS program to be helpful to older women the sizes thought

to be of greatest commercÌal interest, the Trade sizes, must incìude a

substantiaì portion of older women. For the WB system this appears to

be the case, as approximately three-quarters of the sample fellwithin

a Trade size, not significantìy different from the resuìts of the

0rBrien and Shelton (t94'l) study. These results suggest the bust-hip

categor ies chosen as Trade sizes do not systematicalìy discriminate

aga¡nst older women. lf all Trade sizes were commerciaìly produced,

the proportion of older women not able to find their size should be

about the same as in the generaì popuìation.

The number of women within each of the WB Trade ranges was

reasonãbly even, suggesting it is inappropriate to iilterpret the

designations (Junior, l'lisses, Womenrs) as indÌcators of age, as is

common ly assumed, Th i s f înd ing suggests the need to i nvest ¡gate the

relationship between age and size range, What ages of women are found

in each range? Do women movê between ranges as they age, because their
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busts become larger relative to hip (eg. go from Junior to l'1¡sses to

Women's sizes)? lf so, does this process stop and reverse itself at

some age so that despite becoming older, size designations becone

'youngerr as bust atrophies (eg, moving lJomen from l.lomen's to ¡lisses

sizes)? lf it was known that substantial numbers of women of aìl ages

were found in all ranges, manufacturers might be motivated to produce

styles appropr iate for older women in aì I sizes, thereby improving

selection and their ìikelihood of findÌng wel ì fir clothes.

ln contrast to the WB Trade sizes, the LB Trade sizes include ìess

than half the sampìe, significantly fewer than for the 0'Brien and

Sheìton (1941) sampìe. The pattern of occupied LB Trade sizes and the

location of Trade size outlÌers suggest the selection of ranges for LB

Trade sizes is not appropr iate for older women and wiì I not serve them

wel I .

l'los t women fell outside the LB Trade sizes because theÌr uraist

girths lrere too large relative to hip girth. Thís was not a resuìt of

the sample having large waists, but of the Trade sizes having

relatively smaì I waists: at the same range designation, LB Trade sizes

have waist girths approximateìy one waist size smalìer than the

corresponding l.lB size. This expìains most of the limited abiliry of

the LB Trade sizes to cover the sample, and indicates a systematic bias

aga inst o ìder women.

As a result of thê bias to smaì ì waists, individuals who are weìì

f¡t in the waist by their I,lB size will iikeìy fall into a different LB

range, which may not be incìuded as a Trade range. 0nly l0Z of the
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sample had the same Trade range designation in both l,lB and LB systems.

The difference in an ind¡vidualrs l.lB and LB Trade sizes may cause some

confusion for the consumer, and require consumer information and,/or

education about sizing to cìear up.

The considerable numbers excluded from Trade sizes in both WB and LB

systems indicate they could be the focus of specialty manufacturers.

Research couìd be done to identify characteristics, such as age related

patterns among Trade size outliers, that would make targeting the

outlier market more efficient. Also, some Trade sìze outliers could be

served by Trade size garments purposefuì ly designed to include some of

the out I ìer sizes.

ln summary, the \,lB Trade sizes include approximately three-quarters

of the sample and shouìd serve oìder women as well as the general

population. However, the LB Trade sizes include an unacceptably low

portion of the sample because the ranges are biased in favor of small

braists. 0lder vromen would be better served by LB Trade sizes if

different ranges were used as Trade sizes, or an additional range was

added.
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D I MENS ION

coNTRoL : Hon i zonta I
BUST GI RfH
WAIST GI RIH
IIl P GIRTH

Vêrt I cal
CROTCH HEIGHT 85
IRUNK LENGTH 7O.3

OEPENDENT: Hor J zonta I
UPPERÂRM GIRTH 41 .4
NECK BÂSE GIRTH 54
AEOOMEN GIRTH 133.7
THIGH GTRTH 72.9
CHEST FRONT I.'IDTH 43
EUST ÂRC 76.3
BUSÎ LEVEL WIDIH 26
t,lalsl aRc 66.5
ÀBOO¡,EN ARC 68-7
BÂCK CHEST WIDTH 46.3
ARMSCYE 59 .5
BÂCK HIP ARC 71.2

: Vertlcal
FRONT WAIST LENGÍH 39
NECK TO BUST 35.4
SHOULDER LENGfH 12.5
BACK l,JAISl LENGIH 48
scYE oÊPlH 23

'¡,4I ST TO HIP 23.5
TOTÂL HEIGHT 174.4
CERVICÂL HElGHT 149.8
I,JÄIST HEIGHT 111.5
ABDOMEN HEIGHÍ 1O3.3
HIP HEIGHT 95.7

t11.6 106
135 . 5 135

116
104.2

76.7
69. I

a7 .3

38.3
65. 5

57 .7
65. 3
41
51.8
64.3

36 .7
32.5
12
43 .2
22.1
2l

167.5
144. l
107
100.6
90.6

PÊRCENTI LE VALUE (CM)

90% 7s% sol, 2s%

80
69

40

131
70
41
70

61
67
44
54
69

t 15 to6 99
101 .4 92.S 44.2
121.3 112 102.2

6a.7

36.8
46.8

121 .7

64.5
24.5

G4
39 .8
50.3
60

35.3

I t.6
41-7
21
20 .5

165. 3
143.2
106
97.3

73.1
67 -4

12-4
46 .2

22.6
169
148. 1

ro9. I
102
93.9

34,4 31.3 29 27
44.7 42.9 41 ,2 40

113.3 1O1.5 94.5 87
60.3 56.4 51.9 4A
36.3 34 .3 32.3 30
6t.5 56.5 51.5 4A
23 21 20 17
51.7 46 41.5 38
s9 53.5 49.5 46
3A.2 36 34 .5 32
4A.2 45.3 43 41
56.4 52 AA.4 45

92.1

95.2

63
69.7
65.2

a5
70
9t

65
60

s% 1% MrN

83.5 77 77
65 6t,5 61.5
90.2 A2 A2

30.5 28.5
l't ro
40.5 34.6
20.1 18.6
19.3 17 ,2

161.5 157.1
r38.6 135.1
to2.8 99. 2
94.3 92.2
87 .4 84. 3

59.3

26,5 21 .A 21 -A
39 36.3 36.3
83 .5 78 ,7 7A .7
47.6 45 45
29 .5 2A 2A
45 4l .5 4l .5
16.5 15.5 15,5

4s 40 40
3t.5 29.1 29.1
39.2 35.6 35.6
44.7 42 42

59 59
50. s 50.9

9.4
36.7
1?.1
15.2

152,5
131.7
96,6

al. t

24
I

35

13.4
144 .4
125 .4
93.6
85.5
7a

24.5
22.5

a

rs.5
12.3

145 .4
125 .1
91.6
a4
77,5

19.7 t9 .7
21 21
7.1 7.1

26.3 26.3
14 .2 14 .2
10.9 lo.9

r40. r 140-1
t19.5 r19.5
89.S A9.A
7A -4 78 .4
73.7 73,?

@o



Appendix B

Bt]XPLt)TS

The rationale for and deveìopment of boxplots is clearly expìained in

chapters 2 and 3 of

(Hoagl in, I'lostellar s Tukey, 1983) . The fol lowing summary is provided

for aid in interpreting Figures ¿boxplotl. and Eboxpìot2.

Boxplots are developed using resìstant order statist¡cs, through

which they depict the behavior of the bulk of the data. A single, or

several, wÌld values do not have a substantial effect on the summary

stat i st i cs, as they wou ld for mean and var iance.

The statistics needed to develop a boxplot are based on counting.

These are: the median; and the upper fourth and lower fourth. The

fourths are midway between the extremes and the medÌan; 508 of the

values, therefore, ì ie between the two fourths, The dÌstance between

the fourths, the fourth spread is used as a measure of spread. Values

more than ì.5 times the fourth spread above and below the fourths are

identified as outì iers.

To construct a boxp I ot:

L Draw â box with ends at the lower and upper fourth, and a

crossbar at the med ian,

- r8r -
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Draw a ìine from each end of the box to the most remote point

that ¡s not an outìier (i.e. up to 1.5 times the fourth spread)

Represent values beyond the outl Ìer cut-off point individuaì ìy.

Boxplots convey summary information about the behavior of the bulk

of the data in such a way as to make comparisons easy. The ìocation of

the data is defined by the median. The spread, or ho!,i concentrated the

vaìues are, is measured by the fourth spread, Skew is conveyed by the

reìative positions of the med¡an, upper fourth and ìower fourth.

Positive skew is indicated when the median is closer to the ìower

fourth than to the upper fourth. Lines on e¡ther side of the box

indicate the extent of the data, excìuding outl iers. 0utliers are

identified by a method which is insensitive to them; that is, it does

not depend on those outl iers. ldentification of outl iers by this

method is intended to isolate values which shouìd be examined

individually to determine if their underlyìng behavior is different

from that of the bulk of the data.

The cìear visual format by which boxplots summarize the data, and

their resistance to wi id vaìues, are advantages over tabìes of

tradit¡onaì summary statistics. Patterns and features of the data can

be more easily identified, lt is a useful expìanatory technique which

may suggest appropr iate models and methods for further anaìysÌs.



Appendix C

IIEASUREI{ENTS AND DEVIATit)NS

ln the tabìe of ravJ data and deviations the foìlowing abbreviations

are used:

S AT,IP L E I'IE AS URE I.1E NTS

0BS=SUBJtcT NUtlBER
YR=YEAR 0F B IRTH
Gl=UPPERARI4 G IRTH
G2=NECK BASE G IRTH
G3=BUST G IRTH
G4=HA IST G IRTH
G5=A BDOl'lE N G IRTH
G6=H lP G IRTH
G 7=TH IGH G IRTH
t.Jl =ANTER I 0R CHEsT t.J IDTH
H2=BUST ARC

W3=BUST T0 B UST

VIA=WA IST ARC

- w5=AB00t1EN ARc
W6=P0STER I 0R cHtsT l.lloTH
W7=PoSTERI0R HIP ARc
Cl=ANTERI0R WA IST LENGTH

C2=NECK T0 BUST
c3=SH0ULDER LENGTH
c4=P0STER l0R l'lA IST LENGTH

c5=ScYE DEPTH

c6=ARt'ISCYE
c7=v,lA IST T0 HIP
H l=TOTAL HT
H2=CERV I CAL HT

H3=l'lA IST HT

H 4=A 800¡'lE N HT

H5=H lP HT

H6=CR0TCH HT

TL=TRUNK LENGTH

- i83 -
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CONTROL D II.IENS ION DEVIATIONS:

ESDEV=BUST S IZE DEVIATI0N
HSDEV=H lP S IZE DEVIATI0N
WSDEV=\.lAlST S IZE DEVIATI0N
TLSOEV=TRUNK LENGTH DEVI ATION
LTSDEV=LEG LENGTH S IZE DEVIATI0N

I,IHO L E BODY OEVIATIONS:

UPDEVG ì =UPPER 0EVlATl0N UPPERART't GIRTH

UPDEVG2=UPPER DEVIATI0N NEcK BASt GIRTH
UPDEVG4=UPPER DEV IAT l0N \'JA I ST G IRTH

UPDEVGT=UPPER 0EVlATl0N THIGH GIRTH
UPDEVHI=UPPER DEVtATI0N ANTERI0R CHEST l'llDTH
UPDEVvJ2=UPPER DEV IAT l0N BUST ARC

UPDEvlt3=UPPER DEVIAT l0N BUST LEVEL \^llDTH
UPDEvw4=UPPER DEVIATI0N l.lAIST ARc

UP0EVW5=UPPER 0Ev IAT l0N ABDoIIEN ARc

UPDEVl,l6=UPPtR DEvlATl0N P0STERI0R cHEsT wIDTH
UPDEVIIT-UPPER DEVIATI0N PoSTERI0R HIP ARc

UPDEVCI=UPPER DEVIATI0N ANTERI0R t'lAlST LENGTH

UP0EVC2=UPPER DEVIATI0N NECK T0 BUST

UPDEVc3=UPPER DEVIATI0N SH0ULDER LENGTH

UPDEVCÀ=UPPER DEVIATI0N POSTERI0R WAIST LENGTH

UPDEvc5=UPPER 0EV IAT l0N SCYE DEPTH

UPDEVC6=UPPER DEV IAT l0N ARI{SCYE

UPDEvcT=UPPER DEVIATI0N l'JAIST T0 HIP
UPDEVHI=UPPER 0EvlATl0N T0TAL HT

UPDEVH2=UPPER DEVIATI0N CERVICAL HT

UPDEVH3=UPPER DEV IAT l0N \'JA I ST HT

UPDEVH5=UPPER DEV IAT l0N H I P HT

LOI,IER BODY DEV IAT IONS:

LBDEVG5=LOIJER DEVIATI0N ABDOt{EN GIRTH
L BD E VG 7=1O\.rE R DEv IAT l0N THIGH G IRTH

LBDEVW4=LOWER DEV IAT l0N t'JA l5T ARc

LB0EVW5=L0l.lER DtV IAT l0N ABD0I'1EN ARc

LBDEVWT=1O\'IER DEVIATI0N POSTERI0R HIP ARC

LBDEVCT=LOVER DEVIATI0N WAIST T0 HIP
LBbrVH3=LoWER oEV IAT l0N WAIST HT

LBDEVHlr=LOl,lER DEv IAT l0N ADB0I'1EN HT

LBDEVH5=LOVJER DEvlATl0N HIP HT



51 .7 60.8 33 . 5
45.O 56-O 35.5
53.O 57 -O 36.O
37.5 43.O 30.5
s7.o 59.O 35,5
44.5 51.5 34.a
33.5 41.5 3t.O
43. 5 49. 5 36 .5
51.O 59.3 43.O
46.0 6r .3 37.O
50.1 58.4 38.3
39.7 46.7 31.5
ss. s 65.o 34.2
49.O 57.O 39.2
42 .5 ss .4 39 -2
40.o 50.3 32.5
47.2 6r.O 35.5
55.O 59.O 44.5
45.5 53.5 36.0

3s.s 6r.5 20.o
34.O 56.O 19.5
36.O 65.O 25.O
30. o 46.5 17.O

33.O 57.5 21 .s
31.7 46.5 17.7
31.O 49.7 18.5
38.O 64.5 23.5
35.5 64.0 23.7
40.o 50.9 23.5
32.2 45.O 16.5
34.2 69.O 23.O
37 .5 59 .6 21 .5
37 .2 56 .5 21 .O
33.O 5l.O 17.5
32.3 60. O 19.O
37.5 60.0 25.5
34.5 56.0 22.O

H1 P,2 H3

174.4 149.8 1t 1 .5
167.O 143.2 104. O
1s7.5 134.5 95.5
r51 .8 127 .? 90.7
159.O t37.O 98.O
t6a . 1 143 .4 102 .9
157.',| 133.0 97.7
157 .3 134,4 97 .4
152.1 130.8 97.1
t59.5 137.7 107.7
163.O 143.6 108.3
158 .4 r34.5 100. a
156 .5 136.2 101 .7
157 .6 136.6 100.6
162.1 140.2 99. 1

164 ,2 142 .2 106.4
16r.5 136.8 102.1
168.1 14A.1 105- I
162.3 140. O 106.3

H6

85.O
76.7
69.3
66.5
73.5

71 .3
67 -4
6t.9
7l .a
75.7
€'9.2
71 .5
64.5
76.7

7f .6

75.5

H5

93 .3

81.8
75 .5
a5.o

84.5
a2.o
77.9
85. 3
88.7
81.6
a4.4

87 .3
88. O
90.4

90. I

MEASURE¡¡ENT DÂTA

G5 G6

108 .4 60.2
to2.o 57.o
112 .O 66. O
9r.o 52.5

114.O €'2.7
ro5 .5 57 .5
90.4 50.4
99.2 56.5

122.O 58.O
112.O 5'l .9
111.O 59.2
91.8 47.1

lla.9 59.2
106.4 54 .4
ro4-o 55.6

118.6 68.5
't16.1 68.4
97.9 59.2

H4

lol .2
97.O
89-O
86 .5
88.O

100. 6
90.9
88.3
7A .4
93. 5
95.7
92. 5
92.O
s3. s
91.5
94.4

101.1
99.8

6

114 .2
103.8
114 .5
a3.5

117.O
96.6

97 .8
121 .7
114.5

84.5
123.2
to8 .7
102 .A
94.2

110.8
98.6

35. O 45.4 104.1 90.7
30.3 44.6 98.O 77 .O
36.2 45.4 107.0 94.5
27,5 40.6 A4.O 66.5
33.5 44.5 105.3 99.6
29.O 47.7 98.O 43.9
26.A 40.4 81 .5 63.5
31.O 43.8 90.3 81.6
34.5 52.O 116.O lOO. 2
32.9 45. 1 110,4 89. 2
30. o 45.5 107.2 96.4
2A.O 40,3 84.6 71 .5
37.4 47.1 119.3 100.0
34.2 45.9 fO6. ? 91.7
29.9 45.O lol.l as.o
28.3 44.4 86.0 76.0
36,4 43.4 102.2 82.3
38.3 54.O 'l 16.0 101,4
32.4 45.1 98.4 83.O

c7

20.5
1a.5

c6

so. o
48 .8
49.5
41.5
47 .5
44.8
39 .2
42.5
51.4

41 .6
43 .7
51.8
54.O
45.3
44.3
a7 .4
59.5
46. t

17.O
i6.o
16.O

f9.5

18 .2

20.o
15.6
ta.6
15.O
12.3
r5.6

4t.5 21 .O
44.2 23.O
41.O 22.5
36.O 16.O
3a.5 21.O
42.2 19.4

3A.6 19.O
40. 5 20 ,O
41 .O 23.O
40. o 20.4
38.5 19.7
39.3 20.1
35.6 17 .8
38. O 20.O
40.5 19.4

48.O 22. 1

37 .5 14.6

1 t92l
2 1914
3 1918
4 t 91g
5 t909
6 1912
7 l9r8
a r 919
9 l9 to

lo 1917
I I 1902
12 1914
13 1911
14 1905
l5 19 10
't6 1920
17 1917
t8 1921
't 9 1921

oBs w7 c4

t2 -o
9.6

to.2
9.5

ro.o
9.9

ro.o
9.5
8.5
8.O
9.9

tl.6
9.1

11 .2
to.9
11 .2
1t.6
10.2
10.2

I 55-5 37.5 30-O
2 52.O 33.5 2A.5
3 58-O 30.O 29.5
4 47 .O 33.O 25.5
5 59.5 37.4 29.5
6 55.7 34 .O 2A .5
7 47 .O 32.4 27.4
8 4a.1 33.O 25.O
I 64.3 28.5 28.5

10 54.O 25,2 27 .1
'I 1 59.O 27.? 35.4
12 44 .5 29 .2 25 -O
t3 5A.O 2S.8 32.4
14 53.7 31 -9 24.4
t5 54.O 36.5 29.O
t6 51 .5 29.3 29.O
17 56,5 30.3 31 .2
ta 60. 5 32 .5 32.5
t9 49 .6 31 .6 27 .5

c1



l,/6

36.5
3s.o
29. s
33.O
34.7
31 .7

34.O

35. 5

37.O
37.O

36.3

33.8
36.5
37 .3

44 .7 52.5
47 .5 57.O
34.O 41,O
41.5 47 .5
41.5 50.3
42.O 47.5
32.A 44 .2
4A.5 54 .5
44 .5 50. s
4 r.o 50.o
34 .3 49 .2
43.2 48.O
66 .5 68 -7
38.5 50. O
40. o 47.5
54.3 64.O
40.5 44.5
44 .s 52.O
44 7 57.¿

w3

16.5
21_5
16.5
16.O
17.5

20.5
18.5
2.1 .O
2t.5
25.5
20. o
20. o

18 .2
20.5
20.o

H3

\t2

79.4 99.s 98.0 5e.2 37.0 58.O
a4 .4 104 .2 1O8 . 3 61 .6 37 .O 58 .5
61.5 80,5 82.O 45.O 29.5 44.5
77.5 90.2 93.1 54.s 34.5 5l.O
75.O S7.O 96.4 56.5 2A.6 48.O
7A.A 90.O 91.8 5l.O 28.O 42.5
65.0 84.O 88.5 49.O 31.O 44-O
90.o 10r.5 ro3.5 57.'t 34.O 56.5
80.o gs.o 95.o 49.a 31.O 54.s
79.O 95.2 96.5 51.O 31.5 51.5
65.5 90.5 93.8 49.9 35.O 52.O
81.7 97.4 98.O 51.O 35.5 56.0

105.3 123.5 122.0 70.3 35.O 64.0
'to.4 98.O 98.7 53.9 30.5 51.5
?1.O 89.7 95.7 5S.5 29,O 48.5

100.6 122.4 122.2 58.5 43.O 67.5
73.5 A7.2 93.3 53.1 3l.O 51.5
78.6 99.2 97.2 53.7 3l.O 6l.5
a2.6 10A.2 105.r 57.4 32.5 54.5

at.2 6a -2
89.9 73 - 1

76.O 65.4
84.3 70.4
77 .5 59.O
79. O 61 .7
85. ¿ 67 .4
89. O 72.2
90.2 70. O
81.7 66.O
42.7 68 .4
a4 .2 65. 3
86. I 73. 1

a4.2 68 .4

ao.2 64.6
ao. 7 6a .6
a2.7 69.6
88 .4 72 .9

MEASUREII,!ENT DATA

G5 G6

89
96

92
a2
87
91
93
94
s8

86
93
a9
92
s6
93
89
94

co
o\

136.9 99.1
t41.8 105.2
t 25.8 93 -2
r33.3 rol.O
t 19.5 89 .4
r21 .O 93 .9
f30.4 97-7
t 39.9 tOO,I
13? .5 100.I
t29.3 95-2
t37.5 tO2.8

140.2 to1 .4
t34.8 99.2
t33. t 100.6
125.4 94.3
t36.3 97-6

'141 .7 106 . O

18.5 158.6
17 .A 164.O
17.2 148.4
15.7 r54.6
14 .7 140. 1

13.5 142.4
13. O t5¿.O
16.0 161.5
12.O 158.4
13. O 151.2
20.2 160.O
13 .2 155 .2
17 .6 162.2
17.2 160.8
15.6 156.5
17.2 147.2
20,o 160.4
19.t 162.5
19.3 165 .3

G3

1o3.3
97_5
7A.4
94.4
86.O
83 .5
81.5
96.5
97.O
93.O
8A.2
97.6

1fo.6
90. I

88.4
1t8.5
85.O

96.5

t 1.o
'to.5
8.9
8.O
a.2

4.7

9.7
a -7
7-1
a.6

I o.6
9.4

10. o
10. 7
to.9

3t.3 46.3
31 .5 44.2
23 .5 38 .5
3't.3 4t.1
2a.7 42.5
27 .5 44.3
24.O 42.4
33.2 44.2
29 .6 43.2
29.O 42.5
30.5 42.1
30. 1 44 .3
38.5 47.1
31.6 44.5
29.1 4l.2
37 .O 48 .6
27 .2 38 .9
29.O 43.A
34 .4 43.3

39.3 17.2 44.7
41 .7 20 .1 45 .7

36.3 17.5 44.7
36. O 19 .7 43 .5
30.6 14.3 41.6
3A.2 16.s 40.9
40.5 19.5 49.O
40.2 18.5 43 .a
40.6 19, O 47 .4
40. 3 19 .5 44.4
39. O 17.2 45.5
40.5 17.2 50. O

37 .8 14 .3 47 .O
36.2 16.0 40. O
32.O 20.2 50. O

39 .2 16 .8 40.9
40. a 17.O 43.6
3A.5 18.O 47 .1

G1

c5

YR

r905
1909
1904
ts06
19 15

r903
19 lO
1907
1906
1915
19 lO

t9t8
l9't 8
't 9'r 4
1913
l9t9
1920

47 .A
52.5
42.O

49 .2
45 .6
45.5
5t.o
47 .5
49.O
46 .2
52.O
58.O
48.5
48.8
59.8
4A.2
49.5
53 .6

c4

0Bs

26
27

29
30

32

34
35
36

38

32.O 2A.5
35.O 26-2
2A.O 21 .O
29 ,5 25 .7
22.4 22.O

2A.O 24.O

3t .3 24.2
29.O 30.O
30.8 24.2
35.7 28.5
36.7 2A.O
3't.5 23.O
30. o 27.7
27.5 30. O
33.7 2A.3
33.O 34 -6
33. O 2A .s

OBS

20

23
24
25
26

29

34
35
36
37



84.5 104.5 105.5 62'8 33.5 55.O 20.5 41.5 5l.O 36.0
88.4 113.6 114.2 61.0 3't.4 63.0 22 0 48.7 59.5 ss.O
98.a 1c7.4 109.5 61.2 3€'.'t 61.5 21.5 52.5 56.5 40.2
99.3 1't4.1 109.2 58.1 36.3 64.0 25.5 54.O 59.5 40.O

111.6 131.O 129.3 €3.5 41.O 76.3 22.2 59.5 66-5 36.5
85.O lot.O 99.O 52.O 3O.5 59.5 19.5 43.5 5l.O 41 .O
a2.6 108,8 109.0 63.3 29.5 53.O 20.5 42.1 55.5 37.5
g2.5 96.2 101 .2 51,2 32.5 62.5 23.5 51 7 53.5 3A-2
89.4 109.8 112.2 62.4 34.1 57.7 22.2 49.2 55.2 39 0
a5.7 106.8 loa.8 63.0 35.O 55.5 21 .5 49.5 55.5 33.7
89.8 103.0 ',1o6.7 60.3 33.5 58.O 23.O 54.O 60.0 36.5

ro4.3 133.7 135.5 62.8 36.3 65.5 22 0 53.s 65.5 39.8
a8.6 96.? 102.2 55.4 35.5 53.5 20.O 49.5 52 'l 34.2
62.5 81.6 86.6 4A.4 30-7 41.5 15.5 32 3 41.5 29-1
83.9 105.6 103.2 52.6 33.5 56.0 20.5 46.0 56.2 39.O
70.o 95.4 96.8 53.5 34.3 48.5 19.O 38.5 51.7 34-3

103.9 126.2 133.2 72.9 32.8 61.5 23.5 55.O 67.5 41.O
102.5 1f5.3 117.7 62.1 36.3 64.0 25.O 61.7 65.6 39'2
94.3 106.3 111.0 55.O 35.7 62.0 23 0 52.3 55.7 36.0

104.1 97.3 A7.2 1e'.2
106.5 92.5 a7.3 7 2.5
103 . 7 95.4 85 .2 74 .A
99.7 89 .7 85 .6 74 .4
98.3 A7.6 87.5 69.4
98.O 89.8 a3.l 73.7

100.7 93.O A2.3 68.5
fo4.5 101. r 88.6 74.a
96.s A9.7 A4.6 66.4
93,2 85.s A2.6 69.2
99,7 94.5 Al.3 69.1
94.1 85.1 A1.7 62.1
96.7 91.3 80.O 67.7
96.6 A7.5 77.O 65.7
99.5 92.O 84.3 69. O

109. I lO3 .3 92 .2 7A ,7
105.2 94. I A7.A 72-1
99.5 93.O 84.4 64.7
90-9 87.9 79.5 63.0

MEÁSUREMENT DATA

G5 G6

@
._.¡

H2

t4t.5
14't.6
144 .1

f 35. 1

r35.4
134 -4

130.o
r30.6
r33.4
125. I
125.8
125.5

14a. I
137 -5
135.1
125.4

HI

161.5
162.9
165.7
161.7
155.6
155.4
154.6
159 .2
151.9
151.5
r53.6
146 .5
146 .1
145 .4
154.2
168.5
15S.6
157 .4
149 .4

G3

99.O
t03, s
109. I
't 12 .7

104.4
96 .8

105.O
103.4
94 .6

r05. 6
1'!9,O
96, S
77.O

roo.9

115.O
't 1'l .8

43.A 17 .6
44.9 '17.9
48 ,2 19. 3
4A .2 15.2
52.O 14.1
42.7 14 .3
47.'t 20.6
43.5 15.O
47 .2 14.O
44 .4 17.2
49.O 19.O

'1^ õ
45.5 18.8
35.6 21 .O
43.8 '16 .5
43 .7 20. 6
50.8 19. O
50.5 15.2

G2

30.8 41.6
32.5 4t-2
33.4 46'.4
34 .7 45 .1
41 .4 47.3
29.O 39.4
34 .7 42.5
28 .9 42.4
34. r 45 .5
3l .3 41 .2
34 .4 43.3
40.5 49.9
29 .5 40.3
21 .A 36.3
30. 3 41 .7
27 .5 41 .2
36 .8 44 ,7
33 .8 42 .9
32.4 44.7

c5

ts.o
17 .6
20 .2
20.3
22.1
19.5
11 .1
20.2
16.4
15.5
21 .4
17 .4

15.6
t9.a
20.4
19.3
15.s
17.4

c4

27.6 10.9 41.1
32.O 1l.O 39.5
2A .A 11 .4 46 .2
32.O 10.6 43.2
35.O 9.8 37.9
30.2 1 1 .2 43 .9
24.2 9.5 34.4
27.5 9.7 40. 5
30.6 10. I 36. O

27.6 10.3 34.4
2A.O 10. O 3A. O

29.5 8.5 35 .6
2A.5 7 .6 37 .3
22.4 9.5 35.2
29.O 10.O 39.7
28.s 11.3 41 .7
32 .O 10. a 3A .5
31.O a.5 39.6
30. 5 I O.8 39.6

oBs

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

4A
49
50
5l
52
53
54
55
56
57

OBS

31.1
34.O
37 .6
38.O
39.O
32.5
27,1

31 .2
33.5
24 .9

27 -9
19.7
26.5
31 .2
24.5
33.O
32 .6

39 56-8
40 58 .7
41 57 .5
42 56,4
43 66. I
44 50. 5
45 s5.3
46 50. O
47 58.S
4A 5Ê.2
49 55.2
so 69. 5
51 53.6
52 45.2

54 sO. O
5s 64. O
56 54 .8
57 55.7



5A f 917
59 1919
60 1912
61 1914
62 19 t2
63 t914
64 1918
65 1908
66 1903
67 1908
68 1921
69 1913
70 1907
71 19 l8
72 1916
73 1915
74 1904
75 1909
76 1907

oBs w7

5A 71 .2
59 64.5
60 45.O
6 f 54.2
62 44.7
63 48 .9
64 51 .2
65 49.O
66 44.4
67 53 .8
6A 54. I
69 50. 2
70 53.2
71 4s.2
72 50.6
73 56 .5
74 50. 3

76 54 .5

38.8
38.6
27.1

26 .5
27.A
31 .4
26.6
30.6

34 .5
30.o
33.6

35,2
2A .7
31.O

c1

G2

44.1
44.6

42.5
3A .7

40.o
40.6
42.5
46 .4
41 .7
42.5
40.8
41 .2
42.9
42.4
46. a
40. 3

113.4
114.4
89.2

104. O
99. O
a9.2
91.8
86.6
92.1

109.6
115 .7
100. 4
tol.1
93.O

101 .7
f05.o
9t.6
94.9
97,9

G4

to4.3
104 -2
74.6
87.O
74.2
73.4
79.1

75 .1
lo1 .9
98.4
79 .8
89 .4
a4 .2

95.3
a2.o
42.6
a2.l

MEÂSUREMENI OAfÂ

G5 G6

123 .O 135 . O
116.8 116.2
91.5 90.2

113.3 113.O
89.7 90.3
90. 7 93. 8
93. 7 99. I
86.6 91.3

100. 8 94 .2.
122.9 112.8
107.7 102.3
103.O 98.9
t1t.9 111.2
96.O 93-3

104 .3 100. 4
115.7 1t5.2
92 .5 93.7
96 .4 95 .5

105 .3 't 05 .I

3 t .9 32.7
3€'.4 32.O
29.8 30.5

24.2 27 .4
34 .A 29 .O
29 .4 22 .4
32.1 24 .5
24.6 24.7
29.5 29.2
31.8 30.8
29 .4 27 .2
35.3 30. 5
29 .9 28 .6
29 . t 25.2
32 .A 30. 5

34 .4 32.O

c3 c4

10.2 35.O
't1.5 34.4
11.1 37.9
12 .4 36.O

9.6 42.2
lo. 3 3a .2
9.5 34.7

lo. o 38. 1

10. 3 41 .2
9.4 35.1
9 .2 42.5
9.4 2€'.3

12.5 41.1
11.3 41.5
9.3 40.O

f o.1 37. O
10.3 36.6

G7

68.6 37.3 64.5 25 ,4
6t.9 37.8 70.O 24.5
49.4 32.3 53.s 21 .3
60.0 33.6 57.2 20.2
48.3 32.5 56.O 22.5
51.4 30.6 50.7 21 .O
56.4 30.2 50. 1 19.O
47.6 34.O 46.5 17.O
55.2 31 . 8 53 .5 22 .1
54 .4 33.7 59.6 23.6
54.8 35.6 63.5 26.O
s5.r 35.3 60.0 20.O
62 .9 34 .3 5A .2 22 .5
4A.7 37.O sg.O 20.3
55.8 34.5 54.5 23.O
60.9 38.3 64.0 25.5
45 .8 32 .O 53 .5 21 .O
s2.2 32.2 54.2 20.5
59.8 36. 1 58.O 22.5

c5 c6 c7

22.4 49.5 14.5
19.4 47 .8 15.7
1A .4 41 .2 15.7
16,3 45.O 15.3
16.1 38 .9 20.4
15.7 43.O t6.O
1A .4 44.3 18.3
19.5 41.O 19. 3
16.1 44.1 22-2
1A.2 47.3 15. 1

l8.5 49.4 19.7
1't.4 42.1 16.7
21.7 46.7 15.9
14 .2 42 .3 10.9
21 .O 42.2 13.6
1A.5 46.0 1A.5
18 .3 43.7 17 .1
17.O 47.5 20.2
17.2 45.s 22.6

57 .7
58. O
42.1
49 _O
41 .5
3A .4
44.5

44.3
58. O
aa .2
46.O
49 .5
47 .O
50.o
57 .5

44.O
4A .B

H4HI

159.3
159.5
156.2

155.1
152.4
157 .O
161.9
't52.9
155 .2
163.3
155.8
158.8
142. A
151.3
166. I
150.8
157 .O
150. a

62.2 36. I

49.O 36.4
59 .3 39 .4
48.5 35. I
47 .O 36. O
50. 4 36. O
44.2 34.O
54 .2 36.6
€'1.2 38.O
56.O 40.2
53.5 36.9
5A .7 35. 7
51.1 31-8
55.O 39.O
b5.u Jb,b
47.5 34.5
49.2 35.2
57 .5 36. a

H2

t37.6
t37 .O
t34.8
131 .7
f33.5
t31.1
t36. 1

t39.9
129. 1

t35.6
!39.8
134.9
136 .4
t19.6
t 33, I
t43.6
t31.5
r35.O
124.2

H3

101 .7
101-7

96.9

94.O
98.7

to1.8
96.5

100. 5
ro5. r
102. O
96.6

94.6
104 ,6
94.5
99.9
93 .6

94 .8 89. 5 69 .3
92.2 A7 .4 73.6
92.2 84. O 64.8
92.6 a3. I 65-9
92 .4 80. 4 70 .5
86.3 79.6 65.9
93.2 81.6 69.7
94.5 86.O 72.1
88.7 't7.7 69.7
92.1 86.5 70.7
98.O 87.O 74.9
94.3 86.4 73.9
86.8 82.6 68.5
85 . 5 AO.4 6A .7
92.2 A4.7 74-1
95. a 88.5 73.3
8A.7 77 .9 67 .4
9r .6 A1 .2 70.8
84 . A 73 .7 64.5

@
@



7A.7 85.2 46.5 29.O 4a.O 17.5 33.O ¿O.O 34.2
95.5 92.5 51.4 34.2 53.O 21.O 46.0 49.3 38.9

100.7 99.5 51.O 35.O 60.s 24.O 53.5 57.O 37.5
94.5 100.5 59.5 34.2 56.0 21 .5 ¿O.5 51.O 37.O
90.a 93.5 51.1 36.5 56.0 20.5 42.5 4a.O 38.5
97.O 95.2 55.1 35,3 56.5 19.5 45.O 51.5 36.0
98.O 100.9 57.4 3a.5 60.5 21.5 4'l .O 54.5 35.5
94.4 94.6 53.1 32.O 51.5 20.O ¿O.5 49.6 36.0

124 .5 125 .3 54 .A 31 .7 62 .5 23 . 5 53 . 5 64 .2 42.3
96.5 108.3 60.3 35.O 56.O 20.5 50.s 54.O 39.2

106.4 106.3 55.1 36.7 57.5 22.O 48.O 52.5 35.O
91.2 90.4 4A.1 34.5 48.3 18.5 37.O 46.8 32.7

121 .5 120.3 63.0 37.O 6l.O 22.5 51.O 65.3 39.7
1't7.3 122.5 65-2 38.6 67.5 23.O 55.5 63.1 39.S
121.4 121 .3 56.5 35.5 65.5 25.O 55.5 62.O 46.3
108.2 105.0 6l.O 35.O 58.O 21.O 47.3 53.5 37.O

t,.l3

96.0 87.5 '74.2 67.3
99.O 92.3 8l.l 71.7
99.2 92.9 a4.8 70.6
99.O 90.9 At.9 70.9

ro7. o 99.7 90.8 79.7
99.O 95.8 83.O 72,O
fog.o 102.o 89.o 76.6
ro3.5 93.9 90.6 76.2
ro3.7 95.8 81.O 69.3
95.9 91 .5 80. 1 68 . 2

ros. I 92.1 90,4 72.3
9r.6 84.O AO.4 65.3
97 .2 A6.7 79.2 65.2
tot.3 96.6 86. r 69.0
98.? 93.7 89.3 71.6
94.5 87.5 78.O 69.1

MEÄSUREMENT DÂTÂ

G5 G6

æ\o

152.5 131 ,2
156. O 135.2
153.7 134.O
159.2 13Ê.7
167.5 145.1
156.2 134.8
169.O 146. I
163.O 140. O
159.4 136.7
153.O 131 .7
161.6 137.9
141.4 121 .O

160.5 137.6

149.3 f28.5

G4

62.3
78.O
90.1
73 .4
76 .6
74.2
a4.5
74.O
96. 1

89.5

70.0
91.3

100. 3
106. O
88 .6

c4 HIc7

27 ,O 39. 3 84 .5
29 .7 42.9 96 .4
3t . 1 41 .2 103.5
32.5 42.5 98.O
29 .5 41 .6 97 .3
30.5 41 .7 98.3
3t .3 45.2 103.3
27.2 40. O 95.6
32.4 46.0 rrl,r
34.2 43.O tO3.6
3l .5 42.1 102.7
24 .A 40.3 87 .5
s5.7 44.7 106. O
36.6 43 .4 115.2
37 .O 43 .9 122.5
35. I 43 .9 104 .O

24,O 9.2 38.9 17.7 4',1 .O 21 .O
29.5 12.3 35.7 20.5 42.4 20.5
30.5 11.1 37.A 19.3 45.1 16.5
2a.5 12.2 39.3 19.5 44.4 19.8
26.5 11.3 43.2 18,9 43.O l8.O
22.5 1l .O 39.4 18.9 42.4 17 .5
32.2 10. O 39 . O 20.6 46 .4 22.4
2A.5 11.8 38.6 19.5 41.3 16.2
30.5 1l.O 38.5 22.2 A7.7 23.5
29.O 11.2 39.O 16.3 45.5 17.2
2A.O 9.2 37.9 17.2 43.6 1G.2
27.5 9.6 35.2 16.1 38.6 13.4
3r.o 1'r.3 40.7 19.3 49.4 20.2
32.O 1t.5 39.6 18.5 52.4 16.3
33.O 12.3 4'l .O 20-1 49.5 11.S
2A.5 9.5 35.O 16.0 46.9 19.3

c6

GfYR

't 914
19tr
1908
l9t8
l9l2
t9t3
1906
't 9'r I
't 904
r9't4
f 912
19r4
1914
f 918
r919
1912

48 .7
48.O
51.5
47 .6
4A.O
52.O
47 -O

54.4

44.7

60.o
62.3
56.3

c3

77
78
79
80
al

83
a4
85
86

88
a9
90
9'l
92

08s

77
7A
79
ao
8t
a2

84
85

a7

a9
90
91

cl
30.6
30.o
32.O

30.

32.

24.

29.
24.
25.

27.



OEVIÀTIONs. T,IHOLE BODY S Y STEÀ,I

OBS BSDEV HSDEV LLSDEV TLSDEV UPDEVGI UPDEVG2 UPDEVG4 UPDEVGT UPDEVC3 UPDEVC6 UPDEVWl UPDEVW2 UPDEVÌT3

7.O 2.8 l.O 4.3 l.l -3.4 -O.2 4.2 1.8 1.3 -O.4
-1.3 -3.5 -O.9 4.6 -5.4 -0.6 -2.4 5.5 1.3 -O.9 -O.3
-o.7 3.2 2.2 4.3 4.9 2.4 -2.O 3.7 2.3 4.A 4.6
-3.5 -O.8 1.1 2.7 -1.2 1.2 -2.O 2.A -O-8 -1.6 -1.2
3.5 I.5 -1.4 3.2 4.5 -3.8 -2.3 1.1 -O.9 -1.3 -O.9

-2.3 -2.3 -3- 1 7.4 0.O -3.O -2.2 0.9 0.1 0.5 1.7
1.3 -O.3 1.5 3.2 -O.1 -O.8 -1.5 1.6 1.4 ',l .5 0.',1

-2.6 -3.O 2.O 5.O 7.5 -O.8 -2.3 1.5 -O.7 -l.O -O.1
-8.1 -'r.r -3.4 9.2 -O.7 -11.8 -4,1 2.O 2.8 -2.1 1.9
1.8 3.9 -2.2 3.4 -4.6 -11.9 -4.3 3.4 1.3 0.7 2.7

-2.3 -2.1 -4.C 4.4 6.8 -4.4 -2.3 1.8 6.3 -9.3 3.1
-o.a 3.3 1.6 2.4 3.8 -4.2 O.1 5.O 1.4 -3.1 -1.7
1.5 2.7 -1.6 3.7 -5.1 -10.8 -3-6 1.3 -1.5 -O.7 0.4

-1.5 -1.9 l.O 5-O 3.6 -6.3 -O.9 4.9 4.O -O.5 1.1
-1.3 't.5 -2.2 4.7 1.1 -4.9 -1.2 1.4 4-3 -O.5 1.2
3.5 -1.3 0.4 6.2 6.1 ',l .8 -O.5 4.5 1.8 3.4 -O.5
1.6 3.2 1.8 2.5 -6.1 -O.8 -O.8 1.5 -1.3 2.4 -O.8
2.2 -2.1 1.2 11.4 1.9 1.5 -2.3 10.8 2.5 -6.5 3.9

-2.5 2-s 1.2 s.1 0.6 1.6 -1.4 2.A 1.4 -O.9 2.2

OBS UPDÊVt¿/4 upDEVrrS UPDEVI¡/6 UPDEVl,rT UPOEVHl UPOEVH2 UPDEVH3 UPDEVHS UPoEVCI UPDEVC2 UPDEVC4 UPOEVC5 UPDEVCT

-o.1 -4 _2

1.4

-o.4

-1.8 -5.9
-o.8 -6 -7
-2.1 -5.O
1.7 -3.9

o.7 -3 .7
-2 .3 -5. 5

-0.6 -4.7
-o.2 -4 . 1

-3 .7 -9 .2
o.3 - 12,4

-1.6 -8.3

1.9
1.4
1.4

-2. A

-o. 4

1.4

-o.7
-7.O
-1.4
-1.9

5.O
-1 7

\o
<)

8.r 5.O
2.5 -O. s

2.6 1.6
6.9 5.O
8 .7 -O.2
6.4 t.O
3.9 -l.O
o.2 -6.6

3.5 -6.8

6.3 -3.3

2.1 4.3
9.9 -4.7
2.3 -2.4
o.5 -2.3
4.9 -O. 3

9.a 8.5
-4 -8 -2.O
2.5 -O.5

5.O 2.O
-4.6 -3. r
1.O 1.'l

-5,6 -1.6

5.7 11.7
-4.4 2.3
2.5 4 .8
4.2 5.7

-3.4 1.6

4.4 6.1
o.1 -o.9
o.o 3.3

2.O
2.O
l.o

-t.o
o.5
o.4

-o. 8
2.O
2.O
1.O
't.8

-1.1
1.4

- t.o
-1.5
-1 ò

1.3 11.4
3.O -4.O
3.8 2.5

2.6 4.O
4.O -2.9

1.4 -5.1

o.o 4.5
4.8 -8.O
o.2 3.4

2.2 -5 .4
2 .3 -0.9
í.a 1-2

4 .1 -2.9
0.6 -o.7

1 -O.9

3 2.O
4 -2.O
s o.3
6 -2.O
7 0.5
I O.3
I 1.O

lo o.4
11 2.2
12 -1.4
13 -O -7
14 1.7
t5 l. t
t6 LO

18 l.O
19 -r.6

-3 .6

-l.l

-1.O
2.5

-r.o
1.2

-1.4

-o. 6
-1.1

1.1
-2. 1

9
I
I
I
2
o

o
-2

1

-o
4

-3
-2

1

-7
-8
-t

I
-5
-l
o

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I

to
tt
12

l4
t5
t6
17
ta
t9

-2.9
-2.6
-1.9



OEVIÁTIONS, WHOLE BODY SY STEM

, 08S BSDEV HSDEV LLSDEV ILSOEV UPDEVGl UPDEVG2 UPDEVG4 UPOEVGT UPOEVC3 UPDEVC6 UPDÊVV/1 UPDEVt,l/2 UPOEVW3

3.7 -2.O 1 .3
3.8 t.4 2.7
o.o 1 .5 -o.7
2.5 -2.4 2.3

-2.A -5 .6 -2.2
o.7 -r.o -o.1
1.6 2.6 0.8

-1.O O.7 1.3
-o. 5 -2.3 -O.7
3.5 t.3 2.4
2 .A -O.9 I .7
o.3 0.6 4.5

-1.2 0.8 1.4
-2.5 -2.2 1.4

o. I 4.O O.2
-1.5 4.6 0,7
o.1 0.6 0.8

OBS UPDEVW4 UPDEVWS UPOEVW6 UPDEVWT UPDEVHl UPDEVH2 UPDEVH3 UPDEVHS UPDEVCl UPOEVC2 UPOEVC4 UPDEVCS UPDEVCT

-4.2
-5 .6
-3 .9
-6.6
'7 .6

-a.g
-7.1

-10.3
-9 .3
-2.1
-9 .5
-6.6
-5.5
-6 -7
-7 .O
-2.3

-3.4

o.4 -1.O 4
-1.9 -1.7 'l

o.o -3.8 3
2.3 -3.4 4

-o. 3 -4.3 2

-2.7 -3.O 6

-3.5 -2.4 5
-4.5 -2-O 4
-6.6 -3.3 2
o.7 -5.4 1

4.1 -l_1 -O
-'t1.5 -3.3 -O
-1.1 -1.6 1

-1.O -1.2 |
-3.O -l.l 4

-3.2
-o.8

-2.2
o.4

-o. a

-o.7
o.o

-4 _7
-5.5
-3 .5

-2.5

-t.t

-3.O

-o.6
-2.1
-2.O
L6

-.t.9
-3 .4

-4.6

-8.O
-3. O
-1.4

-o
.3

.o

.3

\o

o.1 3.1 -2.O -2-7
6.2 I1.8 0.5 -3.9

-2 .A -2. 1 -2.4 -4 .3
5.O 6.2 -2.2 -3.3

-G.2 -0.6 -9.3 -4.8
-2.1 0.9 -A.7 -1.5
1.7 7.3 -3.4 -1.9
L8 r O.9 -O.7 0.O
l.a 12.1 -2.4 -O.8

-o.8 3.6 -2.7 l.O
3.S 4.6 -2.9 0.3

-5_4 6.1 1.7 -1.6
2.4 8.O 1.6 -4.3
o.2 6. r -2.5 -4.9
4.6 6.9 -1.7 -O.2

-1.7 2.1 -5.6 -4.5
-1.A 2.6 0.O 1.5
o.o 4.6 -o.7 4.5
7.O 10.3 -1.2 -O.5

6.2

1.9
4.6
6.4
5.6

4.O

4.3
4.9
5.7
2.6
5.2
1.O
4.O
3.7

20 -1.7 -2.O -t.8 -1.3 -1.O
21 -2.5 -1.7 3.1 -1.3 -1.4
22 0.4 2.O -4.6 -1.6 0.5
23 -0.6 -1.9 0.4 0.9 2.O
24 1.O 1.4 -1r.O -1.5 1.6
25 -2-5 1_8 -A-3 -2.7 1.1
26 0.s -1.5 -2.2 0.6 -1.3
27 1.5 -1.5 2.2 -2.3 2.2
2A 2.O O.O O.O -2.5 0.3
29 -2.O 1.5 -4.O 1.3 -O.3
30 -1.a -1.2 -1.6 -O.9 2.3
3r -2,4 -2.O -4.7 -2.9 -1.1
32 0.6 2.O 3.1 -2.9 I.7
33 0.1 -1.3 -1.2 -4.O 2.G
34 -1.6 0.7 1.3 -O.2 0.9
35 -1.5 2.2 -5.4 -1.2 -2.O
36 0.O -1.7 -1.4 -2.3 0.1
37 -1.O 2.2 -O.4 -2.4 -1.4
3a 1.5 0.t 2.9 -1.2 3.4

-4 .4
1.O

-6.6
-o.4

-1¿.9

-1.O
-1.5
-4.6

-7 .A
-o. I

1.5
-7.4
-2.6
-o.5

-1.2
-1.5
-1.7

1.8

1,2
-1.1

o.8
-1.8

1.2
-1.4
-o- 5

o-9
o.9

-5 .4 -3.7
-t.3 0.r
1.4 1.O

-2.4 -3.3
3.O 3.5
3.7 1.6

-2.4 O.4
3,2 1.O
0.6 -o. 3

-2.9 -O.8
-6.9 0.4
-4 .2 -6 .2
to.g 5.1

-1.2 -1.3
-6.4 -3.5
2.O 1.7

-2.2 -O. a
-0.6 3.9

20
21
22
23
24

26
27

30
3l

33
34
35
36



DEVI ATIONS, WHOLE AOOY SYSTÊ¡¡

OBS BSDEV HSOEV LLSDÊV TLSDEV UPDEVGl UPOEVG2 UPDEVG4 UPDEVG? UPDEVC3 UPDEVC6 UPDÊVW1 UPDEVW2 UPDEVI'3

o.7
1.6
o.5
3.9
o.5
o.9

't.8

2.6
o.2
o.8
1.6
o.7
1.O
1.9
4.O
2.O

-o.1 0.6 -2.O
-1.5 3.5 2.7
1.3 2.5 -1.8
o.1 1.6 -2.4

-t.o 4.3 3.4
-1.8 -2.4 -O.5

-'r.o -o.8 2.5
1.4 0.4 -2.5
LO 2.4 1.5
3.9 0.O -2.1
o.o -o. I -4.4
3.4 3.3 -O.3

-o.4 1.O -O.9
-o.1 0.6 -1.O
4.6 3.4 1.O

-o.5 -3.O -5.3
2.3 1.6 0.6

-1.6 f .5 -1.3

PDEVWT UPDEVHl UPDEVH2 UPDEVH3 UPDEVHs UPDEVCl UPOEVC2 UPDÉVC4 UPDEVCs UPDÊVC7

-5 .9
-5 .4
-9.5

-10.9
-8.4
-2.4
-8 .9
-9.4
-6.2
-4 .1

-t1.4
-o. 5
-6 .6

-6 .4

-10.8

-1.6
-3.8

-1.2
-1.1
-o. 9
-3.6
-o.2
-4.7
-5.2
o.6

-5 .9
o.3

-2.7
-o.8

1.5

-€'.4
-3.5

1.3 0.6 2.3

4.7 5.O -2.6
2.7 1.3 -5.4
2 .A -O. 7 - 12.5

-o.9 -1.6 -5.4
2.'t 't.4 0.o
2.1 5.9 -6.6
4.4 -O. 2 -1.2
1.4 4.5 -O. 3
2.4 1 .7 -O. 4
5.8 -5.3 -15.9
o.9 I O.4 -2.1

-o.2 3.8 0.3
1.4 0.O -7.9
3.3 1.6 -O.7
t.3 -1.5 -5.7
o.7 5.7 -7.5
3.O O.5 -8.8

o.a -3.5
7.5 3.4

-0.6 -2.4
-1.O, 4.'7
-4.8 -4.8

-0.6 -3.6
-1.4 -5-2

-5.O -4.9
-o.5 -1.9
-2.7 -3 .4
-1.1 0-3
1.7 -O.5

-1.4 -2.O
-1.3 -3.6
-1.8 0.O

\o

-1.1
-o.8

. 5.5
5.4
o.6

-4.'l
-1.3

1.O
-7.3
-6 .4
-4.O

-11.4

-2.5
-9. 4

o.1

2.O
9.2
o.o
o.4
9.4
5.O
4.2
3.4
6.5
4.5

t.9
-1.1

7.O

6.7
1.4

-3 .2 -O.7
-3 .6 3.3
-0.6 3.7
3.7 -O.3

-1.5 3.9
-3.2 1.4
-3.2 1,2
-o.8 -0.6
-o.9 2.3
-7.9 r.O

-4.3 -2.2
-1.O 2.7
o.7 -0.6
2.1 3.4

-1.3 -3.6
-7.O O.8

1.A -O.l 1.6
3.5 -5.3 -3.9
2.6 -1.3 -O.3
2.O 0.6 3.1
1.7 0.4 3.4
o.7 -o.4 2.4
1.2 -3.8 -1,4
4.6 -3. 1 -2.O
1.6 -3.5 -1.4
3.7 -1.4 1.4
2.5 -8.5 -6.3
4.4 -8 ,9 -6.2
3 .2 -9. 6 -6.5

- 1.5 -o.8 1.7
3.O -2.5 0.1
o.8 3.6 5.5

-4.5 -5.6 -4.9
1.7 -5.6 -6.2

39 -1.O
40 -1.5
41 -O.9
42 -2.3
43 0.5
44 -O.6
'4s i.g
46 0.O'47 :1 .6
4A -O.4
49 0.6
50 -1.O
51 1.9
Ë2 0.o

54 0.O
55 0.O
56 1.8
57 -O.7

OBS UPDEVI¡¿4 UPDEVI'IS UPDEVI'G

o.o
-2.3

l.l
-5.O
4.3
2.2

1.9
-1.6
-o.4
-1.O
-o.7

3.O
1.4
'I .l
o.a

39 -6 .6 -4 .5
40 -3.5 -O.7
41 -1.7 -4.4
42 -3.O -3.4
43 -5 .7 -5 .4
44 -6 .6 -5.2
45 -3 .9 0.7
46 f .6 -2.7
47 -2.3 -3 .7
4A 3.5 0.7
49 3.2 2.5
50 -9 .7 -6. I
5t 4.9 0.5
52 -O.4 0.6

54 0.O 4.9
55 -5,.4 -2.1
56 6.1 2.O
57 -r.9 -5.2



DEVIÂ-rIONS, r¡/HoLE BODY SYSTEM

oBs BsDEV HsDEV LLSDEV TLSDEV UPDEVGl UPDEVG2 UPDEVG4 UPDEVGT UPDEVC3 UPDEVC6 UPOEVI,,1 UPDEVI,2 UPDEVI¡I3

2-6
2-4
o.4

3.5
2.6
4.4
o.2

1.1

5.1

1.3
2.7

-1.8 1.5

1,3 1.O
-1.4 -O.3

3.1 0.1
-o.3 -o. ?
2.O 1.1

-1.2 2.6
2.1 1.1
o.8 s.o

-1.1 1.8
-o.4 4.4
3.4 0.5
6.0 O.2
1.6 3.2

OSS UPDEVW4 UPDEVI's UPDEVW6 UPOEVWT UPDEVHl UPOEVH2 UPDEVHS UPDEVHS UPDEVCl UPDEVC2 UPDEVC4 UPDEVCs UPDEVCT

-10.9
-8.1

-8 .5
-l.l
-6. 3
-4.4
-2.6
-o. 5
-8.7
-4.6
-6.O
-7.5

-11.4
-ro.3
-5.3

-o.5

-1.1

-o. I

o.6
-2 -5

-2.3
-2.4
-2.O
-2.6
-3.O
-2.4
o.5

-1.O
-2 .4

-1.4

-7 .1 -O.'l
-4 .A -2 .4
-3 .7 -O.8
-1.9 -5.1

-o.2 -1.4

-4 .5 -3 .7
-1.7 -3.4
1.A -2.7

-4 . 1 -2.4
-o. 3 0.8

- 12.7 -5. 5
1.9 0.4

1.O -1.2

-2.4 -3.4

\o

-1.7 -r.6 0.7 -1.1
1.4 1.5 2.O 4-7

-4. O -O.4 O.5 2,7
3.A -O.2 1.2 -4.1
1.O -3.2 -l.O -6.1
3.2 -O.4 0.9 0.8

-3.6 2.4 3.8 5.6
-2.2 0,2 2.1 6.0
-2.6 t.6 1.8 l.O
2.9 -3.O 0.6 6.6
2.9 -O.9 4.3 1.9

-1,O -1.2 1.'l -2.6
-2.1 0.7 2.O 4.O

-1r.1 -o.3 1.6 7.4
-3.O -O.9 1.2 9.6
o.3 0.3 1.6 4.2
2.1 0.5 3.8 9.4
2.2 1.7 7.6 5.8
1.1 -1.2 0.o -1.8

-4.O -O.7
3.6 -1.4

-3.6 2.4
-7.6 -2.7

3.1 1.I
-4 .6 -5 .5

-3.3 0.4

-o.4 -2.6
-2.5 -2.9
o.8 0.4

-t.8 -o.4
-2.A -4,9
-2 .O -O.7
o.5 1.2
o.4 0.o

4.O -3.7 -2.4 2.7 11.4
a.1 4.5 5.O 5.7 9.3
1.O -6.8 -5.2 0.1 5.9

-2.7 -2.5 -O.3 0.9 5.O
1.1 0.1 1.5 3.5 2.3
2.1 -2.6 -O.9 -2.O l.s
1-7 -6.0 -3.9 -O.3 3.5
4.7 -1.1 -O.l 2.A 7.9

-1.1 -2.1 -2.9 0,5 -O.4
-2.9 0.2 3.6 4.5 L4
3.O O.3 -O.2 2.1 1 .I
1.2 0.8 2.9 6.0 8.3

-1.2 -4.2 -3.6 -2.4 4.5
-1.4 -12.2 -12.4 -5.5 2.3
1.6 -11.7 -6.9 -4.4 -O.5

-o.4 3.1 3.6 5.6 10.4
3 s -4.2 -O.5 -1.5 -O.2
5.6 2.O 3,O 3.Sr 3.1
2,A -4.2 -3.8 -2.4 -4.4

-o.7
3,6

-4.1
o.5

-4.1

2.1

o.7

3.9
-1.5

-3.9

-2.6
o.a

-5.5

o.o
'I .2
o.2

-2.O
o.3

-o. 1

-'t.8

-1.1
1-2

-1.7
o.4
o.2

o.8

58 -1.6
59 -O.6
60 -1.4
61 -1.O
62 -2.O
63 -O. A
64 r.8
.65 0. 6
66 2-1
67 -O.4
68 0.7
69 0.4
70 l.'l
71 -2.O

t73 O.O
74 1.6
75 -O. 1

2.6

-o.5

2.O
1.1
2.6

-o.2
1.5
1.'l

-2.9

-o.7
o.7
o.5
o.8

-7 .4
-5.7
l.l

-3 .4

4.1
-1.O
-s.5
-o.7
1.8
o.3
o.a
4.8

-1.6
2.O

59
60

62
63

65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75



DEVlÂT IONS, I,/HOLE BODY SYSTÊM

OBS BSDEV HSDEV LLSDEV ILSDEV UPDEVGl UPDEVG2 UPOEVG4 UPOEVGT UPDEVC3 UPDEVC6 UPDEVI'I UPOEVW2 UPDEVW3

o.8
't.8
3.6
'I .7
1.3
o.3
t.t
o.8
2.5
o.l
1.6
o.3
'I .4

o.6

1.7 -0.6

1.7 0.5
1 .5 -O.9
4.5 2.2
2.A -O.4
5.2 0.5
o,o -2.3
2.8 -1.O
L 3 -4.2

3 .7 0.2
2.9 0 -7
3.2 0.9

1.5 -2.1

OBS UPDEVW4 UPDEV!/5 UPOEVW6 UPDEVITJT UPoEVHl UPDEVH2 tJPDEVH3 UPDEVH5 UPDEVCl UPDEVC2 UPOEVC4 UPDEVCS UPDEVCT

-LO -O.5
o.8 -1.8

-1.1 -6.2

-o.8 -5.5
-1.O -4.8
o.2 -1.5

-o.1 -1.1
-4.8 -6.2
-3 .6 -6 .9
-2.9 -a.5
-2 .4 -4 .O
-4 .O -8. 3

-4 .8 -3.8

o.5 0

o.2 I
-o.5 I

-2.O ro.o -o

-f.o -o
-2 ,9 -'l
-r.9 -o

-o.4 -2
-2.6 I

-o.5 -3.3 0.3

o.1 -o.7 -1.4
1-5 -1.6 0.1

-1.4 -2.5 4.2
-4. 1 -7.6 0.4
-1.8 t-O -3.4
1.7 -O-5 -O.4

-7.2 -l.a -4.9
-1,O -2.2 -0.6
-2.A -3 .2 - 1 .5
-7 .3 0. 5 -3.6
-9.5 -O.2 -2.5
-3. O -1.4 -3.8
-5.6 -2 .6 L O
o.5 -2.7 -4.4

-1.9

-6 .8
1.9

-3 .4
o.4

-o.4
-1.4

-17.8
-3.3
-5.6

-6.5
-7 .5

-13.6

1.2 1.5 -4,8
o.4 3.7 1.2

-1.2 0.5 3.5
1.3 2.5 -9.O
o.2 2.4 -O.2
o. f 1.9 -2.7

-1.O 4.5 -2.1
-2.1 0.8 -2.4

o.2 1.9 -O.l
-1.7 1.2 2.4
-1.6 2.4 2.3
o.o 3.2 -1.3

-2.1 0.4 -2. 1

1.9 3.O O.5

\o
¡_

1.7 -2.5 -O.8 0.O O.1
2.'t 1.O 3.2 3.O 3.O

-o.8 - 1 .3 2.O 3.2 6.7
2.5 4.2 4.7 3.O 3.8
l.o 4.5 5.1 4.O 5.6
1.7 1.2 2.A 3.O 4.9
3.2 -2.O - 1 .9 3.O 3.8
o.4 0.o o.o o.5 5.4
o.8 -3.6 -3.3 4,7 2.9
o.2 -2.O -O.3 -O.l 2.O
3.O 6. G 5.9 9. I 12.3
o.4 -i3.6 -rr.o -4.4 2.3

-1.1 -rO.4 -7.4 -1.8 1.1
-1.8 -2.5 -2.4 2.3 8.O
3.6 -2.A 1.8 2-7 11.2
4.8 -5.7 -3.5 - 1 .5 -O. 1

1.9
1.5
1.4
3.8
3.4
o.8

-o.5

-2.6

3.6
-6.3
-2.6
-1.4
o.2

'2 .6

77 -2.5 0.2
7A 1.4 -2.5
79 -1.5 -O.5
80 -2.O O.s
at 2.3 -1.5
a2 -1.7 0.2
83 -1.7 0.9
84 0.6 -O.4'a5 1.1 o.3
86 -1.4 -1-7
a7 -2.3 1.3
aa 1.5 0.4

90 0.2 -2.5

92 -1.O O.O

1.3

o.a
1.2
3.8
o.4

1.3

2.1
-1.9

5.2
o.'l

77 -5 .2 -4 .9
7A 2.1 -1.5
79 3.4 0.8

r8O -6.9 -3-2
al -1.4 -2.4

83 -3.1 -1.7
a4 -3 .4 -1.2
85 -2.4 -O. 7
a6 -'t.o -4.9

88 -t.3 0.9
89 -1.9 3.8
90 -3. s -3 .2
9t -8.3 -7.6
92 -3.5 -4 .O



DÊVIATÎONS. LOWER BOOY SYSIEM

OBS WSDEV HSDEV LLSDEV LBDEVGS LADEVGT LBOEVW4 LBDEVWs LBDEVI,ìI7 LBOEVCT LBDEVH3 LADEVH4 LBDEVHs

5.5 3.9 8.r
-2,O -O.3 2.5
-3.5 -O.8 3-7
-8.3 -3.3 -2.6
-t.o -1.8 6.9
-3.1 3.3 8.7
- l.3 1.1 6.4
-f.6 -1.5 3.9
- t .9 - 11.4 -O.2
a.7 3.7 7 ,2
2.3 -1.6 3.5
1.8 2.7 3.5
2.7 2.2 6. 3
1.6 3.'t 3.2

-6.9 -5 .8 2. 1

7.4 4.6 9.9
3,1 -r.5 12.3

-o.9 3.8 10.5
o.3 2.5 4.9
o.1 -o.r 3.1
6.2 6.8 1t.8

-5.8 -6 .9 -2.1
2.O 3.1 6.2

-9 .2 -7 .5 -0.6
-5. 1 -2.7 0.9
-1.3 1.9 7-3
1.8 3.6 10.9
1.4 4-5 12.1

-3.8 -1.O 3.6
3.8 3.6 4-6

-5.4 -3. t 6. t
2.4 4.1 LO
o.2 -0.6 6.t
1.6 3.O 6.9

-1.4 3.7 2.6
o.o -0.6 4.6
7 .O 4.7 rO.3

-1.9 0.O 2.O
7.5 2.7 9.2

-2.3 -1.9 0.O

-4.2
-5..4

-5.9
-6.7
-5.O
-3.9
-4.5

-5.5

-8.7
-4-l
-9.2

-8-3

-5-6
-3 .9
-6.6
-7.6
-a.4
-4.9

-ro.3

-6 .6

-6.7
-7.O
-2.3
-3.2
-3.8
-6.7
-5.S

o.5 1.6
4.O 2.4

-3.3 4.1

-4.3 3.O
-3.5 4.O

-4.7 -O.8
-4.7 5.O

-4.1 5.4
-1.5 0.6
1.O -1.3

-2.5 2.6

3.8 -3 .7
-6.5 4.4
-o.7 0.7
o.5 -l.4

-3.7 1,9
1.3 2.5

-3.O 2.O
o.5 1.O

-2.7 -O.4
-o.7 1.1
-1.2 2.6
2.5 -O.8

-6.2 3. I
2.4 -1.O
2.8 -1.4

-1.5 2.1

-o.5 1 .5
o.8 3.1
2.4 1.9

-4.O 5. I

o.8 1.6
-6.0 3.9

\.o

-o.3 0.6
2.7 -O. €
1.4 -t.O

-2.a -2.9

-0.6 -4.2
-r1.6 -5.2
-r1.5 -4,3
-3 .9 -6 .7
-3.9 -2.1

- 1o.4 -O.7
-5 .7 -4 .8
-4.7 -4.9
1.6 -4.4

-1.5 0.6

o.9 0.3
-2.O O.4
o.I -1.9
o.4 -3.2
2.3 0.Oo.t -3.o

-2.3 -2.5

-4.3 -O.2

-4 .4 -4 -O
-6. 1 -4.5
o-9 7.1

-3.6 0.5
4.3 -1.5

-1o.9 -5.1
-1.1 -1.O
-o. 4 -o.2

2.5 -5,9
-5.6 -1.4
-1.9 -4,3

3.6
4.4

-o. I
o.6

-4.6
1.4

-1.O

7.4
-o.8
-2.6
4.3
o.6
1.6

9.'l
-9.1
-o.2
4.1
o.5
5.2

7.5
-o- 5
3.4

2.1

4.5
-1.4
1.2
9.5
o.2
o.1

6.3
7 .O

4.1
-6.6

7.O

-o.7
-3. 5

1.3
-2.6
-8.1

1.8

-o.8
1.5

-1.5
-1.3.
3.5
1.6

-2.5
-1.8
3.t

-4.6
o.4

-11.O
-8 .3

-4.O
-1.6
-4.7

-5.4
-1.4
-o.4

-1.8

-1.6

t.o
-'t.o
o.5
o.4

2.O
t.o

-l I

1 -2.3
2 -1.O
3 1.5
4 -t.5
5 1.6
6 0.9
7 0.5
I -1.4

lo 1.2
1t -1.6
12 -1.5
13 2.O

15 2.O
i6 -2.O
17 -O.7
1A -1.6
l9 0.o
20 1.4
21 I.4
22 -r.5
23 -O-5
24 2.O
25 0.8
26 2-O
27 2.O
2A 2.O
29 1.O
30 -2.5

32 2.3
33 2.4
34 -2.O
35 -2.4

37 0,6
38 -O. 4
39 1.5
40 0.4
41 0.8

1.1

-2.O

2.O
-1.9

1-4
1.8

-1.5
-1.5
o.o
'I .5

-2.O
2.O

o.7

-1.7

o. I

o.5
-o.8



LBDEVH¿ LBDEVHs

-7.6 0.4
-2.2 I .4
o.o 5-o
3.2 4.2

-o.1 6.5
-4.3 4.5
4.7 3.2

-4.7 3.6

2.2 6 -2
6-0 7.O
4 .3 9.7

-t.9 1.4
5.O 11.4
2.4 9.3
2.4 5.9

-7 .2 5.O
2.6 2,3

-3.5 r.5
3.4 3.5
4.7 7.9

-1.1 -o.4
2.3 8.4
o.7 t.8
4.5 8.3

-3.O 4.5
-4.3 2.3
-5.1 -O.5
6.0 tO.4

-1.r -o.2
1.8 3. 1

-5. O -4 .4
-2.3 0.1
2.5 3.O
3. I 6.7
1.1 3.8
2.4 5.6
6.0 4.9

LBDEVH3

-6 .3
-o.7
-t.o

1.7
-1.5
-2.7
-5.8
o.7

-¿ .9

o.5
3.8
6.2
o.5

-8.1

2.7
o. i

o.5

1.5
-o.9

3.O
-2 .4
-8.5

5.6
-4.5
o-9

o.o
o.2
o.o
1.O
o.o

DEVIATIONS. LO$'ER BODY SY STEM

LBDÉVGs LBoÊvG7 LBDÉvw4 LBD€vlts LBoEVT¿/? LBoEVCT

1.6
o -7
1.7
4.5
t.9
3.8
2.1
5.O
3.3

-1.5
3.O
o.6

1.8
3.8
a.4
l.l

o.8

2.O
5.1

-1.1

1.O
-1.1

4.2

t.3
-o. 6

2.O
1.2
f.6

-s.o -2.a -3.O
-12.1 -5.8 -5.8
-5.r -4,2 -3.2
-o.3 -5.O -O.2
-5.7 -2 .4 -5.3
-1.O -1.1 -2.4
-o.4 -o.8 -2.5
o.1 3.4 2.4

- 16.2 -5. I -3.O
-1.6 -1.4 -3.8
o.3 -1.7 -O.3

-7.7 -1.4 1.2
-o.8 0.2 5.O
-6. I -3.6 - 1.O
-7.3 2.3 -O.7
-8.3 -l.3 -4.6

- t o.4 -o.9 -6.3
-4.3 -1.7 -7.O
-1.6 0.3 0.8
-6.6 -1.1 0.6
-2.7 -O. 3 0.3

-o.9 0.1 -1.6
-3 .4 -3.7 -4.O

^1-11.8 -1.7 -4.3
-5.1 -8.8 -5.8
-2.2 1-6 1.5
-o.5 -o, a o.7
-5 .2 -O.9 -2.4
-1.1 -4.1 -3.4
-5.6 4.2 4.O
-8.1 -2.7 -6.0
-1.7 -3.9 -4.3
-o.5 1.4 2.5
-1.6 -1.O -1.8

-6.0 2.6 0.5
2.1 -O.7 1.3

-3.O -2.2 -3.2
r.o o.3 0.3

r.o
cr\

o

2
5

-9
2

-1

I,JSDEV HSDEV LLSDEV

-3 .6
-o.6
3.7

-o.8

-7 .9

-4.3

o.7
2.1

-7 .0
-o.7
3.6

-4.1

-4.1
-o.3
2.1

-o.3
o.7

-1.5

-3.9

-2 -6
o.a

-5 .5
-2.7

1.7
o.6

1-7
2.O

4.1
-5 .6
5.6
4.4
9.4

-7.O

-6.6
-3. I
4.4
3.8
2.6
1.2

8.9
3.O

-3. I
4 -8

-o.4
-1-4

o.o
4.1
2.7
2.6

-1.6
2.6

-2- 1

41

-o.8
-o.7
-1.O

1.2

-1.2
1.7
o.5
2.2
1.6

1.8

l.o
o.o

o.2
-2.O
o.3

-1.2
-o. 1

-1.8
-2.2

-1.1

-1.7
o.4
o.2

-1.3

o.8
o.2

-2.5
-o. 5
o.5

-t.5
o.2

42 1.3
43 -1-4
44 2.O
45 -O.4
46 -O.5
47 1,4
4A -2.3

.49 '|.8
50 r.3
5l 0.6

55 0.9
56 -O. 5

59 1.2
60 1.6
6t -l,o
62 1.2
63 0.4
64 1.7

I 65 O,7
66 2.1
67 -1.1
68 0.4
69 1.8
70 1.4

72 -1.O

'74 -1.O
-ô a

76 -O.9
77 f .8
7A O,O
79 2.1
80 0.4
81 -l.4
a2 0.2



LBOEVH4 LBDEVHs

4.7 3.8
-3.4 5.4
6. O 2.9
1.7 2.O
2. 3 12.3

6.8 a.O

-2.3 -O. 1

LBDEVCT LBDEVH3

-1.5 3.O
-7 . 3 -2.5
-1.1 4.7
-6.2 -3. I
-6.9 6.1
-8.5 -7.4
-4.O -1.8
-8.3 2.3

- 12.3 -O.3
-3. I -4 .S

DEVIÂfIONS. LOWER BOOY SYSTEM

LBDEVGs LBDEVGT LBDEV\,'4 LADEVWS LBDEVI'.I7

o.3 -o.7 0.3 3.1
-1.1 -l.O 0.6 0.3
18.O -2.5 -O.5 0.7
-3. I O.2 -4.O O.t
-5.O -5.8 -7.O 3.4
-3.O -1.5 0.4 o.5
-6.7 -2.O 3.6 -1.1
-7.6 -O.5 - 1.O -2.1
12.8 -7.2 -6.5 3.6
o.a -3.3 -3.7 4.9

r.0
.-.¡

-o.8
4.9
3.2

-ro.6
7.6
6.1

-4.O
-4.4
3.5

t¡lSDEV HSDEV LLSDEV

-1.4
-1.8
-o.7
-1.8

-4.7
-4 -8
-1.O

1.5 0.9
1.O -O.4

'I .5 -1.7
-2.1 1.3
2.O O.4

-t.7 0.3
2.3 -2.5

-2.O 1 .3
0.6 0.o

oBs

83
a4
85
86
a7
88
89
90
9'l



Appendix D

C(]RRELAT If]NS

ì98 -



AGE

GI
UPPERARM GI RTH

NECK BASE GI RTH

BUST GI RfH

G4
i¡rÁ I ST GI RTH

ABDOMEN GIRlH

G6
HIP GI RTH

G7
THIGH GIRTH

wl
CHEST FR0NT l,i IDTH

v2
BUST ARC

CORRELATIONS BETt'EEN DIMENSIONS, ÂGE

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS / PROB > IRI UNDER HO:RHO=O / NUi,!BÊR OF OBSERVÄTIONS

ÂGE G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 W1

1 . OOOOO
o. oooo

92

-o.26474
o. o 108

o.1834
92

-o.o7267
o.4912

92

-o. o5853
o. 5794

-o.09118
o.3474

-o.10174
o- 3346

92

-o. 26496
o. o107

92

-o.o1241
o.9066

92

-o. 1491 1

o. t560
92

-o.2647A -O. r3992 -O.O7267 -O.05853
o. otoS 0.1834 0-4912 0.5794

92 92 92 92

LOOOOO O.68095 0,85641 O.84¿81
o.oooo o.oool 0.ooo1 0. ooo I

92 92 92 92

o.68095 I.OOOOO O.66673 0.64394
o.ooo1 0.oooo o.oool 0. ooo l

92 92 92 92

o.85641 0.66673 l.OOOOO O.928A5
o-ooo1 0.oool o.oooo o. oool

92 92 92 92

o.84481 0.64394 0.92835 l.OOOOO
o.ooor o.oool o.oool o. oooo

92 92 92 92

o. 87713 0. 62580 0. 88506 0. 893'r 1

o.ooor o.ooor o.ooor o. ooor
92 92 92 92

o.88310 0.62686 0.85462 0.87420
o.oool o.ooor o.ooor o. ooo1

92 92 92 92

o _ 7s3a 1 ô.52407 0.61374 0.65967
o.ooo1 0.ooo1 0.ooo1 0. ooo 1

92 92 92 92

o. s6769 0.50019 0.69534 0.647r9
o.ooot o.oool o.ooot o. oool

92 92 92 92

o.81986 0.57274 0.92379 0.851 l6
o.ooo1 0.oool o.ooot o. oool

92 92 92 92

-o.09l ta -o. 10174
o.3a74 0.3345

92 92

o.a77t3 0.883tO
o.ooor o. ooo I

92 92

o.62580 0.62686
o.ooor o. ooo 1

92 92

o.88506 0.85462
o. ooo'r o. ooor

o.8931 'r O.87420
o.oool o. ooo 1

l.ooooo o.95124
o.oooo o. ooo 1

92 92

o.95124 f . OOOOOo.oool o. oooo

o.73795 0.40245
o.ooor o. ooo r

s2 92

o.61020 0.59390
o.ooot o. ooo I

o.43431 0 -79273
o.ooo1 0. oool

92 92

-o.26496 -O .O1241 -O, 1491 I
o.or07 0.9066 0. r 560

o.79381 0. s6769 0,81986
o.ooo1 0.ooor o. ooor

92 92 92

o.52407 0.50019 0.57274
o.oool 0.ooo1 0. ooo I

92 92 92

o.6 t374 0.69534 0.92379
o. ooo't o. ooo l 0. ooo r

92 92 92

o.65967 0.647 t9 0.85116o.ooot o.ooo1 0. ooo I
92 92 92

o.73795 0.6 rO20 0.8343'l
o.oool o.ooo1 0. ooor

92 92 92

o.80245 0,59390 0.79273
o.ooo1 0.ooo't o.ooof

o.,

1 . OOOOO O. 40003 0. 57500
o.oooo o.oool o. ooo I

o.40003 r.ooooo o.6974 2
o.ooo1 0.oooo o. ooot

92 92 92

o. sTsoo o.69742 r . oooooo.oool o.ooo1 Õ. oocc
92 92 92

þt2

r.0
to



AGE GI G2 G3 G4 G5 G6

tr3 -O.08868 O.69019 O.50599 O.82098 O.77656 O.69976 O.66796
BUST TO BUST 0.4006 0.OOO1 0.OOO1 0.OOO1 o.OOOi O.OOOI O.OOOI

92 92 92 92 92 92 92

w4 -o. 06944 O.81632 0.54681 0.86275 0.94436 0.45096 0.82631
l,lÂlsT ÂRC O.51O5 O.OOOI O.OOO1 O.OOO1 O.OOOI O.OOOI O.OOOI

92 92 92 92 92 92 92

l,/5 -O.O9942 O.85881 O.58063 O.86466 O 87575 O.95171 O.92116
aBooMEN ÂRC 0.3457 0.OOO1 0.OOO1 0.OOO1 o.OOOi O.OOOI O.OOOI

92 92 92 92 92 92 92

w6 -o.02371 0.57569 0,51136 0.74342 0.6s'764 0.62235 0.59544
BACK CHÉST WIDTH 0.8225 0.OOOí O.OOO1 0.OOO1 0.OOO1 O.OOOI O.OOO1

92 92 92 92 92 92 92

Ì,7 -O.Oga82 O,A4331 O.64474 O.81980 O a4934 O'88767 O.94999
BACK HIP ÂRC 0.3998 0.OOO1 0.OOOI O.OOO1 o.OOOj O.OOOI O.OOO1

92 92 92 92 92 92 92

c1 -o.22143 0.26737 0.19796 0.20295 0.22311 0.14134 0.13147
FRONT |¿JAIST LENGTH O,0339 O.O1OO O.0586 O.0523 O.0325 O.l79O O 2102

92 92 92 92 92 92 92

c2 -o.05526 0.5479A O.40411 0.67047 0.63144 0.60895 0.59397
NECK r0 BUST 0.6008 0.OOO1 0.OOO1 0.OOO1 o.OOOi O.OOOI O.OOOI

92 92 92 92 92 92 92

c3 -o.19785 0.06513 -O. 12112 0.14203 0.03853 0-06326 0.07174
SHoULDER LENGTH O.Os87 0.5373 0.2sOl O.1768 0.7154 0.5491 O.496a

.92929292929292
c4 -o.10a51 o.1446l o.26942 0.236A3 0.1A6'22 0.12069 0.14229
BACK WAIST LÊNGÍH O.3032 0.1690 0.OO93 0.0230 0.0755 0.251a O.1760

92 92 92 92 92 92 92

c5 -o.02043 0.33859 0.36932 0.4357A O.40357 0.38080 0.376s4
scYE DEPTH O.8467 0.OO10 0.OOO3 0.OOO1 0.OOO1 0.OOO2 0.OOO2

92 92 92 92 92 92 92

1ÄBLE

CORRELÂIIONS BETI¿JEEN DI[4ENSIONS, ÂGE

CORRELAIION COEFFICIENTS / PROB > IRI UNOER HO:RHO=O / NUMBER OF OBSERVAfIONS

G7 l¡i I W2

o. 51 166 0.65284 0.79252
o.ooo1 0.ooo1 0. oool

o.67377 0.60915 0.83408
o.ooo1 0.ooor o. oool

o .7 4864 0 .6207 6 0. 83535
o.ooo1 0.ooor o. oool

o.426A2 0.39520 0. 58779
o.ooo1 0.oool o. oool

o.78041 0.5S645 0.74411
o.ooo1 0.oool o. oool

92 92 92

o.23Ê6'4 0.26247 0.33494
o.o231 0. ot 15 0.ool l

92 92 92

o. 44864 0.56 r99 0.67937
o.ooor o.ooor o. oool

o.11368 0. 18625 0.14s2s
o.2806 0. 0755 0.1671

92 92 92

o.18661 O. 10321 0.19448
o.o749 0.3276 0. 0632

o.26206 0.40238 0.39308
o. o1 16 0. ooo r o. ooo r

92 92 92



c6
AR ¡,!SC Y E

c7
WÀIST TO HIP

H,I
TOTAL HT

H2
CERVICÂL HT

H3
WAIST HT

H4
ABDOMEN HT

H5
HIP HT

.H6
CROTCH HT

TL
TRUNK LENGTH

TÂBLE

c0RRÉLATIoNS BEll,,/EEN OIMENSIONS, AGE

CORRELÀTION COEFFICIENÎS / PROB > IRI UNDER HO:RHO=O / NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS

ÁGE G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7

-o.12439 0.85157 0.81061 0,79205 0.77426 0.'t7624 0.77426 0.66338
o.2375 0.OOO1 0.OOOl O.OOO't O.OOOt O.OOOt O.OOOI O.OOOl

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

o.lo539 -o.07962 -O.08150 -O.10212 -O.17861 -O.05124 -O.O6242 -O.00064
o,3257 0.4583 0.4477 0.34rO O,0940 0.6334 0.558? O.9952

89 89 89 89 89 89 89 89

-o.27516 0. 19468 0,26687 0.18t66 0.12970 0. t3440 0.14215 0.27692
o.oo79 0.0629 0.olot o.o831 0.2179 0.20t5 0.1765 0.oo75

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

-o.21727 0.22939 0.27705 0.24913 0.20540 0.18760 0.18523 0.30100
o.o375 0.o27A O.OO75 0.Or66 0.0495 0.O733 0.O771 0.0036

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

-o.17147 0.18008 0-21514 0.22936 0.17821 0.19479 0.18285 0.23084
o.1022 0.o858 0.O394 0.O279 0.0832 0.0628 0.0811 0.0268

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

-o,11544 0.06915 0.12150 0.13617 0.11274 -O.OO515 0.02733 0.12395
o.2732 0.5125 0.24A6 0.1956 0.2446 0.9611 0.7960 0.2391

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

-o.26269 0.27430 0.30711 0.30635 0.30122 0,26136 0.27025 0.326'19
o.0114 0.oo8r o.oo29 0.oo30 0.oo3s o.ol'r9 0.oos2 0.oo15

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

-o.24860 0.09826 0. i2r88 0.l75rA O.'13756 0,O7095 0.02635 0.18341
o.o169 0.3514 0.247 I O.0949 0.191O O.5016 0.8031 0.O801

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

-o.07903 0.29710 0.35464 0,233sA O.20151 0.25522 0.30885 0.31895
o,4539 0.OO40 0.OOO5 0.0250 0.O541 0.O141 0.OO27 0.OO19

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

t/3 w4 vls l,16 ll7 c I c2 c3

tll1 w2

o.56859 0.71223
o.ooo1 0. ooo 1

o. 05363 -O.068 rO
o.6176 0.5260

89 89

o.23102 0.22419
o. 0267 0.o2a7

92 92

o.27647 0.26024
o. oo75 0.o122

92 92

o.26613 0,21098
o. or03 0. 0435

92 92

o.18088 0. 12225
o.oa44 0.2457

o.27523 Õ. 29009
o. oo79 0. oo50

o.21673 0. ia 180
o. 0380 0. o828

o.23091 0-24560
o. 0268 0. o 183

92 92

c4 c5



TABLÊ

C0RRELÂTIONS BETr¡/EEN DIMENSIoNS. ÂGE

CoRRELATToN coEFFrcIENrs / pRoB > lRl uNoER Ho:RHo=o / Nu¡,raep oF oBSERVATIoNS

l,,3 w4 vJs w6 v7 cl c2 c3 c4 c5

ÂcE -o.08868 -O.06948 -O-09942 -O.02371 -O.O8882 -O.22143 -O.O5s26 -O.1978s -O.10851 -O.02043
o.4006 0.5105 0.3457 0.A225 0.3998 0.0339 0.6008 0.0587 0.3032 0.8467

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

c.f o.69019 0.81632 0.8588r O.57569 0.84331 0.26737 0.54738 0.06513 0.14461 0.33859
uppERÂRM GrRTH O.OOOt O.OOOt O.OOOt O.OOOt O.OOOI O.OIOO O.OOOî 0.5373 0.1690 0.OOlO

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

c2 0.50599 0.546A1 O.5A063 0.sl186 0.64474 0. 19796 0.404Í t -O. 12112 0.26sA2 0.36932
NECK BASE GIRÌH O.OOOT O.OOOI o.OOOÍ O.OOOT O.OOOT 0.0586 0.OOO1 0.2sor O.OO93 0.OOO3

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

G3 0.S209A O.86275 0.86466 0.74342 0.a19AO O,2029s O.6'7047 0.14203 0.23643 0.43474
BUST GIRTH O.OOOI O.OOO| O.OOOT O.OOOI O.OOOí O.O523 0.OOOI 0.1768 0.0230 0.OOO1

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

G4 0.77656 0.94436 0.8?575 0.65764 0.84934 0.22311 0.63144 0.03853 0.18622 0.40357
t{ArsT crRTH o.ooo1 0.oool o-ooot o.oool o.ooof o.0325 0.ooo1 0.7154 0.0755 0.OOO1

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

c5 0.69976 0_Asog6 0.9sr71 0.62235 0.88767 0.14134 0.60895 0.06326 0.12069 0.380SO
aBDOMEN GIRÍH O.OOOI O.OOO1 0.OOO1 0.OOO1 0.OOOl O.1790 0.OOOl O.5491 O.2518 0.OOO2

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

c6 0.66796 0.82631 0.92116 0.59544 0.94999 0.13187 0.59397 0.07174 0.14229 0.37654
Hrp crRTH o.ooot o.ooo1 0.ooo1 0.ooo1 0.ooo1 0.2102 0.ooo1 0.4968 0.1760 0.OOO2

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

c7 0.51166 0.67377 0.74A64 0.426A2 0.7AO41 0.23664 0.44A64 0.1',|368 0.18661 0.26206
THrcH GIRTH O.OOOI O.OOOI O.OOOI O.OOO1 0.OOOr O.O23l O.OOOI O.2806 0.0749 0.Olt6

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

w1 0.6s284 0.60915 0.62076 0.39520 0.58645 0.26247 0.5619S O.18625 0.lO32i O.40234
CHEST FRoNT 'TIOTH O.OOOí O.OOOt O.OOOT O.OOOI O.OOOI O.Ol 15 0.OOOI O.0755 0.3276 0.OOO1

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

ttl2 O.79252 O.834OB O.83535 O.5A779 O.74411 O.33498 O.67937 O.14525 O.l944a O.393Og
BUST ÂRC O.OOO1 o.OOOi O.OOOI O.OOOI O.OOOI O.OOi I O.OOOI 0.1671 0.0632 o.OOOi

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92



l,¿3 w4 '¡J5 l4G

vJ3 r,ooooo 0.77596 0.73742 0.64230
BUST 10 BUSÌ O.OOOO O.OOOí O.OOOI O.OOOI

92 92 92 92

w4 0.77596 LOOOOO 0.89324 0.57757
tratsT aRc o.ooot o.oooo o.oool o.oool

vrs 0.73742 0.A9324 I.OOOOO 0.60719
ÂBDOMEN ARC O.OOOT O.OOOT O.OOOO O.OOOI

92 92 92 92

w6 0.64230 0.57757 0,60719 I.OOOOO
BÀCk CHEST WIoTH O.OOOI O.OOO1 0.OOOí O.OOOO

92 92 92 92

w7 0.63082 0.75935 0.81362 0.57461
BÂCK HlP ARC O.OOOI O.OOO1 0.OOO1 0.OOO1

92 92 92 92

ct 0.23465 0.25601 0.13942 0.05999
FRoNT l¡lÂ1ST LENGTH O.O244 O.Oi38 O.185O O.57OO

92 92 92 92

c2 0.6i938 0.60355 0.62192 0.49227
NECK T0 BUST O.OOOI O.OOOI O,OOOT O.OOOI

92 92 92 92

c3 0.13639 0.05015 0.09208 0.2975S
SHoULDER LENGTH O.1948 0.6350 0.3427 0.OO40

92 92 92 92

c4 0,25362 0.15218 0.17495 0.39470
BACK t/ÂtST LENGTH O.0147 0.14'16 0.0953 0.OOOí

92 92 92 92

c5 0.34810 0.35352 0.39888 0.34219
scyE DEprH o.ooo7 o.ooos o.oool 0.ooo8

92 92 92 92

TABLE

CORRELATIONS BEIWEEN DIMENSIONS. ÂGE

CORRELÂTION COEFFICIENTS / PROB > IRI UNDER HO:RHO=O / NUMBER OF OBSERVAIIONS

\17 c1 c2

o.63082 0.23465 0.61938
o.ooof o.0244 0. ooo I

o.75935 0.25601 O.60355o.ooof o.ot3a o. ooo 1

o.81362 0.19942 0.€2192
o.ooo1 0.1850 0. oool

o.57a61 0. 05999 0.49227
o. ooo l o. s700 0. ooo 1

92 92 92

l.ooooo o.18399 0.60201
o.oooo o. o791 0. ooo I

92 92 92

o- 18399 1 .OOOOO O.35692
o. 079 r o. oooo o. ooo5

92 92 92

o.60201 o.35692 r , OOOOO
o. oool o. ooo5 0. oooo

92 92 92

o. 08977 0.16649 0 - 27486
o. 3948 0 . 1127 0. OO80

92 92 92

o.15085 0.33403 0. 20587
o. 1512 0.OO1t O. 0490

92 92 92

o.40405 0. r4001 o. 32235
o.ooor o. r 83l o.oorT

c3 c4 c5

o.13639 0.25362 0. 34810
o.194S O.O147 0. OOOT

92 92 92

o.o50t5 0.'t5218 0.35352
o. G350 0.1476 0. OOO5

92 92 92

o.09208 0.17495 0.39888
o.3a27 0. 0953 0. OOO l

92 92 92

o . 29758 0. 39470 0 . 342 19
o. oo40 0. ooo I o. ooos

o.o8977 0.15085 0.40405
o.3948 0. 1512 0. OOO I

o.16649 0.33403 0. r4001
o,1127 0.OO1r O.t831

o.274A6 0.20547 0.32235
o.oo80 0.0490 0. oo17

92 92 92

I . OOOOO O. 22359 0 . 23897
o.oooo o.0322 0. 02 18

92 92 92

o.22359 l.OOOOO O. 54637
o.0322 0.oooo o. ooo I

o.23897 0.54637 1 . OOOOO
o. 02l8 0. oool o. oooo

o



c6
ARMSCYE

c7
WÀIST TO HIP

H1
TOTAL HT

á2
CERVICÂL HT

WAIST HI

H4
AEDOMEN HÎ

H5
HIP HT

H6
CROTCH HT

TL
TRUNK LENGTH

TÁBLE

CORRELÄTIONS EETWEÊN DIMENSIONS. ÀGE

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS / PROB > IRI UNDER HOIRHO=O / NUMBER OF OBSERVÁIIONS

i¡i 3 W4

o.64017 0.71699o.oool o. ooo t
92 92

-o. 03266 -O. 12833
o.76 r 3 0.2307

89 89

o.23414 0. 138ôO
o.0247 0. r a67

92 92

o.29254 O.2008 r
o.oo47 0. o549

o.251t9 0. 15257
o. o 157 0. 1465

o.22A6'6 0 . 1245G
o.o2a4 0.2368

o. 29065 0. 26066
o.oo49 0-o121

o.21235 0.14143
o .0421 0. 1747

92 92

o.26570 0.14797
o. oloS 0.0724

.9292
c6 c7

o.78549 0.59244 0.74383 0.23A27 ,O.54354 -O.03958 0.30925 0.43406
o.oool o.oool o.ooof o.0222 0.ooo1 0.7079 0-oo27 0.ooor

92 S2 92 92 92 92 92 92

o.o1259 -O.O4277 -O.02442 -O.O22A4 -O.03922 0. r5176 0.0693't O.13263
o.906s o.6906 0.8203 0.83t8 0.7152 0. r557 0.5186 0.2153

89 89 89 89 89 89 89 89

o.20491 0.15994 0.16t08 0.533A8 0.28085 0.3641O O.63385 0.42413
o.o50t o.1274 o.1250 0.ooot o.0067 0.ooo4 0.ooo1 0.ooo1

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

o.25757 O.2543a O.2106l O.4a267 O.3O95¿ O.39333 O.68517 O.50260
o.o132 0.or44 0.0439 0-ooo1 0.oo27 0.oool o.ooo1 0.oool

o.27407 0. raar3 0.18s92 0.16658 0.23860 0.30820 0.48011 0.45588
o.oo82 0.0725 0.o?'t3 0.'t125 0.o220 0.oo28 0.ooo1 0.ooor

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

o.12373 0.14A29 0.05117 0.1A56r O.14651 0.32235 0.45944 0.40297
o.2400 0. r583 0.628r O.0765 0.1634 0.OOr7 0.OOO1 0.OOO1

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

o.29543 0.21252 0.27195 0.31069 0.31895 0.26593 0.45454 0.40367
o.oo42 0.0420 0.oo87 0.0026 0.oo19 0.ol04 0.ooo1 0.ooo1

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

o. r3r92 0. r6318 0.07361 O.41063 0.22395 0.40700 0.48929 0.4r813
o.2roo o.1201 o.4856 0.ooo1 0.0319 0.oool o.ooo1 0.oool

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

o.30549 0.25a90 0.29437 0.35985 0.28204 0.19906 0.63263 0.38700
o.oo31 0.0127 0.oo44 0.ooo4 0.0065 0.o571 0.oool o.oool

92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 TL

W5 r¿/6 vt1 C I C2 C3 C4

¡\ro



IABLE

CORRÊLÂTIONS BETI,,IE EN DIMENSIONS. AGE

CORRELÂTION COEFFICIENIS / PROB > IRI UNDER HO:RHO=O / NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS

C6 C7 HI H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 TL

AGE -O.12439 0.10539 -O.275r6 -O.21727 -O.17147 -O.11544 -O.26269 -O.24860 -O.07903
o.2375 0.3257 0.OO79 0.0375 0.1022 0.2732 0.O114 0.O169 0.4s39

92 89 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

Gl o.85157 -O.07962 0. r9468 0.22939 0,1800A O.069l5 0.27430 0.09A26 0.29710
UPPERARM GIRTH O.OOOl 0.4s83 0.0629 0.O27A O.0858 0.5125 0.OO81 0.3s14 0.OO40

92 89 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

c2 0.8106t -o.oat50 0.26687 0,27705 0.21514 0.12150 0.30711 O.12188 0.35464
NECK EASE GIRTH O.OOO1 0.4477 0.OlO1 0.OO75 0.0394 0.24A€' 0.OO29 0.2471 0.OOO5

92 a9 92 92 92 92 92 92 S2

c3 0.7920s -o.10212 0.18166 0.24913 0.22936 0.13617 .O.30635 0.17514 O.233s8
BUST GrRTH O.OOOI O.3410 0.O831 O.0166 0.0279 0,',1956 0.OO30 0.0949 0.0250

92 89 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

G4 0.77426 -O.17861 0.12970 0.20540 0.17A21 0.11274 0.30122 0.13756 0.20151
I¿JAIST GIRIH O.OOOI O,O94O O.2179 O 0495 O.O892 0.2846 O.OO35 O tg'lo O.O541

92 a9 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

G5 0.77624 -O.05124 0.13440 0.18760 0.19479 -O.OO515 0.26136 0.07095 0.25522
ÂBDOMEN GIRTH O.OOO'I O.6334 0.2015 0.0733 0.0628 0.9611 O.O119 0.5016 0.0141

92 89 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

c6 0.77426 -0.c6282 0.14215 0.18523 0.18285 0.02733 0.27025 0.02635 0.30885
HIP GTRTH O.OOO'I 0.5587 0.1765 0.O771 0,0811 0.7960 0.OO92 0.8031 0.OO27

92 a9 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

c7 0.6G338 -O.00064 0.27692 0.30rOO O.230S4 0. r2395 0.32619 0.18341 0.3189s
THrGH GlRTH O.OOOT O.9952 0.OO75 0.0036 0.0268 0.2391 O.OO15 0.O801 0.OO19

92 a9 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

Ì,,f o.s6859 0.05363 0.23102 0.27GA7 0.26613 0. raoga O.27523 0.21673 0.23091
CHEST FRoNT trlDTH O.OOOI O.6175 O.O267 O.OO7s O.Ol03 O.0844 O.OO79 O.O38O O.O26a

92 89 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

v!2 0.71223 -O.06A10 0.22A19 0.26028 0.2lO9A O.12225' 0.29009 0.18180 0.24560
BUSÌ ÂRC O.OOOI 0.5260 0.O2A7 0.0122 0.0435 0.2457 0.OO50 0.0824 O.O1a3

92 89 92 92 92 92 92 92 92

o



c6 c7 Hl H2 H3 H4

w3 0.64017 -0.03266 0.23414 0.29254 O.25119 0.22866
BUSI TO SUST O.OOOI O.7613 0.0247 0.OO47 0.0157 0.0244

92 89 92 92 92 92

w4 0.71699 -O.'12833 0.13890 0.2008r 0.15257 0.12456
WAIST ÂRC O.OOOI O.2307 0.1867 0.0549 0.1465 0.2368

92 89 92 92 92 92

l,/5 O.78549 O.01259 O.2O49'l O.25757 O.27407 O.12373
aBDoMEN ARC O.OOO1 0.9068 0.0501 O.Ol32 0.OO82 0.2400

92 89 92 92 92 92

w6 0,59244 -O.O427 7 0. t5994 0.25438 0.18813 0.14429
BÁCK CHEST WrDfH O.OOO1 0.G906 0.127A O.0144 0.0725 0.1583

92 89 92 92 92 92

w7 0.743A3 -O.O2442 0. 16108 0.21061 0.18892 0.05117
BÂCK Hrp ÄRC O.OOOI 0.8203 0.1250 0.O439 0.0713 0.6281

92 a9 92 92 92 92

cl o.23a27 -o.o22a4 0.53388 0.4A26'7 0. 16658 0.1856'l
FRONT Ì,,,AIST LENGTH O,0222 O.83fB O.OOOI O.OOOI O.1125 O.0765

92 89 92 92 92 92

TABLE

CORRÊLATIONS BETWEEN DIMENSIONS, ÀGE

coRRELÁTroN coÊFFIcIENTS / pRoB > Inl uruoep Ho:RHo=o / NUI,|BER oF oBSERVÄTIoNs

c2 0.54354 -O.O3922
NECK T0 EUST O.OOOI 0.7152

c3 -o. 03958 0. 15176
SHOULDÊR LENGTH O.7079 O. 1557

c4 0.30925
BÂCK WÀIsT LENGTH O. OO27

92

c5 0.43406
SCYE DEPTH O. OOO 1

92

H5 H6 TL

o.29065 0.21235 0.26570
o.oo49 0.o421 0. oros

92 92 92

o.26066 0.14143 0.14797
o. o 121 0.1747 0.0724

92 92 92

o.29543 0.t3192 0.30549
o.oo42 0.2100 0. oo3 r

92 92 92

o.21252 0.16318 0.25890
o. 0420 0.'t201 0.o127

92 92 92

o. 27 195 0. 07361 0 .29437
o. oo87 0.4856 0. OO44

92 92 92

o,31069 0.41063 0.35985
o. 0026 0. ooo i o. ooo4

92 92 92

o.31895 0.22395 0.24204
o. oo 19 0. 0319 0. 0065

92 92 92

o. 26593 0. 40700 0. 19906
o-or04 0.ooor o.o571

92 92 92

o.45454 0,4A929 0.63263
o. oool 0.oool o. ooo'l

o.40367 0.41813 0.38700
o.oool 0.oool o. ooo I

o.280a5 0.30954 0.23860 0.14651
o.0067 0.oo27 0.0220 0. 1634

92 92 92 92

o. 364 fO O - 39333 0. 30820 0. 32235
o. ooo4 0. oool o. oo28 0. oo17

92 52 92 92

o.0693't o.633A5 0.68517 0,4801I O.45984
o.5r86 0.ooor o.ooor o.ooo1 0.ooo1

89 92 92 92 92

o.13263 0.42413 0.50260 0.45588 0.40297
o.2153 0. OOOt O.OOOt O.OOOI O.OOOf

89 92 92 92 92
tvo
o\



c6
ÀRMSCY E

c7
r.lA I ST To HIP

HI
TOIÂL HT

H2
CERVICAL HT

H3
WAIST HT

H4
ÂBOOMEN HT

HIP HT

H6
CROTCH HT

TL
IRUNK LENGTH

IABL E

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN DlMENSIONS ' AGE

CORRELÂTION COEFFICIENTS / PROB > IRI U¡IDER HO:RHO=O / NUMBÊR OF OBSERVÂTIONS

c6 c7

'r . ooooo -o. oo9? 2
o - oooo o.9279

-o.oo972 1 - OOOOO
o.9279 0. OOOO

89 a9

o.28633 0.30034
o.oo5? o. oo42

92 A9

o.324Sa O.29157
o.oo16 0. 0056

92 89

o. 26561 O. 35663
o.oros o. 0006

92 89

o. 17313 0.20729
o. 0989 0. 0513

92 89

o.29972 -O.21639
o. oo37 0.o417

92 89

o. r 4817 0.160f3
o.1sa7 0- t 339

92 89

o.40849 0.33105
o. ooo 1 0. ool5

92 89

HI H2 H3

o. 28633 0. 32458 0 . 26s6 I
o. oosT 0. oo 16 0, o los

92 92 92

o - 30034 0. 29 157 0. 35663
o.oo42 0. 0056 0. 0006

a9 89 89

r.ooooo o.97327 0.85567
o.oooo o.oool 0. oool

92 92 92

o.97327 1. OOOOO O.88851
o-oool o.oooo o. oool

92 92 92

o.85567 0.48851 l.OOOOO
o.ooor o.oool o. oooc

92 92 92

o.76103 0.79606 0.83¿60
o.oool 0.ooo1 0. oool

92 92 92

o.76234 0.7AA15 0.7A132
o.ooor o.oool o. oool

oa

o.82405 0.85562 0.80777
o.oool o-oool o. ooo I

92 92 92

o.73075 0.73920 0.59492
o.oool 0.oooi o. ooo I

oa

o. 17313 0.29972 0.14417 0.40849
o. o989 0.oo37 0.1sa7 0.ooo1

92 92 92 92

o.20729 -O.21639 0.16013 0. 33105
o. o513 0.0417 0.1339 0.OO1s

89 89 89 89

o.76r03 0.76234 0.A2405 O.73075
o.oool o.oool o.oool 0. ooo 1

92 92 92 92

o. 79606 0. 788 l5 0. 85562 0. 73920
o.oool 0.ooo1 0.ooo1 0. oool

92 92 92 92

o. a34GO O.7Al32 0,AO777 0.59492
o.ooor o.oool o.oool o. ooo 1

s2 s2 92 92

1 . OOOOO O. 7399 I O. 80739 0.424 15
o.oooo o.oool o.ooo1 0. ooo I

92 92 92 92

o. 7399 1 ', 'l . OOOOO O . 78677 0. 43633
o.ooo1 0.oooo o.oool o. ooo l

92 92 92 92

o. 80739 0. 74677 1 . OOOOO O. 28387
o. oool o. oool o. oooo o. 0061

92 92 92 92

o.42415 0.43633 0.28387 r , OOOOO

o.oool o.oool o.0061 0. oooo
92 92 92 92



Appendix E

GRADE INTERVAL Tt]LERANCES
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209

WHOLE BODY SYSTEI'1

HOR IZONTAL D IIIENS IONS

NECK BASE G IRTH
I,¡AIST GIRTH
TH IGH G I RTH
ARI4SCYE G IRTH
UPPER ARI4 G IRTH
SHOULDER L E NGTH
ANTER I OR CHEST WIDTH
POSTER IOR CHEST W IDTH
BUST LEVEL t,J IDTH
ABOOI'1I NAL EXTENS I ON ARC

ANTER IOR WA IST ARC
POSTER IOR H IP ARC
ANTER I OR BUST ARC

VERT I CAL D I14ENS IONS

HE I GHT

CERV ICAL HE I GHT
NECK BUST
l./A IST HE I GHT
l,lA IST TO H IP
H IP HE I GHT

ANTER IOR I.IA IST LENGTH
POSTER IOR WA IST LENGTH
SCYE DEPTH

LOWER BODY SYSTEI.I

HOR IZONTAL Ð II,lENS I ONS

ANTER IOR l,lA IST ARC

ABDOI'IINAL EXTENSION GIRTH
ABDO¡lINAL EXTENS ION ARC
POSTERIOR H¡P ARC
TH IGH G IRTH

VIRT I CAL Ð IItlENS IONS

WA IST HE I GHT
ABDOI4I NAL EXTENS I ON HE I GHT

H IP HE I GHT
WA IST TO H IP

TOLERANCE

1.7
r r ,4
6.2
3.7
?o

.i{
1,5
)t
1 ,2
6.8
Áo
5.o
6.\

8.0
8,0

4.U
| .2
7.1
2.1
3.2t.l

(cm)

5.9
ì r.8
6,2
5.\
6.2

7.0
7.5
7.1
1.2



Appendìx F

Ut]lllEN FIT BY DIlltENSI()N SPECIFICATi()NS



Number of Âì l
Dìmenslons Fit N %

A) WHOLE BODY SYSTEM:

o
tll
2 1 I 91 99
3 16 17
47542

6
7
a

'to
1t
12
t3
14
15
16
17
18
l9

21

Mlsslng

B) LOI,,ER BOOY SYSTEM;

Contro I s
Hor I zoñta l

N%
Vert lcal
N7"

11
15 16
76 83

o
I
2
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